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Abstract 
 

The World Wide Web (Web) is a global collection of documents containing information presented in a format 

that can only be readily understood by humans.  The problem is to extract this information and make it useful 

to machines by presenting it in a machine-readable format.  This project presents ‘FOAFextra’, an application 

designed to extract information from HTML documents, transcode the information into XML syntax, and 

produce adapted files containing the information.  This project discusses the Friend-Of-A-Friend (FOAF) 

vocabulary model, in conjunction with other shared RDF ontologies, to represent knowledge regarding 

personal information. 

 

The project scope is limited to the personal information of academic staff at UK based academic institutions.  

An object-oriented approach has been used to provide greater portability and maintainability of the application 

so that in the future it would be easier to widen the scope to include other geographical domains, topic 

disciplines, foreign languages, etc. 

 

FOAFextra uses a supervised top-down covering algorithm for inducing extraction rules and comprises a 

desktop application structured as a three-tiered architecture for document acquisition, information extraction, 

and information transcoding.  This approach highlights the complexities of Information Extraction and 

reinforces the need for future research. 
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1 Introduction 
The World Wide Web (Web)1 has grown a great deal since its creation and there is now a very large amount 

of information available online.  This information is mainly available in a format that is only understandable 

by human users.  Some Web services take structured information from a database and present that information 

in machine-generated documents containing a representation of what that information means according to the 

structure of the database such as; online retail stores, banking systems, and weather information services.  

However, a large proportion of Web documents are generated by humans and presented in pages that do not 

contain a representation of what the information means.  The value of the information can only be exploited 

by manually trawling Web documents in order to comprehend the information contained within them; news 

articles, scientific papers, and academic course outlines, for example. 

 

The scope of this project is concerned with the extraction of this information and its presentation in a format 

that can be comprehended efficiently by machines.  It is not possible for a single human to locate and extract 

relevant valuable information from the volume of documents available on the Web.  A vast amount of 

research has been conducted around this problem.  Representing knowledge in a formal way has been an area 

of scientific study for some time and this has recently been applied to the Web by the World Wide Web 

Consortium (W3C) in the form of new computational languages capable of describing online resources.  

These new languages come together in a framework of technologies layered onto the Web to constitute what 

has been termed the Semantic Web (SemWeb).  SemWeb technologies now exist to express information in 

formal terms that convey its semantic meaning so that it can be comprehended efficiently by machines but 

further research is required to convert information that already exists in Web documents to work with 

SemWeb technologies. 

 

Information Extraction (IE) is a relatively new topic of research that has become more significant as the 

scale of the Web has grown.  The aim of IE is to extract structured information from the unstructured content 

of machine-readable documents.  That is to say that although a document may have structure in the form of 

chapters and headings etc. the information that it contains is not structured and as such even though the 

document may be read by machine its information cannot be understood by machine. 

 

The project discusses standard IE evaluation metrics and established IE techniques.  It also includes the design 

of an application capable of extracting information from a Web document and transcoding that information 

into a format that is compatible with SemWeb technologies.  To that aim, the project’s scope is restricted to 

the personal information of academic staff based at UK universities.  The application is partially implemented 

according to this design and its academic worth is evaluated against the established IE techniques discussed.  

The project concludes by briefly considering the scalability of the solution to involve further topics and larger 

domains. 

                                                      
1 The boldface terms that appear throughout this project are also listed and defined in the Glossary. 



 

2 Literature Review 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[Figure 1] 
 Large Directed Graph As A Node-Link Diagram In 3D Hyperbolic Space 

© Copyright 1997 IEEE (Munzner 1997, fig. 1) 

“If one could imagine a project (company, whatever) that used the 
Web in its work, then there would be a map, in cyber space, 
of all the dependencies and relationships that defined 
how the project was going.” 

 
(Berners-Lee T. in Foreword to Fensel, Hendler, 

Lieberman & Wahlster 2005, p. xiv) 
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2.1 Information Retrieval and Extraction 
It is important to stress the distinction between Data Retrieval (DR), Information Retrieval and Information 

Extraction.  DR aims at retrieving all objects that satisfy a clearly defined query, such as all text objects that 

contain the word Paisley, especially when those objects are held within a well structured data source like a 

relational database of University students.  Therefore a single erroneous object in the results of a DR query 

means total failure (Baeza-Yates & Ribeiro-Neto 1999, p. 2).  For example, if the DR system needs to retrieve 

the objects of each university student who lives in Paisley, but the DR system fails to return all objects for 

students living in Paisley or returns a single object of a student who does not live in Paisley, then the DR 

system has failed. 

 

An Information Retrieval (IR) system usually deals with natural language and aims to retrieve information 

about a subject or topic from a less structured, semantically ambiguous source.  Typically IR systems deal 

with document collections and in order to satisfy the query, the IR system must apply a sense of relevance to 

each document retrieved and rank them accordingly (Baeza-Yates & Ribeiro-Neto 1999, p. 2).  Inaccuracy 

and small errors in the results of an IR query should be more or less unnoticed due to efficient relevancy 

ranking.  For example, a query for an IR system could aim to retrieve documents containing students whose 

address is in Paisley.  The IR system can return all documents containing the word “Paisley” and rank the 

documents according to the probability that this indicates the student’s surname, university, or home address. 

 

The problem of identifying and extracting relevant information from fragments of natural language texts in 

heterogeneous formats, then filling slots in a pre-defined template and converting the data into a single 

homogeneous information resource is called Information Extraction (IE) (DARPA 1995).  An example IE 

system might aim to extract text fragments from documents describing academic staff, identify the relevance 

of each fragment, and fill a pre-defined academic career template with the necessary personal information 

from the extracted data.  The difference between DR, IR, and IE is one of granularity regarding information 

access.  DR is data retrieval, IR is document retrieval, and IE is fact retrieval (Gaizauskas & Wilks 1998).  IR 

and IE can be combined to develop a system capable of using information from textual documents to answer 

standard questions defined for a document collection, sometimes referred to as Natural Language 

Understanding or Textual Question-Answering (TQA) (Neumann & Xu 2004).  An example TQA software 

system could use the information supplied from an IE system specific to academic careers at UK institutions 

to answer the questions: how many post-graduate course tutors specialise in IE, what institutions are they 

currently based at, what are their contact telephone numbers and open office hours at those institutions?  This 

amount of information may well be available on webpages and from other electronic documents but currently 

this information can only be accessed and understood by humans.  The use of targeted, i.e. domain- and 

function-specific, IE and TQA systems could render this information readable by machines and therefore 

more accessible to humans. 
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The initial development of IE systems was produced during the late 1980s through academic and industrial 

research projects funded by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA).  The performance 

of these projects was compared at Message Understanding Conferences (MUC) and two clear traditions of 

IE emerged; a knowledge engineering approach through Natural Language Processing (NLP), and a 

machine learning approach that uses a learning algorithm against a set of example documents resulting in a 

wrapper that can be employed to analyse new documents.  A machine learning approach can apply inductive 

reasoning techniques to example documents that have been annotated, an annotated corpus, in order to 

develop a wrapper, or machine learning can alternatively employ probabilistic techniques to develop a 

wrapper without an annotated corpus. 

 

2.1.1 Natural Language Processing (NLP) 
NLP tackles the IE problem by using complex grammar rules to break up free flowing natural language into 

sentences and then tag each element of a sentence; verb, adverb, noun, etc.  Relevant content is determined by 

matching this syntactic structure to pre-existing linguistic patterns.  The most difficult task is to develop the 

grammar rules and linguistic patterns that apply to a specific function and domain.  For example, the linguistic 

patterns evident in legal case documents may be particularly different to those of; military messages, medical 

textbooks, political speeches, conference proceedings, press reports, government legislation, or academic 

writings.  The disadvantages to the NLP approach to IE is that expert knowledge is required to develop the 

complex grammar rules required and this can also be a laborious endeavour.  However, IE systems 

implementing the NLP approach have produced results of the highest performance (Appelt & Israel 1999, 

p.8). 

 

2.1.2 Wrapper Induction (WI) 
On the other hand, Wrapper Induction (WI) is an inductive machine learning approach that uses algorithms 

designed to extract content from a structured resource with predefined templates, sometimes referred to as 

answer keys.  This learning process produces a set of content extraction rules, called a wrapper, from an 

annotated document collection, commonly referred to as a training corpus.  An IE system uses these rules to 

infer what information to extract in broader situations than the specific examples in the training corpus.  

Making generalisations from specific examples in this way is termed inductive reasoning, hence wrapper 

induction.  By way of a simplified example, a training corpus of conference event schedules may show that 

details of a speaker are in general prefix by “Who:  ” and a WI IE system would infer that this was generally 

the case with conference event schedules outside the training corpus.  This type of IE analysis is ideally suited 

to textual structured documents; conference event schedules, application forms, curriculum vitae, product 

descriptions, academic course outlines, transport timetables, or career advertisements. 

 

Key tasks of WI are to define templates relevant to function and domain and to establish a training corpus 

with annotations that complement the predefined templates.  Expert knowledge is not required to construct 

detailed grammar rules.  It is only necessary that the domain knowledge is sufficient to annotate a training 

corpus; therefore the development of WI IE systems is far less laborious than using the NLP approach.  WI 

also has the added advantage of domain portability; i.e. a wrapper for career advertisements may be equally 
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applicable for other industries, countries, and languages.  This is partly because WI has a ‘data driven’ 

approach to rule acquisition.  Rules are derived automatically from the training corpus and used to process 

new data.  Unfortunately however, this means that WI requires a large volume of training data.  The choice of 

IE tradition, therefore, can come down to the availability of a highly skilled knowledge engineer to construct 

grammar rules for an NLP IE system versus the availability of training data for a WI IE system. 

 

2.1.3 Information Extraction (IE) General Concepts & Complexity Factors 
There are a few basic concepts common to both Information Extraction (IE) traditions that must be considered 

before any decision can be made as to which IE tradition is most suitable for the goal at hand (Appelt & Israel 

1999, p12). 

 
2.1.3.1 Language Ambiguity 
The difficulty in identifying fragments of text can vary depending on the complexity of the language that the 

text is written in.  The majority of European languages only require an IE system to break up each word as 

they are separated by whitespace.  On the other hand, Altaic languages like Japanese or Sinitic languages like 

Chinese demand much more morphological processing to identify word boundaries from within the 

orthography.  Even after keywords have been identified, language ambiguity can still be a problem in the form 

of synonymy and homonymy.  It is important that keywords like “curriculum vitae” are detailed as part of a 

lexicon in a way that can also identify the synonymous “résumé”, but cannot be confused with homonymous 

but irrelevant information concerning, for example, an educational “curriculum”. 

 
2.1.3.2 Format 
Extracting information from text can involve a range of techniques dependent upon the source, case, and 

formality of the text.  The format of the text may not be as clear as if the text source is the actual author of the 

text, i.e. sentence boundaries may not be explicitly present in text transcribed from speeches.  Theatre and film 

scripts may contain text entirely in one case, e.g. upper case capital letters, which would complicate issues and 

create greater ambiguity compared to mixed case text that clearly shows proper nouns and sentence 

boundaries through correct capitalisation.  The formality of a text also influences the choice of IE techniques.  

Journalistic articles and scientific papers are generally of a very high standard of spelling and grammar, 

whereas emails and military messages may contain significant errors that need to be compensated for in order 

to extract information accurately. 

 
2.1.3.3 Structure 
Document structure places special requirements on how a document is handled by an IE system.  Very long 

documents may even require IR techniques in order to identify the relevant sections for processing.  

Documents containing items such as graphical or tabular data require special handling, however the 

computing language used to mark-up documents on the World Wide Web (Web) already has this level of 

detail built into it.  The structure of Web documents is not explicitly presented to the user in their web 

browser, but each element; heading, image, piece of boldfaced type, is clearly tagged.  An IE system 

developed to extract information from Web documents must be developed to handle this structure. 
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2.1.3.4 Entity Type 
The ease with which an IE system is capable of identifying entities from fragments of text can vary according 

to the type of entity being extracted.  Name recognition tasks such as extracting the name of an employee and 

also identifying the relationship to the department they work in, for example, are relatively simple tasks 

compared to identifying events, where entire clauses may have to be analysed together.  For instance, consider 

the entities and their relationships in this example, “Tim Berners-Lee, the inventor of the Web and Director of 

the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) was dubbed a Knight Commander, Order of the British Empire 

(KBE) by Her Majesty, Queen Elizabeth II during an Investiture in London on Friday, 16 July 2004.” (W3C 

2004).  Grammar rules or wrappers for identifying the names of names of entities amongst this sample of text 

would be significantly simpler than rules or wrappers designed for extracting information about the event and 

as such would need to handle the entire phrase in order to extract the required information. 

 

2.1.3.5 Co-occurrence 
An IE system must also be capable of co-reference resolution (CORS).  Co-reference occurs when several 

expressions refer to the same entity in a single sentence, or in several sentences within passage of text, or in 

fact may even be referred to in more than a single document.  Organisations are often abbreviated, W3C for 

instance, and the abbreviation refers equally to the organisation as its full title, the World Wide Web 

Consortium.  Similarly the use of pronouns like “he”, “she”, and “it” and noun phrases like “the university” 

are also examples of co-reference.  Effective IE must cope with identifying entities when they are initially 

introduced and also when they are referenced again later. 

 

2.1.4 Web Information Extraction 
The initial step of any Information Extraction (IE) system is a process termed tokenization.  This process 

aims to break up documents into manageable fragments of data, which can be individual words or points of 

punctuation, and each fragment is called a token.  Web IE has a significant advantage over standard IE 

methodologies when it comes to tokenization because Web documents are punctuated with tags that clearly 

indicate the structure of the document.  Each tag appears inside brackets < >, for example, the <h1> tag is 

used to describe section headers within the document.  These additional elements of structure in Web 

documents can be exploited by IE systems to identify tokens and achieve word segmentation more easily than 

other document formats that do not exhibit such clearly defined structure. 

 

Web documents can be constructed in many computing languages.  Their structure is described using 

HyperText Mark-up Language (HTML) tags as mentioned above.  Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) express 

a Web document’s format; the colour of text, placement of images, padding within tables, and so on.  A third 

language, eXtensible Mark-up Language (XML), is used to define Web document context.  XML permits 

document authors to define their own tags to enable the context of their Web documents to be read by 

machines, whereas the use of HTML tags is restricted to the purpose of each tag as defined within HTML.  It 

is important to discuss the development of these languages in order to understand how they operate with each 

other and also how recent research has used them as a basis for future technologies, but this discussion is 
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explained later in the project.  For now, it is only necessary to show that there is no facility within XML to 

universally represent the arbitrary definition of custom tags that suit individual Web document authors’ needs.  

Therefore an IE system cannot efficiently leverage these tags to extract information.  XML tags are not 

universally standardised and so the context of a document can be expressed differently from one area to 

another within the same domain.  It would be more difficult for a domain-specific IE system to extract 

information if document context were expressed differently across the domain without this difference being 

related in some way. 

 

A significant breakthrough has been achieved through the standardisation of languages that together support 

the description of Web resource context independent of media type; textual documents, film clips, 

photographic images, and soundtracks, so that it can be read by machines.  The syntax for this framework is 

based upon XML and serves as key foundation technologies for the further development of Semantic Web 

(SemWeb) technologies. 

 

2.2 XML Syntax for Semantic Web Technologies 
The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) endorsed standards like Resource Description Framework (RDF) 

(Manola & Miller 2004) and Web Ontology Language (OWL) (McGuinness & van Harmelen 2004) as 

W3C Recommendations in February 2004.  RDF facilitates increased access to and description of document 

content and Web IE can make use of this to break up document content into manageable data.  It is 

appropriate to explain the advantages of RDF over XML with regard to Web resource description and then 

also discuss the part that OWL has to play in Semantic Web (SemWeb) technologies. 

 

2.2.1 Resource Description Framework (RDF) 
RDF is not as well known as other W3C specifications, but it is actually one of the older ones with the first 

working draft produced in 1997.  RDF is not necessarily applicable in all circumstances, but because it is a 

non-hierarchical data model there are key advantages to RDF that dictate whether or not data that is already 

expressed on the Web in XML needs to be organised with RDF. 

 

Firstly, as RDF is non-hierarchical, it does not rely on nesting elements within the elements that they are 

related to.  As an example of a hierarchical data model, a University employs Staff and they would need to be 

nested within the University entity in a tree-like structure.  Likewise, Staff are employed by the University and 

the University would be nested within each Staff member.  In order to generate this relationship, a hierarchical 

data model has a dependency for the data to be bi-located.  The University entity must be retained in memory 

until each Staff entity is processed in order to complete the transaction so that the information regarding the 

relationship can be declared.  RDF places a significantly lower demand on computing memory than 

hierarchical data models because it uses Universal Resource Identifiers (URI) to relate data.  One URI can 

point directly to the University and another URI can locate the member of Staff.  The University entity can be 

processed quickly because its related data is not contained within it. 
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Secondly, disparate sets of data based upon RDF can be joined together easily.  For example, two academic 

institutions merge together and it is necessary to combine the information about their staff to show that all 

staff are now employed by the merged institution.  Using RDF as a standard framework for the datasets means 

that their URI can be used to immediately join the two together without the staff entities colliding across both 

datasets, i.e. Gavin Hastings at the University of Paisley is not the same entity as Gavin Hastings at Bell 

College.  This is most likely to be successful if the entities in the datasets are defined using common 

vocabulary.  Confusion cannot arise if it is clear that “staff are employed by an institution” means the same as 

“staff work at an institution.”  Another technology was developed to support RDF with shared vocabularies 

that make it possible to join datasets across the Web.  An RDF vocabulary, otherwise known as a shared 

ontology, is expressed using the Web Ontology Language (OWL) that is discussed shortly, but first it is 

essential to explain the mechanics of RDF, RDF triples. 

 

2.2.2 RDF Triples 
The University of the West of Scotland has a homepage that is located at http://www.uws.ac.uk.  This 

information can be stated very simple in RDF by using what is known as an RDF triple. An RDF triple 

contains three components; a subject, a predicate, and an object.  For example: 

 

The university has a homepage located at http://www.uws.ac.uk 

 SUBJECT PREDICATE OBJECT 

 university homepage http://www.uws.ac.uk 

 

Put another way, the RDF triple statement describes a resource that has a property and the value of that 

property.  In this example, the university has a ‘property’ that is its homepage and the ‘value’ of that property 

is http://www.uws.ac.uk.  Other properties of the university can also be expressed as additional RDF triple 

statements, the name of the university for instance. 

 

 The university’s name is University of the West of Scotland. 

 SUBJECT PREDICATE OBJECT 

 university label University of the West of Scotland 

 

2.2.3 RDF Serialised Formats 
So far it has been made clear that RDF is a framework model for data, but it is necessary to highlight that RDF 

is expressed in four different formats.  N-Triples (Beckett, Grant & McBride 2004) is a line-based, plain text 

format for representing RDF test cases.  These limitations make it difficult to use manually and its main use is 

for machines to automatically parse RDF/XML.  N-Triples was originally developed as a fixed subset of the 

more readable RDF syntax, Notation3 (N3) (Berners-Lee 2005), which has a “wide and widening use in [the] 

RDF community” (Hawke 2004b, p.17).  Where N-triples must be in one continuous line of text, the 

whitespace restriction is removed in N3 so that each triple can appear on a new line and therefore be easier for 

a human to understand. 
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Two other formats of RDF exist.  Terse RDF Triple Language (Turtle) (Beckett, Herman, Manola & Miller 

2007) is being designed as a refinement of N3 so that it is both easy to read and has additional syntax that is 

not present in N3.  Both N3 and Turtle allow mechanisms for URIs to be declared at the beginning of the file 

as a namespace preceded by “@prefix” and followed by the URI, which is not possible in N-Triples.  That is 

to say, an N-Triples version of the RDF triples examples above would need the full URI of the university 

entity to be repeated each time that entity was referred to.  Turtle also allows individual terms within the 

resource to be abbreviated as a qualified name (Qname), e.g. namespace-abbreviation followed by the term 

name, as illustrated in the following fragments: 

 

N-Triples version 

http://www.uws.ac.uk http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/homepage 

http://www.uws.ac.uk 

http://www.uws.ac.uk http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema/label 

“University of the West of Scotland” 

 

Turtle version 

@prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>. 

@prefix foaf: <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/>. 

 

<http://www.uws.ac.uk> 

   foaf:homepage <http://www.uws.ac.uk> ; 

   rdfs:label “University of the West of Scotland” . 

 

The URI for the University of the West of Scotland is used to declare the university entity, in this case the 

URI is the university’s website address.  Another URI is used to point to a definition of a property of the 

university entity, in this example the homepage term in the FOAF vocabulary located at 

http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/.  Finally, in this instance the value of that property is also another URI.  The 

website address of the university is understood by humans to be its homepage, but this must be explained in a 

machine readable format, which is achieved using RDF triples as a data model expressed in Turtle syntax. 

 

The Turtle representation above shows advancements of N3 and Turtle over N-Triples, such as; namespace 

declaration, unrestricted whitespace, Qname abbreviation, and the facility to group multiple properties 

together.  An additional advancement that is not clear from the above example is that N3 and Turtle are based 

on the Unicode character set instead of ASCII and is therefore more interoperable across languages and 

computing platforms.  As previously mentioned Turtle is a refinement of N3 and also exhibits even further 

advancement above the features of N3 that permits the use of literals expressing decimals and Boolean yes or 

no values. 
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All of these features together mean Turtle is both readable and expressive, however, Turtle is currently only at 

the draft stage of development and therefore the only RDF format that is already a recommended standard is 

RDF/XML (Beckett & McBride 2004).  RDF/XML has all the advantages of Turtle but is unfortunately not 

very readable because it is structured with cumbersome XML tags in angled brackets.  However, “most 

implementation of and discussion about RDF…focus on RDF/XML” (Powers 2003, p.4) and its W3C 

endorsement as a W3C Recommendation in 2004 means that the syntax of any RDF file should currently be 

RDF/XML standard. 

 

2.2.4 Web Ontology Language (OWL) 
It has been explained that RDF is a data model and that data itself is expressed in four formats, e.g. 

RDF/XML, by using statements to describe a resource within the framework of the data model.  Statements 

about resources are defined by terms in the form of subject-predicate-object triples.  A method is therefore 

required to define a common set of these terms, a vocabulary, in order to represent knowledge within a 

specific domain.  Vocabularies that describe RDF resources are called ontologies and the terms are defined as 

classes, properties, and values according to whether a term is a subject, predicate, or object.  Ontologies are 

implemented in one of a range of languages; XMLS, RDFS, DAML, and OWL.  The choice of language to 

use when defining an RDF vocabulary depends on the requirement for expressivity and scalability.  

Technological developments progressively placed greater demands on ontology languages for the application 

of Knowledge Representation (KR) to the Web and enable the production of SemWeb technologies.  This 

progression is explained later in greater detail as part of a discussion to elicit further requirements of an 

application to work with these SemWeb technologies.  At the moment, it is only necessary to provide an 

overview of the different ontology language features in order to understand the limitations of a single ontology 

over another.  An ontology language allows greater expression than can be conveyed in just a simple RDF 

triple that describes the property of a resource.  With an ontology language it is possible to formalise a domain 

by defining classes of resources, specifying the relationship that can exist between resources, and providing 

formal rules for the properties that those resources may have.  Early versions of ontology languages had 

limited features.  In the case if XMLS, it was capable of conveying a limit to the number of resources that may 

be related to another resource, termed cardinality constraints, e.g. a tricycle has 3 wheels.  RDFS does not 

have the capability to express cardinality but does have the capability to express inheritance that XMLS 

cannot be conveyed with XMLS.  For example, a tricycle is a type of cycle and therefore exhibits other 

properties of a cycle, such as a handlebar and seat. 

 

Both of these features are included amongst many others in DAML that has since been refined into OWL.  It 

has already been stated that the choice of ontology language depends on the requirement for expressivity and 

scalability and OWL provides this in three increasingly expressive sublanguages; OWL Lite, OWL DL, and 

OWL Full.  OWL Lite allows for limited cardinality constraints and classification of entities.  OWL DL was 

designed to support existing Description Logic (DL) business logic and as such includes all OWL constructs 

and restrictions.  This makes OWL DL an extremely expressive ontology language while still maintaining a 

computational guarantee that is supported by the majority of applications.  OWL Full, however, has different 
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restrictions that allow for the most expressive ontologies at the expense of scalability because some 

applications may not be able to computationally support an OWL Full ontology.  This highlights a key design 

goal of any ontology; vocabularies that represent knowledge within a domain should not be exclusive to a 

single business so that more than one business can share the same vocabulary to model their data.  This 

ensures that an ontology is interoperable with intra-domain business applications and also makes cross-

domain data merging a real possibility.  A range of shared ontologies have been developed and a few of these 

are especially relevant to this project. 

 

2.2.5 Shared Ontologies 
Entire libraries of ontologies are available for each ontology language, such as; an OWL ontology library by 

Protégé (2007), the DAML ontology library (DAML 2004), and the SchemaWeb RDF Directory 

(SchemaWeb 2005).  SemWeb tools, such as ontologies, are relatively young technologies and therefore it is 

highly possible that a method for describing a domain may well exist already.  Although an existing method 

may exist, it may not be recommended as an endorsed standard or it may not be compatible with the latest 

SemWeb technologies.  It is helpful that libraries of ontologies have been compiled, but due to the 

decentralised nature of the Web it is difficult to efficiently organise the development and adoption of an 

ontology.  It is therefore possible for one group of developers on one side of the world produce an ontology to 

describe a specific domain, when at the same time on the other side of the planet a different group of 

developers deploys a different ontology for the same domain.  It is important to bear in mind when developing 

a new ontology or using an existing one, whether or not the ontology is; compatible with SemWeb 

technologies, endorsed as an acceptable standard, and whether or not it is unique. 

 

2.2.5.1 Dublin Core Metadata Initiative (DCMI) 
One such ontology that is compatible, endorsed, and unique is the Dublin Core Metadata Initiative’s 

(DCMI) Element Set (Dublin Core 2006).  The scope of this vocabulary covers the description of documents 

by terms such as; title, creator, keywords, publisher, language, etc.  In the case of the term, creator, examples 

include agents such as; a person, an organization, or a service. DCMI recommends that the name of a creator 

should be used to indicate the entity.  In this situation it is only appropriate to make a simple statement about 

the document creator’s name.  DCMI cannot be used to represent any further knowledge about the creator, for 

which additional vocabulary is required.  DCMI have established working groups to investigate the 

requirements for extensions to existing vocabularies and additional vocabularies.  For example the DCMI 

Agents Working Group has been tasked with developing functional requirements for describing entities as 

agents that are creators of documents.  The scope of the DCMI, however, is concerned with documents, which 

means that it focuses on terms that should only assist in identifying the agent.  Although there is a need for a 

document to be associated with its agent, descriptive statements about the agent are not directly related to the 

document and DCMI scope thus precludes them.  The scope for information for the description of an agent is 

consistent with the design of existing vocabularies and it is necessary to consider how they may be 

interoperable with DCMI in order for an application to make use of them. 
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2.2.5.2 Friend Of A Friend (FOAF) 
Organisationally the Friend Of A Friend (FOAF) Project (Brickley & Miller 2000) is younger and more 

informal than either DCMI or W3C.  As such, FOAF is widely accepted but not formally endorsed 

nevertheless it is fully compatible with SemWeb technologies.  The scope of FOAF covers the description of 

people; agents, organisations, groups, etc.  The FOAF specification is still actively under development and as 

of May 2007 it does not currently define detailed terms for its 12 classes and 53 properties.  “Each of these is 

assigned a ‘term status’ of ‘stable’, ‘unstable’ or ‘testing’, corresponding to a set of (currently loosely defined) 

expectations about likelihood of further change”(Brickley 2007). 

 

It has been stated that it is difficult to develop a globally acceptable vocabulary due to the decentralised nature 

of the Web and this is certainly the case with FOAF, however it has three distinct design advantages for 

describing people universally; it is formally grounded, extensible, and pluralistic (Brickley 2007).  FOAF is 

formally grounded in the RDF vocabulary languages of RDFS and OWL thus providing the full features of 

both those languages to define its vocabulary.  The extensible nature of FOAF means that new terms can be 

integrated as they emerge and FOAF can also integrate with additional existing vocabularies.  It is possible to 

identify entities in several ways using FOAF and this pluralism means that such heterogeneous identifiers, 

which co-reference the same entity, can be simply amalgamated together into a single homogeneous resource.  

These three advantages are especially significant against a background where SemWeb non-compatible 

vocabularies already exist or compatible vocabularies have been developed that describe entities related to 

those covered by the scope of FOAF; it can integrate easily with existing ontologies and new vocabularies can 

merge easily with FOAF.  It is not feasible to formally standardise every vocabulary and it is important that 

any vocabulary that is adopted will be supported and usable in the future.  Therefore these advantages of the 

FOAF specification achieve a middle ground between formality and chaos and make FOAF the ideal basis for 

an application that aims to provide information describing people. 

 

One such existing vocabulary whose scope overlaps with FOAF is Versitcard (vCard).  The Internet Mail 

Consortium (IMC) is responsible for the Personal Data Interchange (PDI) family of technologies that 

originally developed vCard (IMC 1998) as a vocabulary for describing contact information prior to the advent 

of SemWeb technologies.  Although the original vCard specifications are not SemWeb compatible, the W3C 

has provided a method for representing vCard information in RDF/XML (Iannella 2001).  A specific area of 

vCard that overlaps with FOAF is name representation.  The extensive amount of work that IMC has already 

conducted on name representation for vCard is complemented and reinforced by research from both DCMI 

(Waugh 1998) and W3C (Iannella 2001).  FOAF has developed gradually to enable well adopted terms to be 

stabilised and poorly adopted terms to be deprecated.  Initially this meant only providing the limited facility 

to describe a person’s first name and last name.  Ongoing discussions regarding a suitably cross-cultural 

method of name representation has led to additional terms; given name, surname, and family name.  This is 

necessary in order to give greater meaning to the terms so that the order of names can be determined 

depending upon cultural circumstances.  The structure of name representation in FOAF has yet to be stabilised 

(Polleres 2006a), therefore an application that makes use of this vocabulary must be careful to ensure the use 

of terms included are as reliable as possible. 
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Just as the people described by FOAF can be involved with documents described by DCMI, so other 

vocabularies describe entities related to people; their professional role, biographical events, education, and 

career.  At the moment, FOAF does not provide sub-classes of an agent to express these sorts of entities and 

discussions are in progress with the intention of establishing a procedure for introducing them into FOAF.  It 

is clear from this that the development of FOAF is increasingly likely to be stabilised for integration with 

further vocabularies and as FOAF becomes more expressive the facility to generate and navigate FOAF 

information becomes more significant.  A range of applications already exist to cater for this purpose; 

FOAFexplorer (Dodds & Frederiksen 2002), FOAFnaut (Ley 2002), RDFAuthor (Steer 2003), and FOAF-

a-matic (Dodds 2002). 

 

Information describing a person can be manually written as an RDF/XML file using terms from the FOAF 

ontology.  The readability of RDF/XML has already been mentioned and FOAFexplorer is a textual 

representation tool that provides the information from an RDF/XML FOAF file to a Web browser so that it 

can be read easily by humans.  On the other hand, both FOAFnaut and RDFAuthor are graphical visualisation 

tools that provide the FOAF file in a graphical way for humans to view and navigate.  RDFAuthor can also be 

used to semi-automatically author a FOAF file from information dropped into its graphical interface.  FOAF-

a-matic is a semi-automatic authoring tool as well, but it is designed to accept textual information into slots on 

a pre-designed form.  The graphical design of RDFAuthor has the added advantage that it can easily 

incorporate classes and properties from supplementary vocabularies ancillary to FOAF that are also relevant to 

this project. 

 

2.2.5.3 Semantic Campus 
Semantic Campus (Nowack 2004) aimed to extend FOAF with vocabulary for the description of campus-

related resources such as universities, departments, lecturers, and students.  This unique ontology is SemWeb 

compatible but has not been fully endorsed because further research is being conducted (Polleres 2006b) on 

mapping its terms to integrate with FOAF.  It is important to consider that an application aiming to implement 

academic information will include vocabulary from this ontology, either in its current form or a future 

incarnation. 

 

2.2.5.4 Description Of A Career (DOAC) 
(Parada 2005) developed a SemWeb compatible vocabulary, Description Of A Career (DOAC), to describe 

information about professional capabilities.  This ontology uses the European Curriculum (Europass) as a 

model for its vocabulary, including classes for experience, education, and language skill.  However, this 

ontology is not unique and it needs to be considered carefully alongside ResuméRDF. 

 

2.2.5.5 ResuméRDF 
ResuméRDF (Bojars 2006) is not specifically designed to work with any particular business model in the 

same way that DOAC works with Europass.  ResuméRDF is SemWeb compatible but is not fully endorsed 

mainly due to its overlap with DOAC.  A recent update to the specification of ResuméRDF took into 
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consideration some of the differences between ResuméRDF and DOAC (Bojars & Breslin 2007).  

ResuméRDF covers the description of people’s experience and skills as contained in a personal résumé or 

curriculum vitae (CV).  This contrast is exemplified in ResuméRDF’s classes showing that it is designed from 

the perspective that a person has a CV document that describes the person’s skills and experience, where 

DOAC describes the skills and experience of a person without mentioning a CV document. 

 

Evaluating these ontologies with the aim of combining them is outside the scope of this project, however it is 

essential to critically compare them in order to make an informed decision for selecting an ontology model to 

describe the information extracted from personal Web documents.  This task is performed as part of the 

application design later in the project, however it is valuable to note that related research projects are already 

being conducted to produce technologies that will assist in using and combining RDF vocabularies.  Such 

technologies will enable the extraction of information from documents and present the information in a 

unified way compatible with connected ontologies.  These enabling technologies will make the information 

more useable to further applications designed to find patterns within the information, for example to find 

experts of a particular topic.  The FOAF Project spawned a sub-project dedicated to expert finding, 

ExpertFinder (Aleman-Meza et al. 2007).  The ExpertFinder initiative aims include the research and 

development of methods for reusing terms from existing ontologies and generating rules to translate between 

ontologies.  These methods and rules will rely on SemWeb technologies to represent knowledge that is 

expressed in documents. 

 

2.3 Existing Semantic Web Technologies 
Each layer of the SemWeb model integrates cohesively with the rest of the model to create a linked semantic 

system.  Berners-Lee highlighted the feature of a linked system when he re-stated the problem with keywords 

in his original proposal for the Web back in 1989.  “Keywords can be nodes which stand for a concept. A 

keyword node is then no different from any other node. One can link documents, etc., to keywords. One can 

then find keywords by finding any node to which they are related. In this way, documents on similar topics are 

indirectly linked, through their key concepts. A keyword search then becomes a search starting from a small 

number of named nodes, and finding nodes which are close to all of them.” (Berners-Lee 2000a, p. 217)  URIs 

are used to universally identify resources as nodes on the Web.  In HTML this applies to as atomic granularity 

as keyword anchors in documents.  In the SemWeb a node can be considered to be a concept and meaning can 

be inferred by the way these concepts are connected, i.e. how the nodes are hyperlinked together.  What is 

then required is an application able to make such inferences and present the knowledge to humans in a way 

that helps them analyse the information. 

 

Continuing the analogy between the Web and the SemWeb, Berners-Lee stated a similar requirement in his 

original proposal for the Web when there was a requirement for browser applications.  “What is required is a 

gateway program which will map an existing structure onto the hypertext model, and allow limited (perhaps 

read-only) access to it. This takes the form of a hypertext server written to provide existing information in a 

form matching the standard interface. One would not imagine the server actually generating a hypertext 
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database from and existing one: rather, it would generate a hypertext view of an existing database.” (Berners-

Lee 2000a, p. 225)  Just as browser applications were needed for the Web, semantic agent applications are 

required to support the SemWeb and enable effective and efficient work with it.  There are a number of 

technologies that have emerged, which cover a variety of elements of the SemWeb, and can be separated into 

the categories (Fensel, Hendler, Lieberman & Wahlster 2005, p. 12) outlined in the following sections. 

 

2.3.1 Ontology Languages 
In order to integrate KR systems with the Web it was necessary to develop formal languages that express and 

represent ontologies on the Web.  These were initially developed as a part of many projects around the world.  

Luke & Heflin (2000) presented SHOE and Connolly (2000) proposed the Semantic Web Logic Language 

(SWeLL) as part of the DAML project.  SWeLL was intended to be a language capable of expressing and 

transferring high-level logical statements (rules, axioms) and proofs on the Web.  The DAML project itself 

began in 2000 and its research effected the development of RDF (Manola & Miller 2004) and OWL 

(McGuinness & van Harmelen 2004) that are used today. 

 

2.3.2 Ontology Editors 
Applications that permit manual editing and semiautomatic construction to build new ontologies have existed 

for many years.  The Protégé Project (Protégé 2000) from Stanford Medical Informatics at Stanford 

University is a java application to manually edit ontologies is just one example.  The Karlsruhe Ontology 

Project (KAON 2003) produced a tool suite, called Text-To-Onto, which assists users to construct and extend 

ontologies through automatic and semi-automatic ontology learning. 

 

2.3.3 Ontology Environments 
As a wider range of ontologies becomes available, it is important to create new ontologies by reusing existing 

ones.  Reusing and merging ontologies into ontology environments helps to manage the volume of knowledge 

represented across a large number of ontologies.  This has been achieved most notably in the form of 

Chimaera (Fikes, McGuinness, Rice, & Wilder 2000), a software system that supports users to create and 

maintain multiple ontologies on the web in an ontology environment, and Ontaria (Hawke 2004a) that is a 

service that provides easy access to SemWeb data through the discovery and index of ontologies. 

 

2.3.4 Reasoning Services 
Additional technologies are required that can make inferences from the instances and schemas of the 

knowledge represented in ontologies.  These technologies enable advanced query answering service, support 

ontology creation, and help map between different terminologies.  Marchiori & Saarela (1998) designed 

Metalog, the first semantic web system that introduced reasoning within the SemWeb infrastructure by adding 

the query/logical layer on top of RDF.  Meanwhile, Horrocks (1998) proposed a system capable of reasoning 

knowledge from the logic within ontologies, Fast Classification of Terminologies (FaCT) that was 

developed as part of the Camelot project (http://www.cs.man.ac.uk/~horrocks/Camelot/). 
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As part of the Semantic Web Applications Platform (SWAP), Berners-Lee (2000b) presented the Closed 

World Model (CWM), pronounced coom, which is a software tool for processing data on the SemWeb and is 

also capable of parsing RDF.  Decker, Erdmann, Fensel & Studer (1998) developed Ontobroker, a research 

prototype of an ontology inference engine and service for reasoning the knowledge contained within the logic 

of ontologies.  Initially researched as part of the KAON project and now commercially available through 

Ontoprise (www.ontoprise.de). 

 

2.3.5 Annotation Tools 
Kahan, Koivunen, Prud'Hommeaux & Swick (2001) outlined the Annotea project, a tool for annotating Web 

documents and sharing those annotations without altering the original document.  Therefore while browsing a 

Web document a user is able to produce an annotation that provides additional metadata related to specific 

parts of the document or the entire document as a whole.  This research has been implemented in the form of 

Amaya, which is both a browser and an authoring tool capable of linking unstructured and semi-structured 

information sources with metadata.  Amaya is a client-side application that can provide reasoning services 

with greater access to the existing Web through these annotations.  However, Amaya does not aggregate the 

metadata and allow a user to access and intelligently manage the information represented over an array of 

annotations. 

 

2.3.6 Information Management Tools 
The importance of providing tools that enable human users to access and navigate the intelligent information 

available via the SemWeb has been researched by many organisations and companies.  Just one example is 

Haystack (Adar, Kargar, & Stein 1999), an information management tool dealing specifically with the 

semantic relationships that connect information.  Karger and Quan (2004) adapted its original model from its 

original conception by making use of RDF technology to browse the SemWeb.  Another example of early 

SemWeb browsing software is SemWalker that has developed from work at W3C in 2002 by Sandro Hawke.  

SemWalker is a server-side application for browsing the data on the SemWeb and has already been 

implemented in the form of Ontaria as mentioned above.  PiggyBank (Huynh, Karger & Mazzocchi 2005) is 

an extension to the Firefox Web browser that enables the user to aggregate information and to manage it 

within the Web browser.  Most recently, Metatomix semantic middleware platform (Billings 2007) has been 

enabled to support semantic services available on Oracle’s latest 11g database.  This software offers a much 

broader range information management tools that enables users to store, manipulate and query RDF data for 

validation, aggregating existing metadata and making inferences from the intelligent information. 

 

2.3.7 Transcoders & Adapters 
Information management tools aggregate existing metadata that is already presented in a RDF compatible 

standard, whereas translation and integration services enable multi-standard data interchange and multiple 

view definitions between different ontologies.  These services come in the form of transcoder and adapter 

applications that extract information from heterogeneous resources, amalgamate the information into a single 
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resource (a process sometimes referred to as smushing), transcode that resource into a RDF compatible 

standard, and adapt it for use with other SemWeb technologies.  Research to extract information from the Web 

has been the subject of numerous projects over the last ten years, most notably the World Wide Web 

Knowledge Base project (Craven et al. 1998).  These projects have highlighted the importance of adapter 

applications to make the Web usable for knowledge discovery. 

 

An adapter application is particularly useful for Business-To-Business comparison and integration of goods 

and services.  For example, consider two clothing businesses that deal in the same products but have this data 

defined differently and stored in different structures.  An adapter could be designed to extract the information 

about these products from both businesses, regardless of how the data had been defined, e.g. whether its 

outerwear garments for gents’ legs were defined as “trousers”, “trackpants”, “overalls” or “pants” – even 

determining between the US English “pants” as outerwear and UK English “pants” as underwear, which 

would allow accurate automatic comparison between each business’s products.  An adapter may also enable 

the information to be viewed from various perspectives more flexibly, e.g. the structure of the businesses’ 

systems that hold the product information may be difficult to change in order to integrate the two businesses 

together whereas an adapter could transcode the information into a format which would permit easier 

integration.  This example need not be limited to the domain of menswear businesses and can just as easily be 

applied to other industries, including; recruitment agencies, government agencies, academic institutions that 

deal with the same services but the information about these services has been defined and structured 

differently between countries, provinces, and even between internal departments. 

 

In order to improve their accuracy, transcoders and adapters are restricted by domain and topic.  Therefore, 

although transcoding technology can be applied to many domains, a single transcoder application would be 

developed to deal with a specific domain.  An example of this is Foaftool (Biddulph 2003), which normalises 

and aggregates the information that represents the relationship between a picture and the people that are 

depicted in the picture.  Foaftool is a single application that has been custom developed, but new transcoders 

and adapters can be built upon frameworks produced from ongoing academic and industry research, of which 

the most popular and well-supported of these are Aperture and Jena. 

 

2.3.7.1 Aduna Aperture 
Aperture (Aduna 2006) is a framework started by the German Research Centre for Artificial Intelligence in 

co-operation with a Dutch software company, Aduna.  Aperture is a development environment in the Java 

software language for use with SemWeb technologies.  It provides developers with a toolkit for extracting 

metadata from various information systems and file formats.  The toolkit comes in the form of a selection of 

Application Program Interfaces (API) that contain a library of functions designed specifically to deal with 

data in SemWeb formats, such as RDF and OWL. 
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2.3.7.2 HP Jena 
Jena (McBride 2001) is also a toolkit for developing applications within the SemWeb providing a 

development environment again in the Java language.  Jena was started earlier than Aperture and there 

empirically seems to be greater support for it, although only marginally more than Aperture.  Key differences 

appear to be that Aperture already has API for extracting metadata from a range of file formats, but Jena looks 

capable of working with a wider range of SemWeb technologies; RDF, RDFS, OWL, and SPARQL, also 

including the latest W3C Recommendations, like GRDDL that will be discussed in a moment.  It also has the 

ability to be used as an RDF database via its Joseki layer, whereas it looks as though Aperture may require 

additional facilities from other technologies in order to accomplish this.  Dodds (2004) has conveniently 

provided greater features to the Jena toolkit in the form of classes, called FOAFbeans, which specifically 

assist in the reading and writing of FOAF compatible information.  FOAFbeans is currently in an early stage 

of release and as such has a number of issues that are discussed as part of this project, namely; smushing 

together several instances of the same person, coping with multiple properties of the same person, and dealing 

with vocabulary extensions to the FOAF ontology like DOAC.  It is difficult to compare and evaluate both of 

these development environments against one another, but a decision as to which one to use in the course of 

this project is discussed later during application design.  However, it is clear that there is a wide range of 

application environments available and amongst them both Jena and Aperture are the most useful and 

supported for developing software applications involving SemWeb technologies. 

 

2.4 Emerging Technologies 
SemWeb research is ongoing and projects around the world are continually delivering new SemWeb 

technologies.  It is important to consider projects that are in progress in order to demonstrate the need for any 

SemWeb application to be flexible and adaptable to new technologies. 

 

2.4.1 Gleaning Resource Descriptions from Dialects of Languages (GRDDL) 
Gleaning Resource Descriptions from Dialects of Languages (GRDDL) (Connolly 2007) is a mechanism 

for indicating that an XML document contains RDF compatible data and also for extracting that data from 

those documents.  It is also capable of embedding references to GRDDL transformation algorithms inside a 

Web document, i.e. an HTML document, to transcode the data it contains into RDF statements.  GRDDL 

transformations are built upon eXtensible Stylesheet Language Transformations (XSLT) (Clark 1999) that 

is designed to convert from one XML format into another, like XHTML.  GRDDL was fully endorsed as a 

W3C Recommendation standard in September 2007. 

 

2.4.2 RDFa 
In contrast to GRDDL, RDFa (Adida & Birbeck 2007) provides syntax for expressing structured data in 

XHTML that can be embedded within HTML documents.  At the moment RDFa is only at the Working Draft 

stage of development and is still subject to further changes until the completed recommendation is fully 

endorsed.  It has several significant advantages over the use of RDF to express information, or the use of 
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GRDDL to identify Web documents that contain RDF compatible structures and transforming those structures 

into RDF information.  Because the information is embedded within the document RDFa avoids data 

repetition and promotes data unity by enabling the data to be integrated into the content of a single document.  

There is no need to store the data in an RDF document that is separate from the main Web document not does 

the data need to be presented in an XML section of a Web document and then repeated later in the document 

as plain HTML.  The objective of this project is to convert XML syntax for use with SemWeb technologies 

and this syntax could be a stand alone RDF/XML file or XML embedded within an HTML document.  A 

more detailed discussion on the project scope, to be outlined as part of the application design, yields a decision 

on the choice of output and therefore effect the application specification.  At the moment it is only necessary 

to be aware of relevant emerging technologies. 

 

2.4.3 SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language (SPARQL) 
SPARQL (Prud'hommeaux & Seaborne 2007) is undergoing standardisation by W3C and as of November 

2007 is at the Proposed Recommendation stage.  Pronounced sparkle, SPARQL provides a platform for the 

querying of RDF statements constrained by optional criteria.  The scope of this project restricts application 

development to information extraction and transcoding, however it is relevant to note that application output 

needs to be presented in a format that can be consumed and queried by third party applications.  Although it is 

not necessary to fully analyse SPARQL with the intention of eliciting application requirements nevertheless it 

is important to consider that a fully implemented application must be capable of adapting to such 

technologies. 

 



 

3 Application Requirements & Software Design 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[Figure 2] Image Of The Structure Formed By A Fully Explored Set Of Home Pages 
© Copyright 1995 Wood A., Drew N., Beale R. & Hendley B. 

“The computer renders the scene visibly as a software agent, 
doing anything it can to help us deal with the bulk of data, to 
take over the tedium of anything that can be reduced to 
a rational process, and to manage the scale of our 
human systems.” 

 
(Berners-Lee T. in Foreword to Fensel, Hendler, Lieberman 

& Wahlster 2005, p. xiv) 
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3.1 Application Scope 
The objectives of this project confine the design in both domain and function.  The project aims to 

automatically analyse textual content of HTML documents in order to comprehend its context and convert the 

information into XML for use with existing Semantic Web (SemWeb) technologies.  The intention is to 

demonstrate an enabling technology that would be able to provide the information already tied up in the Web 

in a way that is much more useful to machines.  The review of relevant literature has introduced information 

that must be taken into account when selecting; software development approach, an Information Extraction 

(IE) tradition, an ontology model, a software language and appropriate development environment. 

 

It has been shown that SemWeb technologies are continually being developed and released and it is essential 

that the application must designed in order to adapt to new technologies.  It is true that new SemWeb 

technologies are generally dependent upon existing technologies and therefore the application would need to 

be broken down into a number of sub-modules that would enable the application to be redeveloped into a 

newer version or re-used in another project if required.  These circumstances support the necessity for the 

software to be developed using an object-oriented approach.  This would facilitate the encapsulation of the 

application into individual code modules thus making maintenance easier because specific modules could be 

re-written as required without affecting other modules or external interface. 

 

Although this project focuses on existing SemWeb technologies nevertheless cross-platform support is a 

fundamental design consideration for the selection of software language.  The application should be 

implemented in a software language and development environment that allows the application to be 

transferred to another platform and re-used in future as part of another project to handle newer technologies if 

required.  A wide selection of toolkits is available for a range of different programming languages (Bizer & 

Westphal 2007).  It is important that the chosen development environment has the greatest level of support 

for; query language, database storage, RDF serialisation formats, and ontology handling so that the application 

is as portable as possible onto another platform. 

 

It has been noted that the scope of IE systems is both domain- and function-specific in order to achieve the 

highest performance from the IE system and this is another factor that affects the design of the application.  In 

this instance the domain of this project is limited to personal information of staff based at the University of the 

West of Scotland (formerly the University of Paisley).  As such, the information to be extracted is in English 

and relates to personal contact details of academic staff.  This is relevant to both the choice of IE tradition and 

ontology model.  The function of the application is to extract information from only HTML documents even 

though additional information may be held in other digital formats on the Web.  The functionality is limited in 

this way in order to minimise the complexity of the application and so maximise its performance. 
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Information access and ownership as well as its intended use are additional design issues to be considered.  

The HTML documents are held on university servers to which the application does not have direct access 

during development or after final implementation.  Therefore it is necessary to include the facility for the 

application to crawl the Web in order to access the documents.  In addition, the transcoded output from a fully 

implemented application would not be able to be included within the original documents because of this 

access issue.  Therefore such output would need to be provided as supplementary files as annotations to the 

original documents.  The intended use of the application is to provide the information in a way that is 

machine-readable.  Although this could mean combining the original document with supplementary 

annotation into a single file nevertheless such an amalgamation is not possible in this project because the 

application does not have ownership over the original documents.  Therefore a fully implemented application 

would automatically produce supplementary files containing personal information of academic staff, which 

raises questions of security and trust.  The information is already publicly available on the Web, but there may 

be legal issues that govern the right to extract this information and the privacy of personal information 

(Faltings, Ishizuka, Matsuo & Mori 2004, p.59).  There may also be issues for automatic information 

extraction features that indicate the information is not from the original source and the extent to which it can 

be trusted.  Such issues are, however, outside the scope of this project. 

 

3.2 Information Extraction (IE) Approach 
With this scope in mind it is now possible to discuss the selection of an appropriate Information Extraction 

(IE) approach.  The ‘traditional’ knowledge engineering IE approach focuses on domains of free text 

documents (Freitag & Kushmerick 2000, p. 580) and uses Natural Language Processing (NLP) grammar rules 

that are time consuming to develop and require a domain expert to produce, such NLP systems include GATE 

(Cunningham, Maynard, Bontcheva, and Tablan 2002) and Cypher (Monrai 2006) that acknowledges FOAF 

terms.  The application of an NLP approach in this instance is deemed to be inappropriate because the 

function of this project is to extract personal information from Web documents that contain little free text, 

unlike online news articles or academic papers. 

 

By contrast, the machine learning approach is suited to exploiting the “extra-linguistic structures, such as 

HTML tags, document formatting, and ungrammatical stereotypical language [that are evident in Web 

documents] to convey essential information” (Freitag & Kushmerick 2000, p.577).  This approach employs 

learning algorithms to produce wrappers that identify sections within documents and extract the required 

information from those sections.  Probabilistic methodology can be used to apply a statistical model to 

produce a wrapper (Crescenzi, Mecca, & Merialdo 2001) and this complex type of machine learning is 

especially suitable for documents from data-intensive websites with machine-generated pages.  Although 

complex, purely probabilistic machine learning can nevertheless train its learning algorithm in a completely 

automatic way without the supervision of human developers by using confidence estimates to weight 

extraction rules.  The Web documents targeted by this project are not machine-generated and therefore a 

purely probabilistic methodology is not to be pursued in this instance. 
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Alternatively, the desired information can be extracted with a hand-coded wrapper, such as a screen-scraper, 

using concise special-purpose procedures to identify uniform formatting conventions but such a simple 

technique is nevertheless undesirable (Kushmerick 1998).  The hand-coding process is error prone, time 

consuming to produce wrappers for large quantities of resources, and difficult to maintain as resources change 

formatting conventions (Knoblock, Minton, & Muslea 1998).  Hand-coded wrappers are suitable for 

extracting information from a single resource whose structure and layout remains relatively constant even 

though the contents is liable to change, such as; online bookstores, apartment listings, or restaurant reviews.  

In addition, a screen-scraping technique does not include tasks such as co-reference resolution (CORS) that 

involves more sophisticated Artificial Intelligence (AI) programming practices to determine whether a piece 

of data refers to an item that has already been extracted.  For example, screen-scraping software would not be 

able to determine that a professor named on his homepage is the same professor named on the homepage of a 

project that he is involved with.  This project covers multiple Web documents that appear to be structured 

according to departmental guidelines but do not have the sort of identical layouts that are exhibited by 

machine-generated pages.  Therefore a screen-scraping technique is also unsuitable for this project. 

 

Inductive machine learning represents a compromise between the complexities of probabilistic machine 

learning and the flaws of hand-coded screen-scraping wrappers.  Inductive machine learning is often termed 

Wrapper Induction (WI) and trains its learning algorithm in a supervised way requiring a developer to 

annotate an example set of documents, an annotated corpus. This enables the learning algorithm to induce 

generalisations of extraction rules that cover as many examples as possible.  It can be laborious to produce an 

annotated corpus and although the human annotator can be assisted in this process by using commercial tools 

(Farmakiotou, Karkaletsis, Paliouras, Sigletos, and Stamatakis 2003), unfortunately such tools are not 

available during the development of this project.  In addition, the area of “automatic text recognition is still a 

research area with significant unsolved problems” (Fensel, Hendler, Lieberman & Wahlster 2005, p. 6), 

namely IE approaches are only capable of comparatively shallow understanding of documents, which can lead 

to machine errors that are difficult to track down and to correct, and are difficult and time-consuming to 

develop (Cardie 1997, p.68).  Therefore the benefits of individual approaches have been combined in some 

projects, such as an NLP and WI mixture (Davison, Feldman, Fresko, and Rosenfeld 2005) and a probabilistic 

machine learning and WI fusion (Freitag & Kushmerick 2000) in order to overcome these problems.  

Nevertheless in this instance a purely WI IE approach is considered to be sufficient for this project because it 

targets multiple documents that are semi-structured human-generated Web pages containing little free text.  A 

software prototype is partially implemented according to these established IE techniques in order to 

demonstrate the academic value of the project.  The performance of a fully implemented application should be 

evaluated with respect to standard IE evaluation metrics as detailed in this project. 
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3.3 Information Extraction (IE) Evaluation Metrics 
As IE technology has developed a selection of standard metrics emerged in order to comparatively evaluate 

Information Extraction (IE) systems.  The aim of an IE system is to produce a domain-specific summary from 

documents and this summary comes in the form of pre-defined templates that contain slots for the extracted 

information.  The output from an IE system to fill these templates is measured against a set of templates 

completed with slots filled with the correct information, so called answer keys (Cardie 1997, p.65).  The 

intention of these metrics is to representing a count of true and false positives as well as true and false 

negatives (Appelt & Israel 1999), i.e. the IE system extracted the correct information when it should have (a 

true positive), the correct information was extracted but should not have been (a false positive), information 

was not extracted and should not have been (a true negative), and information was not extracted but should 

have (a false negative).  The evaluation metrics that calculate an IE system’s performance are; Recall, 

Precision, and F-measure. 

 

3.3.1 Recall 
Recall measures the amount of relevant information as a percentage of information available which is actually 

found.  This is calculated as the number of correct extractions, c divided by the total number of fields actually 

present in the answer key, a, as represented by the following notation, where R is Recall. 

⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛=

a
cR 100  

 

3.3.2 Precision 
Precision measures the reliability of the information extracted correctly and is calculated as the number of 

correctly extracted fields (c) divided by the total number of extractions (t) as represented in the following 

notation, where P is Precision. 

⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛=

t
cP 100  

 

3.3.3 F-measure 
F-measure combines Recall and Precision into a single measurement that can be harmonised (Freitag & 

Kushmerick 2000) or weighted to favour Recall or Precision (Cowie & Wilks 2000).  The objectives of this 

project are not identical to previous research and therefore direct comparison to older systems is extremely 

difficult.  An F-measure of the harmonic mean of Precision and Recall from a fully implemented application 

should be calculated in order to reflect its performance against other systems (Freitag & Kushmerick 2000).  

The harmonic mean (F) of Precision and Recall is found by dividing 2 by the sum of the reciprocals of both 

Precision (P) and Recall (R), which can be represented by the following notation. 

RP

F 11
2

+
=  
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A good wrapper induction system should be sufficiently expressive to adequately handle the source 

documents and also suitably efficient in order to deal with the required volume of documents without 

compromising on computational speed.  Source document content is expressed according to the information 

domain and this can be represented by an ontology model.  It is necessary to select an appropriate ontology 

model that adequately describes the domain and thus design answer keys to reflect the chosen ontology model. 

 

3.4 Ontology Model 
The domain of this project covers personal information of academic staff based at UK institutions as presented 

in Web documents hosted by those institutions.  The Friend Of A Friend (FOAF) ontology2 has been 

increasingly used by projects (Mika 2004) (Aleman-Meza et al. 2007) (Punnarut & Sriharee 2007) as a 

common denominator and base vocabulary for person-related RDF applications (Nowack 2004) and is being 

adopted by a steadily increasing user community.  FOAF includes properties to describe people, what they do 

and how they interact with each other.  A few of these properties are particularly relevant to describing the 

professional information of academic staff, including; interests, publications, and research projects.  However, 

it is necessary to select additional vocabulary to extend FOAF in order to describe further professional 

information, such as; job title, responsibilities, educational training and qualifications. 

 

ResuméRDF3 is a document-centric ontology specifically designed for describing curriculum vitae (CV) by 

breaking down the CV into CV_Entry sections.  It is appropriate to demonstrate this difference with a simple 

example; how to express a person’s job title.  In order to describe a person’s job title using FOAF and 

ResuméRDF it is necessary to declare that the CV is about a person and that CV has a WorkHistory section, 

which includes the jobTitle as illustrated in diagram 2.4–1. 

 
Diagram 3.4—1 Describing A Person’s Job Title Using FOAF And ResuméRDF 

In a convoluted way this diagram shows that Malcolm Crowe is an Associate Dean.  ResuméRDF also 

overlaps with FOAF by including a class for Person instead of pointing to the FOAF class for Person.  It is not 

recommended to reference a class that could be re-used from another established ontology, such as FOAF.  

The document-centric perspective of ResuméRDF, which forces a complicated method of expression, means 

that it is not ideal for the purpose of expressing a person’s job title within the domain of this project.  

ResuméRDF does have a significant level of information granularity including employment References and 

even the notion of a Target class for prospective job applications, which may make it suitable for other 

applications or future development, but this is outside the scope of this project. 

                                                      
2 http://xmlns.com/foaf/spec/ 
3 http://purl.org/captsolo/resume-rdf/0.2/cv# 

WorkHistory 

CV Person aboutPerson 

hasWorkHistory “Associate Dean” jobTitle

“Malcolm Crowe” name
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An alternative method of expressing a person’s job title is available using the Description Of A Career 

(DOAC) ontology.  The perspective of DOAC4 focuses on a person rather than a document to describe their 

career, such as a CV.  This person-centric view compliments FOAF and this can be demonstrated using the 

same example of a description of a person’s job title as illustrated in diagram 2.4–2. 

 
Diagram 3.4—2 Describing A Person’s Job Title Using FOAF And DOAC 

Although DOAC has fewer classes and properties and is therefore not as detailed as ResuméRDF (Bojars & 

Breslin 2007) nevertheless there are a number of benefits to DOAC over ResuméRDF, such as its greater use 

of codes to represent constant values known as, known as literals.  That is to say that where possible DOAC 

has defined separate subclasses to express types of school and types of skill as well as defining languages 

according to ISO-639-1 codes and occupations according to ISCO-88 codes instead of using literals like 

‘Primary School’, ‘Language Skill’, ‘English’, or ‘Lecturer’ for example.  Relying too heavily on literals can 

lead to ambiguity and inaccurate information caused by human error typing mistakes but describing properties 

according to standardised codes avoids this to some extent.  Describing properties by referring to specific 

vocabulary definitions represents a further step to avoid such ambiguity.  The reference may be to a subclass 

within the same ontology, such as PrimarySchool within DOAC, or to a definition within another ontology.  

DOAC describes where a person works according to a literal for the organisation name but this could be dealt 

with using a reference to the FOAF workplaceHomepage property.  Beyond the literal that DOAC uses for a 

person’s job title, a reference to another ontology, such as Semantic Campus, could be used to point to a 

definition of their job. 

 

Semantic Campus5 defines subclasses of Employee that can have an affiliation to an Organisation.  These 

subclasses do not cover an exhaustive list of academic job titles and the development of a new ontology to 

deal with this requirement, as described by Punnarut & Sriharee (2007), is beyond the scope of this project.  

Despite the additional subclasses and relationships in Semantic Campus it is still at a very developmental 

stage that means it cannot ideally be used as a normative reference.  Therefore an exhaustive vocabulary to 

define the domain of this project across departmental and organisational boundaries does not exist.  The 

application is designed to use vocabulary based upon FOAF and extended by DOAC. 

 

                                                      
4 http://ramonantonio.net/doac/0.1/doac.rdfs 
5 http://swrc.ontoware.org/ontology 

Experience 

Person experience 

“Associate Dean” title

“Malcolm Crowe” name

231 isco88-code
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3.5 Software Language & Development Environment 
It has been stated that the application should be as modular and maintainable as possible and therefore 

developed in an object-oriented software language, which has led to the consideration of C++, Java, Perl, or 

Python.  A selection was made based on the comparative performance and complexity of each language.  

Although Python is comparatively terse, its relative processing speed is much slower than that of C++.  

However, C++ is a complex language using constructs such as pointers that can be error prone in development 

and also requires memory management to be handled and allocated by the developer.  Java has been 

considered to be satisfactorily concise with acceptable processing performance.  This decision takes into 

account that the project scope covers textual documents in English, but that the application should be as 

adaptable as possible to cope with future SemWeb technologies.  This decision is reinforced by the need for 

the complexity of the application to be as minimised as possible in order to maximise its performance.  It has 

also been stated that the application should be as adaptable and portable as possible and therefore should be 

developed in a platform independent software language.  A number of DAML based SemWeb applications 

have been developed using Perl or Python as a platform (Hawke 2004b, p.15) and there are a number of 

SemWeb toolkits available for these languages (Bizer & Westphal 2007), however the greatest level of 

support for; query language, database storage, RDF serialisation formats, and ontology handling is currently 

provided by the Jena toolkit that uses Java, which reinforces the choice of Java as the software language to 

develop the application.  Consideration was given to using the Aperture toolkit but it is felt that Jena is 

acceptable for this project because its greater level of adoption compared to Aperture. 

 

Java is produced by Sun Microsystems and the industry standard Java compiler is the Java Development Kit 

(JDK).  The latest version of the JDK comes with Sun Microsystems’ industry standard Integrated 

Development Environment (IDE) called NetBeans.  It is possible to develop Java applications independent 

from an IDE using a text editor such as Microsoft Notepad, however using an IDE makes it easier to develop, 

debug, and test the application.  It is necessary to consider using an alternative IDE to NetBeans to develop 

the application, such as Turbo JBuilder from Borland and an open source Java IDE, Eclipse that was 

originally developed by IBM. 

 

Eclipse has strong support for refactoring that assists in the process of code maintenance and also includes 

additional features that make it easier to develop code in the first place, such as QuickFix and QuickDiff, 

which are not available in NetBeans.  The user interface of Eclipse is organised to keep the appropriate tools 

close at hand and hide tools that are unnecessary at a particular moment, which also make it easier to develop 

the application and is less well developed in Turbo JBuilder.  Eclipse is an open source IDE that is also 

available in C++ and Java Enterprise Edition as well as on Windows, Linux, and MacOSX, which increases 

the potential portability of the application into these languages and onto these platforms if this were required 

in the future.  Additional advantages to using Java to develop the application are the availability of a large 

number of portable libraries and toolkits and an extensible open source IDE like Eclipse makes it easy to 

include these in a project.  Therefore although the application is developed within Eclipse using Java it is 

possible to include functionality from Jena to deal with SemWeb aspects of the project, like parsing RDF, and 

could also include features of FOAFbeans API to write FOAF data. 
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3.6 Assumptions & Requirements Specification 
It is now essential to outline the key assumptions of the project prior to specifying the requirements upon 

which it is evaluated.  It is assumed that academic staff have a single personal homepage that is hosted by 

their university and clearly stated as a homepage by the inclusion of the string “homepage” or a derivative 

thereof.  The information in this personal homepage may be complemented by additional information within 

other homepages that principally describe groups and institutes that the staff member may be involved with.  

The project’s scope excludes these other homepages and focuses upon staff members’ individual homepages.  

Personal information of academic staff may also be present in other textual documents that are available 

online but this project focuses solely on HTML Web documents.  The minimum amount of information on an 

individual staff member’s homepage includes; the staff member’s full name, email mailbox address from 

which the university workplace homepage can be derived, university name, department name, job title, phone 

number, a depicting the staff member, their publications and qualifications. 

 

Based upon these assumptions it is clear that the application needs to retrieve candidate Web documents from 

the university servers and filter those documents to exclude online documents that are not HTML Web pages 

and also exclude those homepages that describe groups and institutions.  This defines the user profile of the 

Information Retrieval (IR) model for the application, i.e. new Web documents may be published but the 

information need of the application remains relatively static and is continually interested in relevant 

documents of a similar type.  This type of operational mode for an IR model has been termed filtering (Baeza-

Yates & Ribeiro-Neto 1999, p. 22).  Since the project’s focus is on Information Extraction (IE) rather than IR 

or document acquirement, in this instance, it is desirable for the design of the application’s Internet connection 

and IR code to be as simple as possible.  Therefore the selection of IR model is restricted to a Boolean 

approach as the least complex of the three classic IR models; Probabilistic, Vector, and Boolean (Baeza-Yates 

& Ribeiro-Neto 1999, p. 20).  The use of an alternative IR model and performance evaluation between each 

model is outside the scope of this project.  The application employs an IE approach that follows an inductive 

machine learning methodology to train a wrapper against an initial corpus of answer keys.  The wrapper must 

extract information from a corpus of relevant documents.  Finally, a fully implemented application would 

need to transcode that information into RDF files compatible with existing ontologies using terms that are as 

stable as possible. 

 

Completion of the project took place away from the university, which limits the available facilities and these 

circumstances restrict the choice of development platform.  The project was developed on an IBM compatible 

PC using a 2.80GHz Intel Pentium 4 processor with 512kb cache and 1Gb RAM running Microsoft Windows 

XP Professional (SP2) 32bit operating system that is networked to a broadband Internet connection with a 

fixed IP address.  It is therefore important to implement the application according to an object-oriented 

approach in order to ensure the optimum maintainability to transcode extracted information into other formats 

as future SemWeb technologies are endorsed, such as RDFa, and also guarantee the optimum portability so 

that the extracted information is interoperable with other SemWeb tools, such as Haystack and PiggyBank. 
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3.6.1 Information Retrieval & Extraction Requirements 
• Allow user to select an individual Internet domain hosted by UK based universities from which to 

retrieve academic staff homepages, or default to all .ac.uk domains. 

• Make HTTP connection to domain on specified university Web server. 

• Allow for disconnection at any stage. 

• Limit acquired document format to HTML so as to maximise IE performance. 

• Filter candidate documents according to established URL heuristics and a Boolean IR model. 

• Display list of all candidate Web documents retrieved. 

• Allow any document to be discarded if the user deems it to be non-relevant. 

• Download and save all retrieved relevant documents within selected domain because direct access to the 

original Web servers is not possible. 

• Allow user to select a training corpus customised to domain in order to maximise extraction performance 

allowing for variation in relevant document domain. 

• Use inductive machine learning methodology to train a wrapper against an initial corpus of answer keys. 

• Limit information for extraction; staff member’s name, email, university homepage, university name, 

and job title in order to maximise IE performance. 

• Employ induced wrapper to extract information from the corpus of relevant documents retrieved. 

 

3.6.2 Semantic Web Technology Requirements 
• Map extracted information to stable ontology terms; foaf:name, foaf:mbox, foaf:mbox_sha1sum, 

foaf:homepage, foaf:workplaceHomepage, foaf:member, and doac:title. 

• Display list of People extracted successfully. 

• Transcode extracted information from each member of academic staff as an individual RDF file 

serialised as RDF/XML because access to the original Web documents is not possible. 

• Display contents of individual output RDF file. 

• Allow any selected RDF files to be saved locally because direct access to the original Web servers is not 

possible. 

 

3.6.3 Application Specific Requirements 
• Present a clean, uncomplicated interface. 

• Use object-oriented (OO) modular approach to maximise maintainability, portability, scalability and 

interoperability with future SemWeb technologies. 

• Develop reliable methods of catching and handling errors. 

• Validate user input where necessary to prevent application errors. 

• Use clear and consistent coding standards; indentation, comments style, etc. 

• Include comments within code where necessary to improve readability. 

• Provide hints to assist user to use application. 

• Create documentation for intended application usage. 
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3.7 Functional Modelling 
The application functionality can be represented by a number of use-case diagrams that model the main tasks 

in Unified Modelling Language (UML).  A use-case symbolises a task performed by the application 

typically shown as nodes within the diagram.  The user is represented in the diagram by an ‘actor’ and any 

relationship between a task and the user to shown by an edge connecting the actor to related nodes within the 

diagram.  Use-case diagrams can be broken down into smaller subsystems in order to display a high level of 

detail but a top level view should only show a conceptual abstraction of the main tasks performed by the 

application and should not show too much detail.  Such diagrams are helpful to verify the application’s 

required functionality and it is therefore useful in this instance to prepare such diagrams to illustrate the main 

tasks required of the application. 

 

 
Diagram 3.7—1 Top Level Use-Case Diagram Of The Application’s Main Tasks 

The above diagram illustrates the main tasks of the application and the following diagrams show the required 

functionality of various subsystems of the application in greater detail.  Firstly the main tasks for the 

application to acquire documents. 

 

 
Diagram 3.7—2 Use-Case Diagram Showing The Main Tasks To Acquire Documents 
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Diagram 3.7—3 Use-Case Diagram Showing The Main Tasks To Transcode Information 

 

3.8 Application Architecture 
With the development environment and key functional requirements in mind it is possible to consider the 

options for application architecture, most significantly the method of deployment and method of rule learning. 

 

3.8.1 Deployment Methodology 
Firstly, Java applications can be grouped into two main types of interface; console and Graphic User 

Interface (GUI).  Console applications run in the command line, or terminal, of an operating system 

accepting all user interaction via the keyboard and presenting all output as text (Heaton 2006, p.32).  This type 

of application is useful when limited user interaction is required but this is not suitable for this project because 

the user is required to select and discard candidate pages and select people from lists displayed.  On the other 

hand as their name implies GUI applications are capable of greater interaction with the user including 
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the server that offers the application is configured to work with Web Start (Cadenhead & Lemay 2007, p.385) 

and such functionality is not an essential requirement for the project.  In addition, a desktop application is 

easier to test than a servlet because it does not have to be repeatedly uploaded to a server for testing.  

Therefore the most suitable type of application for this project is a desktop GUI application. 

 

3.8.2 Rule Learning Methodology 
Other than the method of deployment, an important issue for application architecture is the method of rule 

learning.  It has already been stated that an Information Extraction (IE) system can be supervised using a 

training corpus or unsupervised using confidence estimates and that a supervised approach is more applicable 

to this project because the project scope covers human-generated Web documents.  The method of rule 

learning can be further classified by the presence of pre-defined rules.  A machine learning algorithm can 

begin with a pre-defined rules base and induces successful rules from the pre-defined set by dropping those 

rules that the algorithm learns are not successful.  This approach is termed a bottom-up relational algorithm 

whereas the alternative top-down relational algorithm (Freitag 1998) has no rules base to begin with and 

induces rules that the algorithm learns are successful.  The project domain has been restricted to UK based 

academic staff and therefore a knowledge engineer with a great deal of experience with this domain could 

develop an initial rules base explicitly for this domain but this raises concerns over the potential for rules to 

generalise across university boundaries (Freitag 1998).  The aim of this project is to develop an application 

capable of extracting information from more than one UK University and therefore a bottom-up approach is 

considered to involve far more development work than a top-down approach to achieve this objective.  This 

technique, sometimes also termed a covering algorithm, generates individual rules that cover as many cover 

as many positive examples as possible (Knoblock, Minton, & Muslea 1998).  A covering algorithm can be 

considered to be a relatively weak rule learner algorithm because it greedily produces simple rules each 

covering only a fraction of the training examples.  Such algorithms can be improved by including probabilistic 

methods, such as boosting (Freitag & Kushmerick 2000), to repeatedly apply the algorithm to the training 

corpus and weight the training examples where the rule learner performed poorly.  Boosting would increase 

the complexity of application development but, despite its weakness, a top-down covering algorithm meets the 

essential project requirements. 

 

3.8.3 Architecture Selection 
In summary, it is clear that the application should be implemented as a desktop GUI application applying a 

supervised top-down relational algorithm for information extraction.  This decision is based upon a 

compromise between the development complexity and application performance.  A servlet GUI application 

would be the most portable and applying a boosted learning algorithm would have the potential to achieve the 

highest extraction performance, however, this would be the most complex and difficult to implement.  A 

desktop GUI application is simpler to implement and its performance is evaluated later in the project. 
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3.9 Structural Design 
Functional modelling encourages both procedural and data abstraction focussing on the essential aspects of a 

system that can be expressed in terms of simple objects, which in this instance has shown the need for a three-

tiered architecture consisting of modules for document acquisition, information extraction, and information 

transcoding.  An object-oriented approach supports a modular design, which isolates information from other 

parts of the system so that changes can be made to a single module without affecting another and making 

changes to a module do not require knowledge of the inner workings of any other module.  Partitioning a 

system by the encapsulation of modules and hiding information of a single module from other modules 

allows the complexity of the system to be managed more easily. 

 

Beyond abstraction, modularity, and information hiding, other desirable design concepts include; 

coupling, cohesion, and factoring.  Coupling represents interdependence between modules and from an 

architectural aspect it is desirable to promote loose coupling in order to minimise error propagation (ripple 

effect) and allow for easier maintenance.  Cohesion is more concerned with procedural aspects of a system 

and measures the extent to which elements relate to each other within a single module.  Strong cohesion is 

most desirable because ideally a module should perform one and only one function, therefore the elements 

within a single module should be concerned with a single problem-related task and as such is considered 

cohesive.  Factoring is the separation of a function contained as code in one module into a new independent 

module in order to reduce module size, complexity, and code duplication (redundancy).  All of these design 

concepts help to maximise the quality of an application prior to implementation. 

 

A Structure Chart symbolises the architecture of a system and the relationships between system modules.  

The internal structure of modules is not revealed in a Structure Chart and detail is suppressed, especially in a 

top-level diagram.  The process of creating a Structure Chart can be enhanced by applying a fan-in/fan-out 

methodology.  Fan-in is a measure of the number of modules that link to, or call, a module.  With strong 

cohesion a high fan-in is desirable to reduce the size of any single module by calling other independent 

modules.  Conversely fan-out represents the quantity of modules that are linked from, or called by, a module.  

In order to ensure that a module is not overworked a low fan-out is desirable but too low a fan-out can suggest 

that the module is redundant and not essential to the system.  It is necessary to present application architecture 

in more than one diagram in order to show the overall structure of the application as well as the structure of 

each tier. 

 

 
Diagram 3.9—1 Structure Chart Showing A Top Level Abstraction Of The Application 
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Diagram 3.9—2 Structure Chart Showing Application Structure To Acquire Documents 

Diagram 3.9–2 shows the application structure to acquire documents and includes several flags in order to 

control the flow of data.  To begin with the Base URL input must be a well-formatted URL in order to begin 

the process of acquiring documents.  When processing a URL the document located at the URL must be an 

HTML document because this project only focuses on information from Web documents in HTML format.  If 

the MIME type of the document is text/html then the input stream must be parsed to find anchor tags.  The 

link data is handled only if the link goes to another document address.  If the link refers to an email or other 

file type then it is not necessary to process the URL contained in the link.  The link data is logged if the link 

points to a document address within the same domain.  All of the successful link data is collected and passed 

on as a document list. 

 

The last two flags in the Structure Chart control how the candidate documents are filtered.  A technique of 

URL heuristics (Spertus 1998) has been adapted in order to identify a candidate document as a personal 

homepage according to the anchor that linked to it.  It is assumed that the anchor text pointing to a personal 

homepage is a person’s name and their name appears in the title of their homepage, which is symbolised in the 

Structure Chart by the flag that the source anchor text must match the document title. 

 

The final flag is concerned with the relevancy of the document.  A document may be considered as a 

candidate if it contains the word “homepage” or a derivative thereof, which is exhibited by the term frequency 

that can be filtered according to a Boolean IR method. 

 

It is now appropriate to illustrate the structure of the application to extract information from the set of 

candidate documents, as shown in diagram 3.9–3. 
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Diagram 3.9—3 Structure Chart Showing Application Structure To Extract Information 

Diagram 3.9–3 shows the application structure to extract information and illustrates a programming idiom 

using delimiters to extract the relevant fragments.  There are several classes of Wrapper Induction (WI) 

algorithms, a selection of which are discussed in greater detail later in this project including those covered by 

WIEN (Kushmerick 1998). 

 

Diagram 3.9–4 shows a simplified structure required to transcode the information. 

 

 
Diagram 3.9—4 Structure Chart Showing Application Structure To Transcode Information 
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3.10 Lifecycle Modelling 
State Machine diagrams, formerly termed Statechart diagrams, can be used to show the sequence of events 

that can change the state of an object in a software application and therefore model the lifecycle of that object 

in the application.  The relationships between each state indicate that an object in the initial state performs 

certain actions before entering a subsequent state when a specific event occurs or a specific condition is 

satisfied.  State Machine diagrams can be used to show high level system architecture but in order to keep 

diagrams small and easy to understand at a lower level it is preferable to separate detailed views into further 

diagrams showing an individual substate of the higher level view.  These diagrams are an efficient way to 

demonstrate the response of an object to external input.  It is helpful to use State Machine diagrams to model 

the behaviour of a class of very dynamic objects that perform important actions.  As part of this project it has 

been considered appropriate to illustrate the behaviour of rule construction required in order to induce a 

wrapper and to also illustrate the behaviour of applying a wrapper for information extraction. 

 

 
Diagram 3.10—1 State Machine Diagram Representing Rule Construction 

 

 

 
Diagram 3.10—2 State Machine Diagram Representing Wrapper Execution 
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3.11 Supervised Wrapper Induction (WI) Algorithms 
The structural design and lifecycle modelling diagrams have shown architectural and transactional views of an 

information extraction application using a supervised learning approach.  It is important to stress that this type 

of application can be divided into three categories according to the form of algorithms used for wrapper 

induction; hierarchical learning, featured learning, and probabilistic learning.  Reviewing the benefits and 

complexities of each category and explaining their similarities provides a means to deduce the best 

implementation options for this project. 

 

3.11.1 Hierarchical Learning 
A hierarchical learning algorithm can be most effective when it is biased towards the location of attributes 

within documents that the algorithm is learning from.  The Wrapper Induction Environment (WIEN) 

research project (Kushmerick 1998) has shown that this manipulation may be achieved by organising 

algorithms into classes.  Each class learns differently according to attribute location within a document as it 

relies on delimiters, also termed landmarks or separators, to identify attributes. 

 

The simplest class of this form of learning algorithm looks for the delimiters to the left and to the right of the 

attribute value and is logically named the Left-Right (LR) wrapper class.  This class of algorithm works 

especially well on resources that have been structured in a tabular way, i.e. the information is laid out in rows 

and columns that may be as part of an actual table or in free-text within the document.  Other classes that are 

capable of leveraging a tabular layout include the Head-Left-Right-Tail (HLRT) wrapper designed to start 

processing the page after the head and stop processing before the tail of the page.  The HRLT wrapper 

includes delimiters for the head and tail of the document that help the wrapper to focus on text within the main 

body of the document.  A variation on this concept is presented by the Open-Close-Left-Right (OCLR) 

wrapper class that guides the wrapper away from information between each attribute by skipping forward to 

the opening delimiter of processing the next attribute value.  These classes are combined in a further class 

HOCLRT. 

 

The Wrapper Induction Environment also outlines two other wrapper classes that are geared towards non-

tabular resources such as nested lists.  The Nested-Left-Right (N-LR) wrapper class targets attributes that are 

organised hierarchically, a table of contents for example.  The Nested-Head-Left-Right-Tail (N-HLRT) 

wrapper class is an uncomplicated extension of HLRT that is tailored to hierarchical resources.  Further 

classes of hierarchical algorithms can be achieved by iteratively skipping deeper into the text hierarchy using 

simple landmark grammars as described in the STALKER algorithm (Knoblock, Minton, and Muslea 1998). 

 

Hierarchical learning algorithms benefit from a relatively straightforward implementation because they rely on 

procedural techniques to scan example documents and identify corresponding attribute values but the 

difficulty to implement the algorithm increases as its complexity increases.  This complexity is also subtly 

represented in the processing time required to learn a wrapper.  However, the overall increase in processing 

time is so insignificant that it does not greatly influence the choice of wrapper class to implement. 
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3.11.2 Featured Learning 
Hierarchical learning relies on delimiters to locate attribute values whereas, in contrast, individual attribute 

values are suitable for a method of extraction that identifies them relative to token features.  It has been stated 

that a key step of information extraction is to break up a document into tokens.  Each token has specific 

features that can be used to differentiate between other tokens and these features are a key part of relational 

learning algorithms.  Several domain-independent token features have been distinguished (Freitag 1998) and 

thus establish predefined rule types; token length, token position – either definite or relative to another token, 

token similarity where all tokens exhibit a similar feature, and token variety where tokens exhibit a 

recognisable difference in features.  A featured learning algorithm achieves better information extraction 

performance on Web documents when adapted to include HTML specific features but are comparatively more 

complex than a simple machine learning approach; relying on token features as well as delimiters to identify 

attribute values.  The SRV algorithm (Freitag 1998) that is categorised here as a featured learning algorithm 

also includes statistical techniques, such as Bayesian m-estimates, which evaluate confidence and thus find the 

best rules.  These techniques are also a part of probabilistic learning algorithms that are discussed below. 

 

3.11.3 Probabilistic Learning 
As research has progressed alternative methods have been used to make improvements upon existing 

approaches.  In particular, Probabilistic learning represents advancement upon hierarchical and featured 

learning.  It has been stated earlier in the project that purely probabilistic techniques have been used in 

unsupervised wrapper induction (Crescenzi, Mecca, & Merialdo 2001) that is suited to machine-generated 

documents.  Boosted Wrapper Induction (BWI) (Freitag & Kushmerick 2000) incorporates probabilistic 

methodologies into a supervised approach that is suitable for rigidly-structured human-generated documents 

and uses similar statistical techniques to the SRV algorithm (Freitag 1998) that has been categorised as a 

featured algorithm discussed above.  By contrast, BWI repeatedly applies a learning algorithm to the training 

corpus and varies the statistical weight of a rule according to its performance.  BWI not only comprises the 

statistical techniques from SRV but also makes use of wildcards that are similar to the features of SRV while 

skipping through the hierarchy of documents to find delimiters in a similar way to WIEN algorithms 

(Kushmerick 1998).  The combined approach and statistical methods of BWI outperform other probabilistic 

learning algorithms using alternative statistical techniques, like Hidden Markov Modelling (HMM) (Freitag 

& McCallum 1999). 

 

Consideration of the best implementation option for this project again involves a compromise between the 

development complexity and application performance that has influenced previous decisions regarding project 

functionality and architecture.  The functionality has been limited in order to minimise the complexity of the 

application and so maximise its performance but a simpler desktop architecture has been selected to ease 

implementation even though a servlet has the potential for higher performance.  It is clear that the 

performance of a learning algorithm improves as its complexity increases but a decision is made to prioritise 

the ease of implementation over application performance in this instance.  Therefore a basic hierarchical 

algorithm is employed and evaluated accordingly. 
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3.12 Static Model Diagrams 
As part of the object-oriented design process it is important to model the static relationships between classes 

of objects within the application as well as their properties and operations.  At this point in the project it is 

appropriate to illustrate examples of objects involved in wrapper induction at a specific moment in the rule 

learning process to help clarify the classes required. 

 

The fundamental aspects of an information extraction paradigm involving rule learning are; a wrapper, rules, 

and a training corpus made up of examples and answer keys.  A wrapper learns rules from a training corpus by 

comparing the attributes within an answer key to the attributes within an example document.  It is possible for 

the rule to identify an attribute in the example by locating delimiters to the left or right of the attribute value.  

These relationships can best be explained through an object diagram. 

 

3.12.1 Object Design 
 

 
Diagram 3.12—1 Object Diagram Showing A Rule Learning Scenario 
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3.12.2 Class Diagram 
 

 
 

Diagram 3.12—2 Class Diagram Showing Classes Involved With Information Extraction 
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3.12.3 Wrapper Class 
Properties Operations 

 String name  scan(Document doc); 

-createRule(Rule r); 

-validateRule(Rule r, Example e); 

-constructRule(Rule r); 

 compare(Label lbl, Document doc, Rule r) 

 

The Wrapper class is used to coordinate the information extraction process.  It compares example documents 

to information answer keys in order to validate rules as part of the rule construction process.  The execution of 

learned rules is catered for by the Wrapper class operation to scan new documents and extract relevant 

attribute values. 

 

3.12.4 Rule Class 
Properties Operations 

 Boolean candidacy 

 Boolean validity 

 Integer number 

 Vector locators 

 

 identifyAttribute(Document doc); 

 getCandidacy(); 

 getValidity(); 

 getNumber(); 

-setCandidacy(); 

-setValidity(); 

-setNumber(); 

 

The Rule class is used to transform the tokens within documents into identifiable attribute values.  It is 

necessary to encapsulate the properties of individual rules used in the information extraction process.  A Rule 

can be instantiated in order to provide a simple method of employing each rule as required. 

 

When a rule object is created a counter needs to be used in order to set the rule number that identifies the rule 

for later reference and each call to create a new rule object increments this value.  The candidacy can also be 

set so that it is clear at what stage the rule is in the construction process. 

 

A rule must be able to search documents to find delimiters and attributes and this is made possible using the 

identifyAttribute method.  An Attribute can only be created once it has been identified and then it is possible 

for the rule to be validated against a Label.  It is necessary to store Delimiters in a vector called “locators” in 

order for the rule to be manipulated successfully and its validity recorded.  Rule validity is recorded as a 

Boolean value that can be set once it has been confirmed that the locator delimiters successfully identify an 

attribute.  Rule validity can also be returned at a later stage in order for the wrapper to employ valid rules 

only. 
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3.12.5 Attribute Class 
Properties Operations 
 Integer beginIndexOf 
 Integer endIndexOf 
 String value 
 String name 
 

 getBeginIndexOf(); 
 getEndIndexOf(); 
 getValue(); 
 getName(); 
-setBeginIndexOf(); 
-setEndIndexOf(); 
-setValue(); 
-setName(); 

 

The Attribute class is used to instantiate an attribute and store the values of extracted information.  The most 

important property of the attribute is its value.  This represents the information that needs to be extracted and 

is stored as a string.  When an attribute has been identified it can be set and then retrieved later using the 

getValue method. 

 

Static integers are used to store the index of the beginning and end of the attribute.  This makes it easier to 

find the delimiters either side of the attribute.  Both of these properties can be set when the attribute is 

identified and retrieved using the get methods for each property respectively. 

 

The other significant property of an attribute is its name that is stored as a string.  This can be used from 

Labels so that attribute values can easily be mapped to ontology terms and transcoded using classes and 

methods from the transcoder component of the application. 

 



 

4 Software Implementation & Testing 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[Figure 3] 
 CAIDA Walrus Image Of Skitter Monitor Measurements 

lhr (535,102 nodes and 601,678 links) 
© Copyright 2005 The Regents of the University of California 

All Rights Reserved

“[ a map in cyberspace rendered visible to a 
software agent] raises the exciting possibility of 
letting programs run over this material and help 
us analyze and manage what we are doing.”
 
(Berners-Lee T. in Foreword to Fensel, Hendler, 
Lieberman & Wahlster 2005, p. xiv) 
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4.1 Development Lifecycle Selection 
The most significant factors involved in the adoption of a development lifecycle for this project include; 

project size, number of developers, project formality, software type, as well as developer expertise and 

experience.  In this instance the project is considered to be a medium size requiring the development of a 

variety of modules in order to achieve the objectives.  There is only one developer available to analyse, 

design, implement and test the project.  The project does not need to be conducted in a very formal manner 

because there is no client requesting clear and perfect documentation throughout the lifecycle of the project; 

the final submission represents the most significant piece of documentation and therefore a level of 

informality can be adopted for this project.  The type of software required by the project does not involve a 

database or server implementation.  Finally it is important to note that the project developer is a student and 

therefore it is felt that there is comparatively low expertise and little experience that can be applied to the 

project.  With these factors in mind a number of different lifecycle models were considered for this project 

and their individual advantages and disadvantages were considered before a model was adopted. 

 

4.1.1 Waterfall Lifecycle 
The Waterfall Lifecycle model is well understood in industry and was devised in the 1960s.  Pure Waterfall 

Lifecycle development phases are ordered into a linear sequence that does not progress from one stage to the 

next until the previous stage is completed, where as to some extent the Overlapping Waterfall Lifecycle 

permits stages to overlap and be developed in parallel.  A Waterfall Lifecycle helps to plan the development 

process in advance, however, it is only useful when application requirements are well specified to begin with 

and workable software is not seen until very late in the project. 

 

4.1.2 Evolutionary Prototyping 
Evolutionary Prototyping makes it possible to release a partial prototype quickly because the application is 

refined in repetitive development phases before a completed prototype is released.  This lifecycle is especially 

useful for object-oriented applications when the optimal architecture and algorithms are uncertain from the 

outset.  Evolutionary Prototyping can also take into account changing requirements and the concept can be 

developed as the project progresses.  Although the most visible aspects of a prototype can be implemented 

first, it is impossible to know how long it takes to create an acceptable project. 

 

4.1.3 Incremental Model 
Also known as Staged Delivery, the Incremental Model allows an application to be developed in 

manageable stages, or increments, throughout the project not all at once at project completion.  It is not as 

linear as a Pure Waterfall Lifecycle and is suitable in situations where the software requirements may change 

but when the development approach is very clear prior to implementation.  This is especially useful for large, 

long-term projects and produces results at regular intervals. 
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Lifecycle models have progressed and variations upon these three main categorise exist, namely Spiral 

Lifecycle and Evolutionary Delivery.  Spiral Lifecycle is one adaptation of the incremental model into an 

evolutionary version.  This is good for large projects and produces software early but can be costly.  A Spiral 

Lifecycle is not suitable for smaller projects because of its dependence upon accurate risk analysis throughout.  

Evolutionary Delivery combines staged and evolutionary prototyping to develop and release software for 

feedback and then refine the software according to the feedback received. 

 

The project developer’s relative lack of experience and expertise meant that the optimal architecture and 

algorithms required to achieve the project’s objectives were not clear at the beginning of the project.  This 

meant that a lifecycle model needed to be adopted that could adequately cope with the evolving concept as the 

project progressed.  Temporal deferral and other constraints on the project also meant that a partial prototype 

needed to be released quickly.  In addition to these factors the need for a medium sized project to be produced 

relatively informally with the resources of a single developer meant that the most suitable lifecycle to adopt 

for this project has been selected as an Evolutionary Prototyping model. 

 

Therefore a partial prototype can be refined in repetitive stages to produce a completed application but it has 

not been possible to provide an accurate completion date for the implementation.  After extensive research to 

define the initial concept and design an application it is very important to avoid additional features creeping 

into the specification during development.  Such feature creep would lead to a delay in project completion. 

 

4.2 Coding Standards 
A list of coding standards was produced prior to implementation in order to ensure consistency throughout the 

code and make it easier to read and maintain.  These standards can be seen in the appendices section so that 

they can be easily viewed alongside the application source code. 
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4.3 Implementation Outline 
Following the completion of research on the initial concept, a satisfactory literature review and application 

design, the implementation of a partial prototype began pursuant to the development lifecycle.  The most 

visible aspects of the application were implemented first so that the application could be refined in repetitive 

development phases. 

 

4.3.1 Graphic User Interface (GUI) 
In accordance with the chosen development lifecycle the fastest course to a partial implementation was to 

begin by developing the Graphic User Interface (GUI).  The first section of code to be implemented was the 

GUI shell.  This clarified the inputs and outputs required and provided a framework that the main functionality 

could be easily fitted into. 

 

4.3.1.1 Card Layout Code 
From the outset it was clear that the application needed to be structured in a three-tiered architecture for 

document acquisition, information extraction, and information transcoding.  This was an important 

consideration in the layout of the interface.  Two options were considered; tabbed panes and a Card Layout 

Manager.  It was felt that the stages that a user would follow through the application could not be easily 

skipped.  That is to say that it is not possible to transcode the information without first extracting it.  Likewise 

it is not possible to extract information without first retrieving relevant documents from which to extract 

information.  The nature of tabbed panes would enable a user to jump between stages without following a 

logically flow through the application.  Therefore it was decided that the architecture of the application leant 

itself best to the use of a Card Layout Manager, which would hide some components from view when they 

were not needed by the user.  A Card layout is common in software installation applications with the use of 

‘Next’ and ‘Back’ buttons that can be disabled in order to force the user to provide specific inputs before 

proceeding.  Each Card was developed as an individual stage in the application in order to present a clean, 

uncomplicated interface within a single window. 

 

4.3.1.2 Table Model Code 
A Card layout made it easier to include additional components in the interface to accept inputs and clearly 

display outputs within a single window.  The decision was made to use tables in order to display the data 

about documents and the information extracted from those documents.  A table within a scroll pane provides 

a simple way to present large amounts of data clearly structured into columns for each property.  A table 

model also made it possible to display initial information, such as the UWS Test Cases, and then change the 

information displayed following user input.  For example, the irrelevant documents can be easily discarded 

from the entire list of candidate documents retrieved.  This design maximises the maintainability of the 

application allowing for additional functionality to be included in a full implementation.  Examples and 

corresponding Labels from the selected Training Corpus are displayed clearly and these could be easily 

changed upon the selection of an alternate Training Corpus. 
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4.3.2 Web Document Retrieval 
The next stage of implementation dealt with Web document retrieval.  This included the code to crawl over a 

Web domain and also a method of applying established URL heuristics to filter relevant documents. 

 

4.3.2.1 Crawler Code 
The crawler code has been adapted from an open source HTTP Spider (Heaton 2007).  This is a complex 

spider and essentially consists of a sequence of simple HTTP requests, HTML parser, as well as a workload 

manager to control the manner in which a domain is crawled.  The spider targets the initial page of a base 

domain, parses that page and crawls over the initial page to identify URL contained within it.  The URL found 

are stored in order to be crawled later.  It is possible to include an SQL workload manager in order for the 

spider to crawl multiple domains and keep track of all of the URL that it identifies.  In this project it has been 

adapted to as simplified a crawler as possible and is therefore purposefully restricted to a single domain 

without the use of an SQL workload manager.  This reinforces the design intention to improve the accuracy of 

information extraction and ease development.  The simplified crawler identifies URL within the single target 

domain and an important consideration was to filter all of these to retrieve candidate HTML documents that 

are relevant as staff homepages. 

 

4.3.2.2 IR Filter Code 
A number of techniques were employed in order to implement a simple Information Retrieval (IR) Filter.  

Firstly, the crawler was limited to retrieving HTML documents only and ignores binary documents, such as 

images and photos that may be indicated within the document as representing a person.  While the retrieval 

process is run within the Eclipse IDE, the crawler also shows through the console output that it has identified 

URL to PDF documents.  A more advanced implementation to interpret the information within these 

documents was not implemented. 

 

Secondly, it was important to filter documents where the anchor text is a zero length string.  The HTML 

parser within the crawler was able to exclude poorly formatted HTML documents but the spider still identified 

URL that appeared on the page without any hyperlink anchor to the document.  This sort of URL, which 

cannot be used by humans, was felt to be an indication that the document is unlikely to be a staff homepage.  

According to established URL heuristics (Spertus 1998) it was also important to develop the IR filter to ensure 

that the anchor text is also found in title of the document that it hyperlinks to.  This was implemented very 

simplistically using the indexOf method of the title string. 

 

Finally, an additional piece of coding was implemented in an attempt to enhance the relevancy of the 

documents retrieved by the IR filter.  The URL heuristics (Spertus 1998) established that the presence of 

specific strings within the URL, e.g. the URL file name is ‘home.html’ or the empty string or that the 

penultimate directory name in the URL is ‘people’ or begins with ‘home’, can indicate that a document was 

found to be a relevant homepage.  In this project, however, this was implemented by finding the string 

‘homepage’ or ‘home page’ within the document content.  This is evaluated later in the project. 
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4.3.3 Information Extraction 
The subsequent code to be developed was an Information Extraction module for hierarchical wrapper 

induction, which closely followed established IE techniques (Kushmerick 1998) and adapted existing methods 

of data collection from HTML documents (Heaton 2007). 

 

4.3.3.1 Tokeniser Code 
IE from HTML documents necessitates a simple HTTP request to obtain the document content that can then 

be tokenised.  This has been achieved by using a Class to instantiate a Document object that uses the HTTP 

request to build the document content as a string and set the URL property value of the document.  In this 

project the tokenisation process has been simplified to divide document content into attributes separated by 

delimiters without specifically taking the HTML tags into account.  Iterating through each answer key from 

the training corpus, the tokeniser takes the corresponding example document and extracts the section of the 

document content string from between instances of each attribute value, i.e. from the start of the page to the 

beginning of the first instance of the first attribute value, then from the end of the first instance of the first 

attribute value to the second instance of the first attribute value, and so on.  Each token is stored in as an index 

in an array for later reference. 

 

4.3.3.2 Attribute and Delimiter Identification Code 
Following tokenisation the algorithm identifies the corresponding delimiters to the left and right of each 

attribute value in the example document.  The first attribute in the answer key is assumed to appear first in the 

document and therefore the left delimiter for the first attribute will be the start delimiter of the page, from the 

beginning of the document to the beginning of the first attribute.  Likewise the final attribute is assumed to 

appear last in the document and therefore the right delimiter of the final attribute is the finish delimiter, from 

the end of the last attribute to the end of the page.  The delimiters are stored in two arrays; one for delimiters 

to the left of each attribute and one for delimiters to the right of each attribute.  Each index in the array 

corresponds to the index of an attribute so that the delimiters to the left and right of an attribute can be referred 

to. 

 

4.3.3.3 Rule Creation Code 
As described above, the simplified method of extracting delimiters returns very long delimiters that are 

specific to each instance of each attribute value.  In order to create rules to cover all instances of an attribute 

value across the entire set of example documents it is necessary to return the shortest delimiter strings that are 

suffixes of left delimiters, i.e. the part of a delimiter closest to the left of an attribute value, and those that are 

prefixes of right delimiters, i.e. the part of a delimiter closest to the right of an attribute value.  The 

implementation of this code has been simplified in this project to shorten the delimiter to 100 characters or the 

first occurrence of a whitespace character within the delimiter.  This simplification is evaluated later in the 

project.  Each rule is also stored in an array for later reference. 
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4.3.3.4 Rule Validation Code 
It is important to confirm that a rule covers all instances of an attribute value across the entire set of example 

documents.  This has been implemented through a Boolean test of rule validity.  If a rule contains the attribute 

to which it relates then the rule is considered in valid.  Alternatively a rule is also invalid if it is not the part of 

the delimiter closest to the attribute value.  That is to say that the rule must be the corresponding affix of a 

delimiter, i.e. the suffix of a left delimiter or the prefix of a right delimiter.  This simplified implementation is 

evaluated later in the project. 

 

4.3.4 Transcoding Component 
The partial implementation in this project does not include the functionality of a transcoding component, using 

Jena together with FOAFbeans, as outlined in the application design. 

 

4.4 Application Testing 
Every application requires testing but the evaluation of the application developed in this project has been 

prioritised above its testing.  As a consequence it has not been possible to include rigorous static testing in the 

development of the application for this project.  However, a substantial amount of dynamic testing took place 

during development and therefore it is appropriate to highlight the contrast between static and dynamic 

testing. 

 

4.4.1 Static Testing 
Static testing does not require the application to be run in order to assess the complexity of the code.  The 

more complex a module, the more likely it is for errors to occur within that module.  Flowgraphs and 

Cyclomatic Complexity diagrams help to illustrate the complexity of an application’s code.  Areas of 

significant code complexity that are highlighted by such diagrams can be prioritised for dynamic testing. 

 

4.4.2 Dynamic Testing 
Throughout the entire implementation stage a great deal of debugging was carried out in order for the 

application to be executed successfully.  Key areas of difficulty necessitating such diligent debugging 

included the Card Layout of the GUI together with the event listener code, identifying the anchor text of a 

URL, and wrapper induction.  Along with this debugging, some potential errors emerged during 

implementation.  For example, the base URL address must be a valid web address for a UK university, and 

candidate documents needed to be selected in order for any to be discarded.  Conditional statements were 

implemented to account for incorrect user input that could trigger these errors.  It was also necessary to 

include other conditional statements to catch any errors that could be thrown by unsuccessful HTTP requests. 

 



 

5 Evaluation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[Figure 4] RDFAuthor Graphic Layout Of A FOAF File For Edd Dumbill 
Copyright © 2000-2007 Brickley D. & Miller L. 

“[If information can be published] in the FOAF document format, 
machines will be able to make use of that information. 
If those files contain "see also" references to other such 
documents in the Web, we will have a machine- 
friendly version of today's hypertext Web. Computer 
programs will be able to scutter around a Web of 
documents designed for machines rather than 
humans…” 

 
(Brickley & Miller 2007) 
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5.1 System Evaluation 
In order to evaluate whether the application performs adequately, it is essential to provide a critical appraisal 

of the software specification, design and implementation methodology with reflection upon the academic 

research that underpins this project.  It is possible to illustrate the significance of the results obtained from the 

partial implementation included in this project by separating them into two topics; Information Retrieval, and 

Information Extraction. 

 

5.1.1 Information Retrieval (IR) Evaluation 
The retrieval process was conducted on several UK university hosts in order to assess its performance. 

HOST DOCUMENTS RETRIEVED TOTAL PAGES6 

www.lamp.ac.uk crash 3,730 

www.man.ac.uk none 72 

www.manchester.ac.uk crash 50,700 

www.caths.cam.ac.uk none 397 

www.ridley.cam.ac.uk one7 257 

www.emma.cam.ac.uk none 1,050 

www.kings.cam.ac.uk none 1,360 

www.shef.ac.uk crash 62,200 

www.shu.ac.uk none 6,840 

www.gla.ac.uk crash 47,200 

www.hatii.arts.gla.ac.uk two8 2,710 

www.uhi.ac.uk none 7,600 

www.gcal.ac.uk crash 7,650 

 

These results revealed several key facts.  Firstly, the IR filter that had been implemented to retrieve 

homepages was not successful.  Retrieved documents do not contain the term ‘homepage’ or ‘home page’ 

despite empirical evidence to the contrary.  During the analysis and design stages this had been a key 

observation from documents examined, for example, webpages of staff from the School of Computing at the 

University of the West of Scotland do contain the term ‘home page’ in their title.  The IR filter had been 

designed as a simplification of established URL heuristics (Spertus 1998, p.86) that are clearly specific to a 

single domain, where the penultimate directory name in the URL is ‘people’ or begins with ‘home’ and the 

URL file name is ‘home.html’ or the empty string.  Each university has different URL naming conventions 

and so a filter implemented to focus on either the penultimate directory name or the document filename would 

not be portable to different university hosts, which was a key specification requirement of the application.  
                                                      
6 The total number of pages is obtained by conducting a Google search for web pages within the target host domain by 
using the keyword ‘site:’, e.g. site:www.lamp.ac.uk 
7 Computing Facilities  http://www.ridley.cam.ac.uk/computing.html 
8 1999-2001 http://www.hatii.arts.gla.ac.uk/MultimediaStudentProjects/mm9901.htm and Information Management and 
Preservation  http://www.hatii.arts.gla.ac.uk/imp/ 
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This is a significant finding that highlights the compromise in application design between the host-specific 

URL heuristics reviewed (Spertus 1998, p.86) and the portability requirements. 

 

Secondly, these results show that the application is unable to handle large university websites.  The 

application was left to crawl on the website for University of Wales, Lampeter, and did not complete the 

retrieval process despite running for several hours.  Similar results occurred on the websites of Glasgow 

Caledonian University, gcal.ac.uk, and the University of Glasgow, gla.ac.uk.  It is presumed that this is most 

likely caused by the memory workload manager employed to coordinate the spider as it is unable to hold a 

large number of URLs (Heaton 2007, p.517).  Nevertheless, the decision was made to use a memory workload 

manager over a SQL workload manager because the application is required to crawl only a single host each 

time it is executed.  However, it is clear that the limit of the memory workload manager is limited to around 

7,500 URL and therefore less than the documents on the host of a single medium or large university. 

 

With these results in mind it was essential to omit the homepage IR filter and rely upon the assumption that 

the staff member’s full name appears in the title of the page.  Removing the IR filter and targeting small hosts 

lead to some interesting results. 

HOST RELEVANT CANDIDATES GOOD 

LINKS 

TOTAL9 DURATION START 

TIME 

www.ridley.cam.ac.uk 8 63 212 257 1 minute 17:38 

www.ridley.cam.ac.uk 8 71 214 257 1 minute 17:42 

www.paisley.ac.uk 42 988 2,522 3,200 11 minutes 17:43 

cis.paisley.ac.uk 0 0 0 409 0 minutes 18:01 

 

These results highlighted further inadequacies in the simple spider implementation and IR filter.  The retrieval 

process has a duration lasting approximately 200 documents per minute.  This is acceptable when targeting 

small hosts but this may last upwards of 5 hours if the workload manager could handle large hosts.  It is also 

clear that the spider crawls the host domain differently each time it is executed.  This can be seen clearly from 

the retrieval results on the ridley.cam.ac.uk domain.  The number of good links and number of candidate 

documents retrieved differs even when the retrieval process is repeated within minutes.  It is not likely that 

documents in the domain have been altered or updated in any way within this period and therefore it is 

significant to consider future research for this part of the application. 

 

It is also clear from these results that the spider cannot crawl pages that are not directly linked from the base 

domain.  This is noticeable from the candidates retrieved from the UWS School of Computing sub-domain, 

cis.paisley.ac.uk.  The spider retrieves zero good links from the host even though the total documents number 

409.  It is clear that the staff pages, which can be found by a Google search10, observed during analysis and 

                                                      
9 The total number of pages is obtained by conducting a Google search for web pages within the target host domain by 
using the keyword ‘site:’, e.g. site:cis.paisley.ac.uk 
10 A Google search, ci0 homepage site:cis.paisley.ac.uk, will retrieve 18 candidate homepages from about 27 documents. 
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design are not found by the spider.  This significantly impedes the performance of the application as several 

assumptions made during requirements elicitation were based upon these documents. 

 

On top of the issues concerning the spider implementation there are also a few inadequacies to the IR filter.  A 

high proportion of candidate documents are in fact irrelevant.  The results show that around 90-95% of the 

candidates are discarded.  The irrelevant candidates are indeed homepages but those of institutes, course 

modules, university departments, or staff groups.  The application is designed to extract information from a 

single homepage for each person.  The project’s scope excludes these ‘group’ pages and is designed to focus 

upon staff members’ individual homepages.  Together with these false positive results is an unsatisfactory 

level of false negative results.  The documents that make up the examples in the training corpus of UWS Test 

Cases are not found.  It was established that their titles do not contain the anchor text that links to them, which 

is a fundamental requirement to determine that a document is a candidate homepage. 

 

5.1.2 Information Extraction (IE) Evaluation 
The above section evaluates the IR facet of the application and it is important to also consider the IE 

component’s performance.  This component has only been partially implemented in this application, a point 

that is critically evaluated later in the project.  It has only been possible to provide the functionality for 

wrapper induction and the results of which are presented below. 

 

RESULTS FROM WRAPPER INDUCTION 

ATTRIBUTE L/R ARRAY LENGTH ALL WHITESPACE CONTAIN ATTRIBUTE VALUE 

Staff Name L 4 Yes No 

Email  L 5 Yes No 

University URL L 20 No No 

University Name L 5 Yes No 

Job Title L 35 No Yes 

Staff Name R 15 No No 

Email R 20 No Yes 

University URL R 5 Yes No 

University Name R 35 No Yes 

Job Title  R 4 Yes No 

 

RULES CREATED 

Attribute 0 (Staff Name) delimiterL:  delimiterR:  

Attribute 1 (Homepage URL) delimiterL: null delimiterR: null 

 

These results summarise the output that is printed to the console when the application attempts wrapper 

induction.  For reference, this console output is provided as an appendix to this project.  The Homepage URL 

is omitted from wrapper induction because this attribute value is used to point to the document itself and is 
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never contained within the document.  Rule creation is attempted by validating the candidate delimiters 

against the corresponding attribute.  It is clear that the algorithm fails to validate any rules for attributes other 

than Staff Name and Homepage URL.  These results also show that the valid rule returned for Staff Name is a 

zero length string.  It is appropriate to address each step in the IE process that leads to achieving these results. 

 

The tokeniser code performs satisfactorily by instantiating Document objects to contain and manage document 

content.  The tokeniser proceeds to break down this content into manageable tokens of attributes and 

delimiters, excludes null tokens and returns the tokens into an array for later reference.  Arrays were chosen in 

order to manipulate the data simply and to also co-ordinate with the GUI’s default table models.  However, the 

benefits of this simplicity were found to be outweighed by the difficulty of implementation.  During 

development an alternative methodology using Lists was discovered to be easier to implement and manipulate 

but unfortunately this discovery occurred very late in implementation and so the use of arrays persists in the 

final code. 

 

A decision was made to prioritise the ease of implementation over application performance in this project and 

this was upheld through the attribute and delimiter identification code.  The simplified algorithm does not 

involve advanced methods of identifying attribute values, such as name recognition, which have already been 

shown in this project to be important to IE performance.  In this project, the application has been implemented 

to simply identify attributes through string comparison with the attribute values in each answer key of the 

training corpus.  The results below show that it would be advantageous to include functionality to recognise 

people names by comparison with names from a census, for example. 

 

The results clearly show that there has been some difficulty in rule creation.  In order to create rules to cover 

all instances of an attribute value across the entire set of example documents it is necessary to return the 

shortest delimiter strings that are suffixes of left delimiters, i.e. the part of a delimiter closest to the left of an 

attribute value, and those that are prefixes of right delimiters, i.e. the part of a delimiter closest to the right of 

an attribute value.  The implementation of this code has been simplified in this project to shorten the delimiter 

to 100 characters or the first occurrence of a whitespace character within the delimiter.  The results show that 

the majority of left-hand candidate delimiters are whitespace strings.  This finding underlines some confusion 

caused by the theory presented by Kushmerick (1998), which includes both structured English and 

mathematical set theory and states that it is necessary to return the set of all suffixes/prefixes of the shortest 

string in the left-hand/right-hand delimiters array.  It may have been more useful to have found the longest 

common substring of the delimiters and not been limited to finding whitespace.  However, it has not been 

possible to implement such functionality in order to provide a scientific comparison in this methodology. 

 

Beyond rule creation, the results also indicate a problem with the rule validation code.  It is important to 

confirm that a rule covers all instances of an attribute value across the entire set of example documents.  This 

has been implemented through a Boolean test of rule validity.  If a rule contains the attribute to which it 

relates then the rule is considered in valid.  Alternatively a rule is also invalid if it is not the part of the 

delimiter closest to the attribute value.  That is to say that the rule must be the corresponding affix of a 
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delimiter, i.e. the suffix of a left delimiter or the prefix of a right delimiter.  However, the results show that the 

right-hand candidate delimiters for the Email attribute include the email address and similarly the right-hand 

candidate delimiters for the University Name attribute contain the name of the University.  This project has 

emphasised the key features required of a high-performance IE system, including a syntactic analysis stage.  

From the results obtained in this project it can be seen that the omission of such a stage has had a significant 

impact on wrapper induction performance and that in this instance the application may have been improved by 

taking HTML syntax into account.  This may have helped to identify attributes and validate rules involving 

HTML-specific syntax, such as an email address. 

 

5.1.3 Summary 
To summarise this system evaluation it must be said that the application exhibits inadequate IR.  The spider is 

slow, inconsistent, limited to small websites and incapable of retrieving documents from sub-domains of the 

university host.  The homepage filter has a poor performance and cannot accurately classify pages as staff 

homepages.  However, it is felt that the IR component is significantly faster than a human.  It is able to 

identify staff homepages from an entire website within minutes whereas a human may take hours to pour over 

every document and URL across an entire website. 

 

It is also important to highlight that the application does not provide adequate IE functionality.  The IE 

component includes wrapper induction only and does not incorporate wrapper execution.  This has meant that 

no information was extracted successfully and therefore the IE metrics discussed earlier in the project cannot 

be used to evaluate the application’s IE performance.  Although this makes it more difficult to assess the 

success of the project it does successfully demonstrate the academic worth of the project.  It is clear that the 

omission of key stages in IE underlines that name recognition and syntactic analysis are not just important 

features to an IE system but that they are fundamental to the process, as reviewed from the academic research 

that underpins the project.  Having noted this, the HTTP requests are handled successfully and the tokeniser 

correctly separates attribute values from delimiters. 

 

Finally in addition to the omission of wrapper execution and key stages in wrapper induction, it is appropriate 

to summarise the other functionality that was included in design but is absent from implementation.  The 

application does not have the capability to download each Web document that it retrieves, or to select a 

different training corpus other than the UWS Test Cases.  Nor is there any transcoding component to generate 

FOAF+DOAC files adapted from the extracted information.  This is critically evaluated in greater detail later 

in the project together with a discussion of the use of over-simplistic data structures, arrays, in contrast to lists. 
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6 Conclusion 
In conclusion it is necessary to recall the initial goals set by the project and to demonstrate the overall 

achievements that have been met.  The key purpose of the project has been to present FOAFextra, an 

application to automatically extract information from HTML documents and transcode that information into a 

machine-readable format for SemWeb technologies.  A great deal of analysis and design research yielded 

fundamental requirements of an application to accomplish that aim. 

 

As presented in this project, the implementation of FOAFextra successfully retrieves candidate HTML 

documents that are homepages of academic staff.  A key project goal was to minimise the complexity of the 

IR component and this was successfully achieved through the implementation of a Boolean IR model.  The 

disadvantages inherent in a Boolean IR model were discussed and successfully demonstrated by the poor 

performance of the IR model, which fails to accurately exclude those homepages that describe groups and 

institutions. 

 

A particular objective of note was to design and implement a top-down relational, covering algorithm 

according to significant academic research in order to induce a wrapper against a training corpus of example 

documents and answer keys.  FOAFextra’s learnLR algorithm learns rules that are empirically invalid.  It is 

felt that this is due to the simplistic implementation, which omits several concepts of an IE system as 

discussed in the project and therefore successfully underlines their fundamental requirement in an IE system. 

 

6.1 Critical Evaluation 
Having reiterated the overall achievements of the project it is now appropriate to provide a critical evaluation 

of the learning and development processes that emerged during the project.  At the beginning of the project 

there were significant factors that affected the progress of the project. 

 

The most notable weakness was the availability of only a single inexperienced developer to attempt what is 

considered to be a medium sized project.  The developer’s inexperience necessitated a great deal of research 

and analysis in order to adequately define the problem addressed by the project and to design a solution.  This 

research took up a large proportion of the project schedule and limited the time available to implement the 

design.  In addition to this factor, the project was completed away from the University, which made it 

somewhat difficult to focus the efforts on the project.  During the project it became clear that both of these 

factors; developer inexperience and remote research, became so significant that important changes had to be 

made.  Under such circumstances, a greater amount of time had to be dedicated to the project.  It was not the 

case that additional features crept into the specification during implementation but that a point was reached 

when it became clear that a fully functioning application could not be delivered within the remaining 

timescale and the initial specification had to be scaled back. 
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The initial project specification, therefore, included far more than was achievable.  The topic of research 

covers a wide selection of various fields across a large domain.  It is unfortunate that it was necessary to 

investigate so many of them in order to identify the core tasks required to achieve the project’s goal.  This 

demonstrates the fine balance in project management between time, resources, and scale.  In this instance, 

greater resources could have been employed earlier in the project to restrict its scale exclusively to the core 

tasks, wrapper induction and IE, in order to achieve a full completion of those tasks within the available 

schedule. 

 

Besides project management skills, this project has promoted software development skills.  The design of 

FOAFextra stated that the delimiters should be stored in a vector called “locators” in order for the rule to be 

manipulated successfully and its validity recorded.  However, during implementation List structures were 

found to be easier to append data onto.  With the software development experience gained from this project it 

is likely that, in addition to the choice of a more suitable data structure, the coding standards would be 

significantly improved.  Indentation would be a double-space rather than a tab stop per level in order to 

improve readability of the code when it is viewed in any other resolution, media, or application other than 

Eclipse on the main development computer. 

 

6.2 Recommendations for Future Research 
Further research required 

It has already been stated in this conclusion that the initial project specification covers a very large a scope.  

The project placed a priority on IE but also considers this in the context of semantic technologies and 

therefore cross-platform support was an important design issue.  The wide range of this scope was then 

reduced by the desire to maximise the ease of implementation over application performance.  Therefore there 

are a number of crucial recommendations for improvements and future research. 

 

FOAFextra focuses upon staff members’ individual homepages and does not include fundamental IE concepts, 

such as CORS functionality.  The future development of an application to automatically extract information 

from HTML documents for semantic technologies should include this feature in order to guarantee accurate IE 

performance.  On the same note, and additional improvement would be to include a wider range of document 

formats other than HTML.  The project noted that other formats, such as PDF, are available from university 

hosts and those documents do contain relevant personal information.  Therefore, an IE system including 

CORS functionality should also take these extra formats into consideration.  FOAFextra could also be further 

improved through the functionality to cope with additional topics beyond the personal information of 

academic staff and also larger domains than small UK based universities. 

 

An important consideration for future research should be an advanced method of IR with document 

classification (Craven et al. 1998) and an improved homepage finder (Spertus 1998).  This would go some 

way to guaranteeing the relevance of candidate documents.  The performance of FOAFextra would likely have 
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been increased by improved document filtering in this way and it is felt that this level of functionality would 

also assist in CORS tasks. 

 

Along with improved IR is the need for research into improved IE functionality that is especially applicable to 

both the Web and semantic technologies.  Research has already been conducted that covers relationship 

diagnosis (Punnarut & Sriharee 2007) which would be especially important to extract implicit information.  

The project has also hinted at machine learning algorithms that have better performance than the hierarchical 

algorithm implemented within FOAFextra, namely probabilistic wrapper induction (Freitag & Kushmerick 

2000).  For example, FOAFextra’s weak learning algorithm could be strengthened by confidence weighting 

using probabilistic methodology, like naïve Bayes estimates with uniform priors..  Incorporating these topics 

into a Web IE system for use with semantic technologies would have a significant impact on that system’s 

performance and therefore should be considered important areas for future research. 

 

It must be pointed out that in conjunction with IR and IE research a substantial amount of further research is 

required on semantic technologies.  Extended ontologies, like FOAFx (Görn 2005), and the synchronisation of 

similar ontologies, such as DOAC (Parada 2005) and ResuméRDF (Bojars 2006), are necessary in order to be 

able to describe the information that is extracted.  Without extensive research into semantic technologies of 

this nature it will not be possible to adequately describe personal information in a machine-readable format. 

 

At the same time, it is important to consider the need to make the information available in a standardised 

format so that it can be located and used by any semantic agent software.  Therefore a transcoding and 

annotation service, similar to those described by Hori (2005) or Nagao, Shirai, & Squire (2001), are essential 

for automatic resource discovery by a semantic web skitter.  A skitter would be able to discover the 

information, much in the same way that the Google spider retrieves Web documents, and then the information 

could be provided by a transcoding annotation service to a semantic agent.  Clearly without these technologies 

all working together the information will remain unreadable by machines.  Therefore these technologies must 

also be an active area of research. 

 

Finally, after the information is available in a machine-readable format, it is necessary to be able to present it 

in a way that is useful to humans.  Therefore an area of further research would be to integrate a visualisation 

component into a semantic agent.  This field includes previous research by Mika (2004) and Steer (2003) and 

it is necessary to investigate how a visualisation component can be developed to be compatible with general 

information rather than the specific information targeted by this existing research.  This will allow a semantic 

agent to cope with further topics and larger domains than the limited scope of academic staff at small UK 

based universities targeted by FOAFextra. 
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Appendices 

Appendix 1 Project Setting & Motivation 
This appendix outlines the setting of the project in relation to background technologies and current research.  

The information is presented here in order to cast light on the initial motivation for the project against this 

setting; highlighting key technological developments and historical events. 

 

9.1.1 Technological Stepping Stones 
There had not been an internationally recognised approach to standardising the representation and exchange of 

knowledge on the Web prior to the development of the SemWeb.  Previous attempts to provide a method of 

expressing Web document content that can be interpreted by machine was experimented with, both by the 

SHOE system and Ontobroker thematic network (Euzenat 2002, p. 7).  This project’s objective is to extract 

information from Web documents and transcode that information into XML syntax for use with existing 

SemWeb technologies.  Having introduced IE and SemWeb XML syntax, it is necessary to examine the 

technologies with which it will operate and the standards upon which it is based in order to elicit the 

requirements for an application to achieve this goal.  This discussion will both highlight the motivation for the 

SemWeb and detail the technological milestones that the SemWeb depends upon in order to outline the 

background of the project. 

 

9.1.1.1 Hypertext History 
Nelson (1965, 1981) explained his concept of a ‘docuverse’, where related ideas and topics within documents 

are connected together.  Therefore the reader could follow links between these connected ideas and topics 

rather than following the linear course of sequential pages.  Nelson termed this process of reading text in a 

nonlinear fashion, hypertext.  Hypertext enables the reader to jump through the document to specific 

references using links that have been explicitly detailed within the document.  For example, a hypertext 

enabled version of this dissertation could allow the reader to immediately jump from the citation of Nelson’s 

1965 paper to its detailed reference in the bibliography.  However, this would only be possible if the 

hyperlinks between related items were explicitly included by the author.  In 1967, Nelson expanded upon this 

concept in a project he termed Xanadu, whose scope is far greater ranging than simply uni-directional 

hyperlinks within a single document. 

 
Another key aspect of Xanadu, besides hypertext, is the concept of ‘transclusion’, referring to a passage of 

another document rather than copying the passage and therefore storing it in two places.  The process of 

hyperlinking through transclusion relies on a great deal of co-operation between document authors to 

explicitly maintain the hyperlinks within their documents to related information.  For instance, a hypertext 

enabled version of this dissertation might include information by transclusion about the author, such as 

research areas of interest.  Likewise a document about the author might hyperlink to this dissertation, 

however, should information about the author require modification or relocation then hyperlinks that target 

that information within both documents would need to be edited in order to adhere to the key ideas of Project 

Xanadu.  This principal of bi-directional hyperlinking restricts the scalability of Xanadu by placing such a 

demand on document accuracy required to continually maintain hyperlinks and keep them up to date. 
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9.1.1.2 Human Computer Interaction Improvements 
Although the concept of hypertext was illustrated in detail by Nelson’s Project Xanadu, its original pioneer 

was Bush (1945), who initially predicted the notion of hypertext as a part of the “Memex” system.  However, 

only after more than twenty years of further scientific research, including Nelson’s Xanadu project, was 

hypertext successfully demonstrated in by Engelbart (1968) and other University of Stanford Research 

Institute (SRI) researchers.  The demonstration used the NLS (oN Line System) that they had been working on 

in the Augmentation Research Centre of SRI since 1962.  NLS was a combination of many technologies, 

including the Mouse, to allow graphical human-computer interaction.  It included word processing and 

showed the capability to jump within a file between hyperlinked items.  The demonstration also shows 

Englebart’s colleague, Rulifson, using NLS to not only make jumps between hyperlinked items within the 

same file, but also between items in other files across a network, such as a place where programmers have left 

messages for one another, like a modern online community or newsgroup. 

 
This demonstration clearly showed that the possibility for connecting concepts with hyperlinks was seemingly 

only restricted by the network connections between files, which previously had only been implied by Bush 

(1945), where he argued that, following the end of World War 2, scientific research should focus on making 

information more accessible.  This is achievable by networking related concepts, which are too complex to 

investigate in linear text, upon the assumption that the vast scale of all human knowledge is available within 

documents of any format accessible via hyperlinks, not just restricted to documents contained within the 

structure of a single isolated system; such as Bush’s theoretical ELF/Memex system, or Nelson’s Xanadu, or 

Engelbart’s NLS. 

 

9.1.1.3 Internet Integration 
Although computer scientists had not yet explicitly linked the concept of hypertext with large scale computer 

networks, researchers at DARPA began developing a method of increasing the quantity of computers that 

could be connected on DARPA’s computer network, called ARPANET, that had been established in 1969.  

Cerf & Kahn (1974) detailed the Transfer Control Protocol (TCP) that allows the efficient routing of messages 

across a network by dividing them into individual packets of data.  More basic functions of TCP, such as the 

delivery of those packets, was built into a separate layer of TCP, called Internet Protocol (IP).  TCP/IP 

together form the backbone of the modern Internet, which enables connections between computers located 

geographically anywhere in the world. 

 
Computer scientists researched hypertext and the Internet entirely separately for two decades until Berners-

Lee proposed a method for information management (Dertouzos M.L. in Foreword to Berners-Lee 2000a, p. 

viii).  The proposal was developed during the 1980s among the turmoil of the diverse multitude of projects 

running concurrently at the research facility, CERN.  The catalyst for the proposal was “in addition to keeping 

track of relationships between all the people, experiments, and machines [involved in these projects, but also] 

to access different kinds of information” (Berners-Lee 2000a, p. 15) held in the vast array of different 

documents regardless of where they may be stored.  The development of the proposal led to the production of 

tools that combined to form the World Wide Web.  These tools included applications that have become 

common place today; a browser, web server, transfer protocol (HTTP), a scheme for document addresses 
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(URI), and a mark-up language (HTML) that is based on the Standard Generalised Mark-up Language 

standard (SGML).  At that time the Web was the only research of its kind to combine document connectivity, 

across the Internet, with hypertext.  This opened up “a living world of hypertext, in which all the pages would 

be constantly changing” (Berners-Lee 2000a, p. 27). 

 

9.1.2 Weaving the Web 
A practical demonstration of the potential of this proposal was not possible until December 1991 in San 

Antonio, Texas, at the Hypertext’91 convention, almost fifty years since Bush’s initial idea of the “Memex” 

system.  Berners-Lee and Cailliau were able to show a line-mode browser working live, hyperlinking to 

documents held in Geneva, Switzerland, at CERN via the Internet service provided by San Antonio 

University.  The full, graphical Web browser programme that Berners-Lee had developed could not only 

hyperlink to documents stored on HTTP Web servers, but also to news articles and newsgroups stored on 

Internet servers, accessible using the Internet’s FTP protocol.  Rulifson showed hyperlinking to newsgroups 

on the experimental network during Engelbart’s 1968 demonstration of NLS, but now Berners-Lee was able to 

manipulate a huge amount of information that was already in newsgroups on the Internet in connection with 

other document that were also available on the Web.  This technological breakthrough between hypertext and 

connectivity would enable individuals to comprehend complex information concepts in a completely new 

way.  Berners-Lee had applied hypertext, NLS, and the Internet as technological stepping stones in order to 

achieve the development of the World Wide Web (Web).  It had been a combination of many factors, 

specifically the intense research environment at CERN, that together enhanced the thinking of not just 

Berners-Lee but also his contemporary scholars in order for the Web to become reality. 

 

9.1.3 Intelligence Amplification 
The concept of enhancing the mental capacity of mankind to approach complex problem situations through 

the application of technology was first articulated by a developer of one of the technologies that the Web 

relies upon, Englebart.  He inferred in his report, “Augmenting Human Intellect: A Conceptual Framework”, 

that there was a synergy between the advancement of technology and the amplification of human intelligence, 

not necessarily of a single individual, but of society as a whole.  "increasing the capability of a man to 

approach a complex problem situation, to gain comprehension to suit his particular needs, and to derive 

solutions to problems.  Increased capability in this respect is taken to mean a mixture of the following: more-

rapid comprehension, better comprehension, the possibility of gaining a useful degree of comprehension in a 

situation that previously was too complex, speedier solutions, better solutions, and the possibility of finding 

solutions to problems that before seemed insoluble.” (Engelbart 1962, section I part A) 

 
So it follows that the succession of these new technologies; Hypertext, NLS, and the Internet, provided such 

intelligence amplification for Berners-Lee improving his comprehension of documentation problems at 

CERN to a point that he could develop a more efficient solution to the problem of disconnected 

documentation.  His solution came in the form of the Web; a distributed, decentralised, documentation 

system capable of growth by merging to existing heterogeneous systems on remote machines without 

requiring central co-ordination.  The Web could get off the ground so quickly because it had common rules 
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for documentation that were acceptable to everyone (Berners-Lee 2000a, p. 15).  These rules came in the form 

of the elements of the Web; URIs, HTTP, and HTML, which does not place strict requirements upon the 

structure of a document in order for it to be formatted and presented; i.e. a book with chapters, a magazine 

article with headings, and a dictionary of definitions can all be published easily in HTML even though their 

individual structures are quite dissimilar.  The availability and accessibility of such a large amount of existing 

documentation in hypertext form would therefore amplify the intelligence of human society.  In turn this 

solution has lead to scientists developing further technology that will advance scientific thinking. 

 

9.1.4 Modern Problems 
Further advanced technologies are needed to overcome modern problems.  For example, with the distinct 

advantages to the Web came some difficult disadvantages.  Firstly, the decentralised nature of the Web that 

provides functionality to maximise its scalability, also means that it has let go of the need for consistency 

(Berners-Lee 2000a, p. 28) and is plagued with broken hyperlinks, so called ‘dead links’ (Hansen 2000) & 

(Ward 2000).  The inaccuracy of document interconnectivity and the all too familiar “Error 404: document 

not found” message is the price that has been paid to increase the scale and scope of the Web.  Secondly, 

unlike a system with bi-directional hypertext such as Xanadu, the Web lacks central co-ordination and as a 

result the Web has no guidelines for the connection between common concepts and their meaning. 

 
The Web’s common rules enable heterogeneous document connectivity but there is no capability to express 

document meaning on the Web because the Web has no underlying logical model (Baeza-Yates & Ribeiro-

Neto 1999, p. 14).  Documents on the Web are published using HTML and can vary in structure, but can only 

be defined by keywords that are entirely free of semantic context.  It is not possible in HTML to declare the 

relationship between a keyword and its definition, as in the case of a Web dictionary document.  In addition, 

the early technology of the Web also lacks the capability to relate synonyms for the same concept, such as; 

“lecturer” and “teacher” or “publications”, “articles”, and “papers”.  Lacking the capability to express 

semantics means that automated tools can neither understand concepts and their relationships nor the 

relationships between documents.  Any meaningful information can only be obtained by humans manually but 

the sheer scale of the Web demands that documents be processed by machines.  An estimate of the quantity of 

textual documents on the Web was placed at over one hundred million in November 1997 (Sullivan 1997) and 

an analysis in 2002 places that figure over eight billion (Notess 2002).  “Finding useful information on the 

Web is frequently a tedious and difficult task”(Baeza-Yates & Ribeiro-Neto 1999, p. 3) and as the Web grows 

this becomes even more difficult. 

 

9.1.5 Web Information Retrieval 
A very successful attempt at retrieving significant documents from the Web’s huge, dynamic, hyperlinked 

document collection was not made until 1998.  Up until this point, information retrieval (IR) systems on the 

Web (search engines) had been largely reliant upon human maintained indices of documents and traditional 

information retrieval methods.  Traditional IR approaches include detailed description of a user’s need for 

information (query), extensive examination of the documents retrieved, and interaction from the user in 

iterative steps for the IR system to return documents relevant to the query.  However, research suggests that 
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traditional IR techniques may not work well for returning relevant documents for Web queries because Web 

users “type in short queries, mostly look at the first 10 results only, and seldom modify the query” (Henzinger, 

Marais, Moricz & Silverstein 1998, p. 3). 

 
Brin & Page (1998) presented a search engine prototype, Google, which included an additional aspect to the 

IR model, called link analysis. Google estimates the importance of a document based on the pages that link 

back to it (Brin & Page 1998, section 2.1.1).  Significant documents will be cited many times on a selection of 

other pages.  The prototype analysed the link structure and link text, or anchor text, present in hypertext by 

recursively applying the PageRank algorithm.  PageRank prioritised the documents returned by a query 

according to the quantity of citations (backlinks) pointing to each document.  PageRank objectively measured 

the citation importance of a document, which corresponds well with users’ subjective idea of importance (Brin 

& Page 1998, section 2.1).  The larger the quantity of backlinks pointing to a document, the greater 

importance that Google will place on that document.  It is also likely that the document will be of greater 

quality too because a larger quantity of users have observed its value and linked their pages to it.  Despite this 

objective measure of importance and implied quality, Google cannot determine accurate document relevance 

that engenders an inefficient Web search. 

 

9.1.6 Semantic Data 
Google retrieves documents based on the search terms of the query in comparison to the keywords in 

documents, ranked by the document’s objective importance.  Google cannot retrieve documents related to 

other information that may be relevant to the query.  “Imagine, for example, searching for information on an 

engine part, and then asking your computer to find all of the parts it feeds oil to, or to find all of the engines 

that use that component.  Using existing Web technology, a search like that would be a time-consuming, 

manual process.  Coding it semantically would make it automatic.” (Bradbury 2003)  A popular example is 

that of a query for “carnivorous animals in India”.  A Google search would retrieve important documents with 

the keywords “carnivorous”, “animals”, “India” and those documents may be of high quality.  Although the 

Bengal Tiger is a cat, and a cat is carnivorous, and Bengal is a region of India, Google cannot retrieve a 

document about Bengal Tigers unless the relevant information, which has been italicised here, is included 

explicitly.  If the Bengal Tiger document only implied the information and did not explicitly contain the 

query’s keywords, the document could not be retrieved even though it is relevant to the query for “carnivorous 

animals in India”11.  The facility to express this sort of metadata, data about data, is essential to automatically 

retrieve the information already available on the Web that can only currently be found manually.  “By adding 

metadata to the existing Web, the Semantic Web will allow both humans and machines to find and make use 

of data in ways that previously haven’t been possible.” (Olavsrud 2003) 

 

                                                      
11 Although the original Google prototype was not able to do so, from August 2003 (Tyler 2003) Google was capable of 
finding synonyms of a query’s search terms.  The synonym operator of a tilde ~ should be used before a search term.  In 
the “carnivorous animals in India” example, it would be possible to use the query “~carnivorous ~animals in ~India” to 
retrieve documents including information about “wild cats” and “tigers” in India, but not specifically including 
information about the Bengal Tiger, even though the search terms do not include “wild cats” or “tigers”. 
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9.1.7 Modern Tragedy 
On December 26th 2004 an earthquake occurred in the Indian Ocean with an epicentre off the west coast of 

Sumatra, Indonesia.  The earthquake triggered tsunamis that killed hundreds of thousands of people across 

several countries.  The days following the event lead to friends and relatives conducting frantic searches for 

any information about missing loved ones.  These searches included appeals to BBC News, which were 

published both in print (Hughes 2004) and on the Web (BBC 2005), and also involved diligent hours manually 

scouring online versions of other news organisations and weblogs, most notably The South-East Asia 

Earthquake and Tsunami Blog (SEA-EAT 2004).  The Web proved to be a reliable and cheap medium to 

publish views and news quickly, while government hotlines jammed or rang unanswered and international aid 

efforts appeared uncoordinated.  “A two-year-old boy found dazed, alone and apparently orphaned in a 

devastated Thai resort was identified and reunited with his family after an aunt in Sweden recognised his 

picture on the Internet.” (Barkham 2004, p. 3)  The boy’s aunt managed to navigate her way through the 

hypertext of the Web to find this information. 

 

In his 1989 proposal Berners-Lee re-stated the concept of hypertext as “human-readable information linked 

together in an unconstrained way.” (Berners-Lee 2000a, p. 219)  The information that enabled friends and 

relatives to find their loved ones may indeed have been on the Web, but it is not in a machine-readable form.  

“You still need a person to discern the meaning of the information and its relevance to your needs.” (Berners-

Lee & Miller 2002, p. 9)  Lacking semantic data that indicates relational information makes it difficult to find 

relevant information on the Web.  In order to be accurate, finding information can only be completed 

manually because the Web does not contain the technology for machines to automatically make inferences 

about data and return relevant information.  Such technology would provide “the opportunity to correlate 

people, events and information in novel ways, in real time.” (Marsh 2004, p. 15) 

 

9.1.8 Spinning the Semantic Web 
Although Berners-Lee brashly predicted a large hypertext system that included ‘automatic’ analysis in his 

1989 proposal (Berners-Lee 2000a, p. 21), it is only now that technological stepping stones have brought 

science to a state when a large hypertext system exists, such as the Web, that scientists are on the threshold of 

developing methods that may enable such automatic analysis.  It is the gradual research and development over 

the course of more than 60 years that has amplified the intelligence of society to enable the creation of the 

Web in its current form, a global document collection unlike any other.  It contains billions of documents, it 

can be updated and changed by anyone and accessed by any computer and nowadays even by any mobile 

device anywhere in the world.  This versatility means that any advancement of Web technology must be 

interoperable to work with any machine anywhere by anyone and capable of dealing with the vast quantity of 

ever-changing documents.  The breakthrough in standardising the description of metadata and relational 

information on the Web is so significant because it meets this need.  It will make data “more machine-

processable and reusable across applications” (Seeley 2003) on the huge scale of the dynamic Web. 
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A step towards a more efficient Web search would be to provide correct indication of relational information 

(Euzenat 2002, p. 7) (such as relating a Person object who was last seen at a Resort object named Phuket).  In 

order to do so, it is necessary to integrate additional layers of technology on top of the existing Web.  HTML 

is the language used to mark-up documents according to their structure for presentation on the Web.  It is very 

simplistic, easy to use and learn, which is why HTML made it possible for the Web to grow so rapidly.  

However, its simplicity means that it can only deal with simple presentation-specific aspects of a document 

concerning elements of structure, such as title, headings, paragraphs, and images.  It is not possible to define 

content-specific elements of a document in HTML. 

 

Only a human can derive useful information from HTML documents.  Individual documents must be read 

manually in order to comprehend the information in each of them.  Additional information can be obtained by 

understanding how documents are connected to each other by hyperlinks, but the connections must be 

explicitly detailed within each document in order for humans to find each document.  Further documents that 

may be relevant cannot be found efficiently.  It would be more efficient for a machine to automatically read 

the documents, comprehend their context, and derive information from the implicit way that the documents 

are related by their context.  To begin to make this a possibility, in 1998 the W3C officially released a new 

language, XML (Bray, Paoli & Sperberg-McQueen 1998), which would enable people to define their own 

tags that label the elements of a document.  With XML the author of a Web document is able to represent 

their knowledge by arbitrarily assigning attributes to elements of their document.  Information is universal 

across any public domain of knowledge.  Similarly the representation of that knowledge should be equally 

universal and not left to arbitrary definition by individual authors. 

 

Knowledge Representation (KR) has been an area of scientific research in the field of Artificial Intelligence 

(AI) since the 1970s and has developed a group of languages known as Description Logic (DL).  KR is 

concerned with how knowledge can be stored in a machine-processable format so that it can be understood 

efficiently.  An early attempt to apply this to the Web was researched at the University of Maryland that 

resulted in Simple HTML Ontology Extensions (SHOE) (Luke & Heflin 2000).  SHOE is compatible for use 

with XML and can be embedded within HTML documents.  The intention behind SHOE was to make it 

possible for computers to gather truly meaningful information about Web documents, through augmenting 

those documents with tags that provide semantic meaning.  It is considered a robust language that combines 

features of mark-up languages, deductive databases, knowledge representation, and a method of sharing the 

conceptualisation of that knowledge (Fensel, Hendler, Lieberman & Wahlster 2005, p. 36).  Despite its robust 

facilities, SHOE has never been universally acknowledged as an international standard, but its research has 

been incorporated into modern solutions. 
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9.1.9 Modern Solutions 
The W3C began working on a syntax to “represent information and to exchange knowledge in the Web” 

(Hermann 2007) in 1999 shortly before the release of SHOE.  In order to integrate the new features of this 

syntax with the Web it was defined as an XML application.  This new syntax, called RDF, is not a separate 

language in its own right but is layered as a new syntax on top of XML (as demonstrated in Diagram 1.9–1).  

This is essential in order to make use of the flexibility of XML – authors can define their own tags – whilst 

ensuring that authors universally use the same concept labelling methodology.  It was not until 2004, after 5 

years of further research, that RDF was fully endorsed by the W3C as a Recommendation.  Noting that RDF is 

just another step on the ladder to achieving the Semantic Web (SemWeb), it is easy to appreciate the 

significant breakthrough achieved by standardising machine-readable document content, especially 

considering the mountain of research and technology upon which the Web itself is based. 

Diagram 9.1—1 Layers Of Technology In The Semantic Web Model. 
(Berners-Lee T. in Foreword to Fensel, Hendler, Lieberman & Wahlster 2005, p. xii) 

Each additional layer to the SemWeb adds further power to express meaning and exchange knowledge on a 

global scale.  URIs identify a resource node in a document so that it can be located on the Web, e.g. the part of 

a document that represents a concept.  XML is used to label the resource and RDF provides a framework to 

attribute value to describe the label for that resource, e.g. the resource is labelled as a Resort and RDF is used 

to describe that resort as Phuket, or the resource is labelled as a University and RDF is used to describe that 

university as the University of the West of Scotland.  Through URIs combined with RDF, the W3C have 

provided a means to identify nodes on the Web connected by labelled links.  This is a simple perspective of a 

KR formalism, semantic networks.  “The RDF data model is essentially a semantic network without 

inheritance: it consists of nodes connected by labelled arcs, where the nodes represent Web resources and the 

arcs represent attributes of these resources.” (Fensel, Hendler, Lieberman & Wahlster 2005, p. 34)  However, 

this level of expressiveness is not sufficient to locate data for accurate searching.  The relationship between a 

Tourist staying at a Hotel located in the Phuket Resort that is a BeachResort, or the relationship between a 

Lecturer who teaches in a LectureTheatre and also conducts research in a Department that is a 
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ComputingScienceDepartment within a University, requires greater facilities than is available in just XML 

and RDF. 

Having established a standard for how to represent concepts, the next layer in the SemWeb model advances 

the Resource Description Framework (RDF) through RDF Schema (RDFS).  RDFS provides a specific 

structure for what concepts to define within a concept’s vocabulary.  For example, a BeachResort is a type of 

Resort and a Tourist stays in a Hotel that is a type of Accommodation.  This is standard vocabulary that is 

readily understood by humans.  In order for the concept of a tourist resort and the concrete ideas relating to a 

resort, such as accommodation and location, to be understood by computers it needs to be expressed in a 

machine-readable RDFS vocabulary that can be shared.  The significant milestone achieved by the W3C was 

not simply to represent knowledge in a machine-readable format, for this sort of research had been going on 

since the 1970s and led to entire languages dedicated to the task; KL-ONE, KRL, LOOM, Classic, and Cyc-L 

to name but a few (Fensel, Hendler, Lieberman & Wahlster 2005, p. 33).  The key achievement was to 

standardise knowledge representation on a global hypertext system providing a method of sharing a formal 

specification of a conceptualisation. 

 

The ontology layer to the SemWeb goes a step further than RDFS and imposes more explicit constraints on 

vocabularies.  “For instance, there’s nothing in the schema that restricts the cardinality of a specific property 

or that provides information that two properties are disjoint (i.e., can’t use one when using the other).” 

(Fensel, Hendler, Lieberman & Wahlster 2005, p. 229)  Said most simply; where RDFS allows the 

representation of information that a Tourist is a type of Person and that a person can be Lost or Found, RDFS 

does not express that a Person is EITHER Lost OR Found and never both.  The W3C researched the Web 

Ontology Language (OWL) in order to provide this degree of precision and enable more comprehensive 

expression of information than is available through RDF and RDFS alone.  Previous research to integrate this 

level of precision into the SemWeb was conducted by DARPA in the US together with the European 

Information Society Technologies.  Collectively they produced DARPA Agent Markup Language + Ontology 

Inference Layer (DAML+OIL), which is similar to RDFS.  The W3C developed OWL as a revision of 

DAML+OIL and endorsed OWL in 2004. 
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Project Title : 
Using Information Retrieval to convert HTML documents into XML syntax for use with existing Semantic 
Web Technologies. 
 
Research Question : 
To what extent is it feasible to analyse the textual content of an HTML document in order to comprehend its 
context and implement an XML version of the HTML document for use with existing Semantic Web 
technologies? 
 
Outline (Overview) : 
The stimulus for this project is the progression from the modern World Wide Web (WWW) into the Semantic 
Web of the future. In February 2004 the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) fully recommended the Web 
Ontology Language (OWL) as a standard for developing documents that can be processed by applications 
concerned with the content of information. 
 
Current OWL support tools include editors to create new documents, parsers to validate new documents 
and web interfaces to browse these new documents. OWL was developed to provide a means of scalability 
to the use of ontologies, to enable semantic technology to be applied to the WWW. However, the WWW 
consists of millions upon millions of HTML documents that cannot currently support this emerging 
development. 
 
This project will investigate how an HTML document can be analysed by machine to identify associations 
between individual character strings within the document and specific terms within a web ontology. The 
scope of the project will focus on retrieving personal details such as: title, name, email address, location, 
department; from staff web pages of the University of Paisley. The aim being to develop prototype software 
that will enable the machine to produce an XML document, which conforms to OWL and Resource 
Description Framework (RDF) standards recommended by the W3C, based on the knowledge obtained 
through the analysis of those web pages. 
 
In order to evaluate the success of the project, we will be comparing the output XML document to XML 
documents produced both manually, by a human, and semi-automatically by a tool, developed as part of the 
Friend-of-a-Friend (FOAF) project, called FOAF-a-matic. We will also briefly consider recommendations 
regarding how the solution could be incorporated with emerging Semantic Web technologies and examine 
the scalability of the solution to involve further topics and larger domains. 
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Objectives (The Project will) : 
• To select a suitable Information Retrieval approach 
• To choose a collection of staff web pages and web ontologies as the area for study 
• To follow an approriate life cycle and design a module to analyse the web pages 
• To implement and test the module 
• To objectively evaluate the output results in comparison to alternative methods 
•   To conclude on the success of the project and make recommendations for future investigation 
 
Relationship to Course (and Stream) : 
This project will represent the culmination of my Information Technology course. In particular it will extend 
my knowledge of Artificial Intelligence and exercise my Software Development skills. 
 
Resources (including Reading List) : 
PAPERS 
Erickson, J. (2004) "A Manifesto for Collaborative Tools", Dr Dobb's Journal 
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Computer", Reading MA: Addison-Wesley pp.229-274 
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Performance", London: Springer Verlag, Proceedings of the Seventeenth International Conference on 
Research and Development in Information Retrieval pp212-220 
Anderson, J.D. & Perez-Carballo, J. (2000). "The nature of indexing: how humans and machines analyze 
messages and texts for retrieval. Parts I and II." Information Processing and Management, 37, pp 231-254 
and 255-277. 
 
WEBSITES 
World Wide Web Consortium www.w3.org 
Web Ontology Language www.w3.org/2004/OWL 
Resource Description Framework www.w3.org/RDF 
Semantic Web www.w3.org/2001/sw 
FOAF Project www.foaf-project.org 
Search Engine Watch www.searchenginewatch.com 
paisley staff 
 
SOFTWARE 
 
BOOKS 
Addison-Wesley (1999), Modern Information Retrieval by Baeza-Yates & Berthier 
Morgan Kaufmann (1997), Readings in Information Retrieval by Spark Jones & Willett 
London: Butterworth (1979), Information Retrieval by van Rijsbergen 
 
Marking Scheme : 
Introduction 5% 
Literature review (that sets the academic/theoretical underpinning) 15% 
Requirements elicitation and analysis 10% 
Design 20% 
Implementation 15% 
Testing 5% 
Evaluation (reflection on the academic/theoretical underpinning) 15% 
Conclusions and recommendations 5% 
Critical self-evaluation 10% 
 
Date (specification submitted) : 24/20/2005 
 
If a member of staff has agreed to supervise your project, please indicate their name below.  We will 
also need an email from this person to confirm their agreement: 
  
Supervisor: Daniel Livingstone 
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Appendix 3 Coding Standards 
 

The following conventions were used during implementation to ensure consistency throughout the application 

source code, making it easier to read and maintain. 

 

• Indentation 1 tab per level 

• Global variables used sparingly 

• Variables named meaningfully according to the following conventions (McGrath 2008, p.16) 

o Variable names may only begin with a letter, dollar sign $, or the underscore character, and may 

subsequently contain only letters, digits, dollar signs, or underscore characters 

o Whitespace characters are not permitted in variable names 

o Variable names must avoid Java keywords, literals, and special class names 

o Variables named in Title Case except the initial letter that should be lower case 

o Static constants named in UPPER CASE only 

o GUI controls named practically 

o Classes named in Title Case only 

• Class member variables should be declared as private to ensure adequate information hiding 

• Comments to be used to explain each particular section of code 
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Appendix 4 Source Code 
The following pages in this appendix contain source code listings for the Information Extraction system.  Only 

the code required to perform the wrapper induction algorithm is listed. 
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9.4.1 Wrapper.java 
package com.foafextra.extraction; 
 
import java.io.IOException; 
import java.net.URL; 
import java.util.ArrayList; 
import java.util.List; 
import java.util.regex.Pattern; 
import java.util.regex.Matcher; 
 
import com.foafextra.gui.*; 
 
/** 
 * MSc Information Technology project 
 * School of Computing 
 * University of the West of Scotland 
 * 
 * "Using Information Retrieval And Extraction 
 *  To Convert HTML Documents Into XML Syntax 
 *  For Use With Existing Semantic Web Technologies" 
 * 
 * January 2008 
 * Mark K Smitham B00006621 
 * http://www.maakusan.com/msc/ 
 * 
 * This class is used to coordinate the wrapper induction 
 * process.  Learning rules from a training corpus and 
 * executing those rules to extract information. 
 * 
 * @author Mark K Smitham 
 */ 
public class Wrapper { 
  
 public static int maxAttributeIndex = 
ExtractionPanel.vctCorpusAttributes.length - 1;//maximum index of attributes. 
 public static int BUFFER_SIZE = 8192;//The size of the download buffer. 
 
 
 /** 
  * scanDocument is adapted from 
  * execLR algorithm (Kushmerick 1998, p.4, fig.3) 
  * and 
  * Recipe #6.2: Extracting Data from HTML Lists (Heaton 2007, p.214) 
  *  
  * Heaton J. (2007), "HTTP Programming Recipes for Java Bots", 
  * Heaton Research, Chesterfield, MO. 
  * Also available from: 
  * http://www.heatonresearch.com/articles/series/16/  
  *  
  * Kushmerick N. (1998), "Wrapper Induction: Efficiency 
  * And Expressiveness (Extended Abstract)", in Artificial 
  * Intelligence and Information Integration: Papers from 
  * the AAAI Workshop, ed. Baxter J. & Logan B. at Proceedings 
  * of the Fifteenth American National Conference on Artificial 
  * Intelligence, Madison, WI. Technical Report WS-98-14. 
  * American Association for Artificial Intelligence, 
  * Menlo Park, California.  Page 4, Figure 3.  Also available online at: 
  * http://kushmerick.org/nick/research/download/kushmerick-aaai98-
aiii.ps.gz 
  *   
  * The execLR procedure specifies how an LR wrapper is executed. 
  * @param Wrapper w 
  * @param String url 
  * @return String[] attributes 
  */  
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 public String[] scanDocument(Wrapper w, String url) {//execLR 
  String[] attributes = null; 
  /** 
   * TODO read URL 
   * while there are more occurrences in url  
   */  
  return attributes; 
 } 
  
 /** 
  * top-down covering wrapper induction algorithm 
  * learnLR is adapted from the algorithm expressed in 
  * structured English and mathematical set theory notation 
  * Kushmerick N. (1998), "Wrapper Induction: Efficiency 
  * And Expressiveness (Extended Abstract)", in Artificial 
  * Intelligence and Information Integration: Papers from 
  * the AAAI Workshop, ed. Baxter J. & Logan B. at Proceedings 
  * of the Fifteenth American National Conference on Artificial 
  * Intelligence, Madison, WI. Technical Report WS-98-14. 
  * American Association for Artificial Intelligence, 
  * Menlo Park, California.  Page 4, Figure 4.  Also available online at: 
  * http://kushmerick.org/nick/research/download/kushmerick-aaai98-
aiii.ps.gz 
  *  
  * @param Object[][] examples 
  * @return String[] delimiters 
  */ 
 public static String[][] learnLR(Object[][] examples) { 
  List<String[]> wrapper = new ArrayList<String[]>(); 
  for (int k = 0; k <= (maxAttributeIndex); k++) //for each attribute 
  { 
   if (k != 1)  //the page URL should not be treated as an 
attribute as it will not appear in the content of the page itself 
   { 
    for (String candidate : createRulesL(k, examples)) //for 
each candidate rule 
    { 
     System.out.println(k + "CandidateL: " + candidate); 
     if (validateRuleL(candidate, k, examples))//if the 
candidate rule is valid 
     { 
      String[] delimiters = new String[2];  
      delimiters[0] = candidate; 
      delimiters[1] = ""; 
      wrapper.add(delimiters); 
     } 
     break;//terminate loop to return valid rule 
covering as many examples as possible.  
    } 
   } 
  }  
  for (int k = 0; k <= (maxAttributeIndex); k++) //for each attribute 
  { 
   if (k != 1)//the page URL should not be treated as an attribute 
as it will not appear in the content of the page itself 
   { 
    for (String candidate : createRulesR(k, examples))//for 
each candidate rule 
    { 
     System.out.println(k + "CandidateR: " + candidate); 
     if (validateRuleR(candidate, k, examples))//if the 
candidate rule is valid 
     { 
      wrapper.get(k)[1] = candidate; 
     } 
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     break;//terminate loop to return a single valid 
rule per attribute.  
    } 
   } 
  } 
  String[][] LR = new String[wrapper.size()][2]; 
  for ( int i = 0; i < wrapper.size() - 1; i++) { 
   LR[i] = wrapper.get(i);//provide the list as an array of 
strings. 
  } 
  return LR;  
 } 
  
 /** 
  *  
  * @param int k 
  * @param Object[][] examples 
  * @return String[] rules 
  */ 
 private static String[] createRulesL(int k, Object[][] examples) {//candsL 
  List<String> candidatesList = new ArrayList<String>(); 
  String suffix = ""; 
  int indexOfWhitespace = -1; 
  for (String delimiter : getDelimitersL(k, examples))//for each 
delimiter 
  { 
   //System.out.println(getDelimitersL(k, examples).length + " 
delimiters for attribute " + k); 
   Pattern whitespacePattern = Pattern.compile("\\s");//predefined 
whitespace characters. 
   if (delimiter != null) 
   { 
    Matcher whitespaceMatcher = 
whitespacePattern.matcher(delimiter);//match whitespace characters inside 
delimiter. 
    while (whitespaceMatcher.find()) 
    { 
     indexOfWhitespace = 
whitespaceMatcher.end();//location of the end of the last whitespace. 
    } 
    if (delimiter.length() < 100)//if delimiter is less than 
ten characters 
    { 
     suffix = delimiter;//then treat this as a suffix 
    } else if (indexOfWhitespace > -1 && (delimiter.length() 
- indexOfWhitespace) < 100)//if delimiter is longer than 100 
    {//and has a whitespace character within the last 100 
characters 
     suffix = delimiter.substring(indexOfWhitespace, 
delimiter.length());//then the suffix is from the end of the whitespace to the 
end of the delimiter 
    } else//if delimiter is longer than 100 and has no 
whitespace in the last 100 
    { 
     suffix = delimiter.substring(delimiter.length() - 
100, delimiter.length());//then the suffix is the last 100 characters of the 
delimiter. 
    }  
   } 
   candidatesList.add(suffix);//list the shortest suffixes of the 
delimiters according to the algorithm above.  
  } 
  String[] rules = new String[candidatesList.size()]; 
  for ( int i = 0; i < candidatesList.size() - 1; i++) { 
   rules[i] = candidatesList.get(i);//provide the list as an array 
of strings. 
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  } 
  System.out.println("RulesL length: " + rules.length); 
  return rules;//suffixes from delimitersL 
 } 
  
 /** 
  *  
  * @param int k 
  * @param Object[][] examples 
  * @return String[] rules 
  */ 
 private static String[] createRulesR(int k, Object[][] examples) {//candsR 
  List<String> candidatesList = new ArrayList<String>(); 
  String prefix = ""; 
  for (String delimiter : getDelimitersR(k, examples))//for each 
delimiter 
  { 
   Pattern whitespacePattern = Pattern.compile("\\s");//predefined 
whitespace characters. 
   if (delimiter != null) 
   { 
    Matcher whitespaceMatcher = 
whitespacePattern.matcher(delimiter);//match whitespace characters inside 
delimiter. 
    while (whitespaceMatcher.find()) 
    { 
     int indexOfWhitespace = 
whitespaceMatcher.start();//location of first whitespace. 
     if (delimiter.length() < 100)//if delimiter is less 
than 100 characters 
     { 
      prefix = delimiter;//then treat this as a 
prefix 
     } else if (indexOfWhitespace > 1 && 
indexOfWhitespace < 100)//if delimiter is longer than 100 
     {//and has a whitespace character within the first 
100 characters 
      prefix = delimiter.substring(1, 
indexOfWhitespace);//then the prefix is from the start of the delimiter to the 
whitespace  
     } else//if delimiter is longer than 100 and has no 
whitespace in the first 100 
     { 
      prefix = delimiter.substring(1, 100);//then 
the prefix is the first 100 characters of the delimiter. 
     } 
    } 
   } 
   candidatesList.add(prefix);//list the shortest prefixes of the 
delimiters according to the algorithm above.  
  } 
  String[] rules = new String[candidatesList.size()]; 
  for ( int i = 0; i < candidatesList.size() - 1; i++) { 
   rules[i] = candidatesList.get(i);//provide the list as an array 
of strings. 
  } 
  return rules;// prefixes from delimitersR 
 } 
  
 /** 
  *  
  * @param String rule 
  * @param int k 
  * @param Object[][] examples 
  * @return boolean validity 
  * @throws ParseException  
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  * @throws IOException  
  */ 
 private static boolean validateRuleL(String rule, int k, Object[][] 
examples) { 
  boolean validity = true; 
  for (String s : getDelimitersL(k, examples)) { 
   if (s != null) 
   { 
    if (s.indexOf(rule) != (s.length() - rule.length())) { 
//if rule is not a proper suffix of s 
     validity = false; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
  if (k == 0) { 
   for (String s : getFinishDelimiters(examples)) { 
    if (s != null) 
    { 
     if ((s.indexOf(rule) >= 0) && (rule.length() < 
s.length())) {//if rule is a substring of s 
      validity = false; 
     } 
    } 
   } 
  } 
  return validity; 
 } 
  
 /** 
  *  
  * @param String rule 
  * @param int k 
  * @param Object[][] examples 
  * @return boolean validity 
  * @throws ParseException  
  * @throws IOException  
  */ 
 private static boolean validateRuleR(String rule, int k, Object[][] 
examples) {//validR 
  boolean validity = true; 
  for (String s : identifyAttributes(k, examples)) { 
   if (s != null) 
   { 
    if ((s.indexOf(rule) >= 0) && (rule.length() < 
s.length())) {//if rule is a substring of s 
     validity = false;//i.e. if the candidate rule is 
part of the attribute string then it is an invalid rule 
    } 
   } 
  } 
  for (String s : getDelimitersR(k, examples)) { 
   if (s != null) 
   { 
    if (s.indexOf(rule)!= 0) {//if rule is not a prefix of s 
     validity = false;//i.e. is rule is not the very 
beginning of the delimiter then it is an invalid rule. 
    } 
   } 
  } 
  return validity; 
 } 
  
 /** 
  *  
  * @param int k 
  * @param Object[][] examples 
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  * @return String[] attributes 
  */ 
 private static String[] identifyAttributes(int k, Object[][] examples) 
{//attribs 
  List<String> attributesList = new ArrayList<String>(); 
  for (Object[] label : examples) { 
   if (k != 1) { 
    attributesList.add(label[k].toString()); 
   } 
  } 
  String[] attributes = new String[attributesList.size()]; 
  for ( int i = 0; i < attributesList.size() - 1; i++) { 
   attributes[i] = attributesList.get(i); 
  } 
  return attributes; 
 } 
  
 /** 
  *  
  * @param int k 
  * @param Object[][] examples 
  * @return String[] delimitersL 
  * @throws ParseException  
  * @throws IOException  
  */ 
 private static String[] getDelimitersL(int k, Object[][] examples) 
{//neighborsL 
  List<String> delimitersListL = new ArrayList<String>(); 
  if (k == 0) {//return tokens(K, examples) U 
getStartDelimiters(examples); 
   for (String d : tokenise(maxAttributeIndex, examples)) { 
    for (String start : getStartDelimiters(examples)) { 
     if (d == start) { 
      delimitersListL.add(d); 
     } 
    } 
   } 
  } else { 
   for (String d : tokenise(k-1, examples)) 
   { 
    delimitersListL.add(d); 
   } 
  } 
  String[] delimitersL = new String[delimitersListL.size()]; 
  for ( int i = 0; i < delimitersListL.size() - 1; i++) { 
   delimitersL[i] = delimitersListL.get(i); 
  } 
  //System.out.println(delimitersL.length + " LEFT delimiters."); 
  return delimitersL; 
 } 
  
 /** 
  *  
  * @param int k 
  * @param Object[][] examples 
  * @return String[] delimitersR 
  * @throws ParseException  
  * @throws IOException  
  */ 
 private static String[] getDelimitersR(int k, Object[][] examples) 
{//neighborsR 
  List<String> delimitersListR = new ArrayList<String>(); 
  if (k == maxAttributeIndex) {//return tokens(K, examples) U 
getFinishDelimiters(examples); 
   for (String d : tokenise(maxAttributeIndex, examples)) {//i.e. 
for each token string for the last attribute  
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    for (String finish : getFinishDelimiters(examples)) { 
     if (d == finish) { 
      delimitersListR.add(d); 
     } 
    } 
   } 
  } else { 
   for (String d : tokenise(k, examples)) 
   { 
    delimitersListR.add(d); 
   } 
  }  
  String[] delimitersR = new String[delimitersListR.size()]; 
  for ( int i = 0; i < delimitersListR.size() - 1; i++) { 
   delimitersR[i] = delimitersListR.get(i); 
  } 
  return delimitersR; 
 } 
  
 /** 
  *  
  * @param Object[][] examples 
  * @return String[] startDelimiters 
  */ 
 private static String[] getStartDelimiters(Object[][] examples) {//heads 
  List<String> startDelimitersList = new ArrayList<String>();; 
  for (Object[] label : examples) 
  { 
   try 
   { 
    URL u = new URL(label[1].toString()); 
    String page = getPageContent(u);  
    startDelimitersList.add(page.substring(1, 
page.indexOf(label[0].toString(), 1))); 
    //from the start of the page to the first instance of the 
first attribute 
      } 
   catch (Exception e) 
      { 
       e.printStackTrace(); 
      } 
  } 
  String[] startDelimiters = new String[startDelimitersList.size()]; 
  for ( int i = 0; i < startDelimitersList.size() - 1; i++) { 
   startDelimiters[i] = startDelimitersList.get(i); 
  } 
  return startDelimiters; 
 } 
  
 /** 
  *  
  * @param Object[][] examples 
  * @return String[] finishDelimiters 
  */ 
 private static String[] getFinishDelimiters(Object[][] examples) {//tails 
  List<String> finishDelimitersList = new ArrayList<String>();; 
  for (Object[] label : examples)//for each label in the set of 
examples 
  { 
   try 
   { 
    URL u = new URL(label[1].toString()); 
    String page = getPageContent(u); 
    int b= 0, endOfLastInstance = 0, endOfPage = 0; 
    b = page.lastIndexOf(label[maxAttributeIndex].toString(), 
b + 1);//last instance of the last attribute. 
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    endOfLastInstance = b + 
label[maxAttributeIndex].toString().length();//the end of the last instance of 
the last attribute. 
    endOfPage = page.length();//the end of the page. 
   
 finishDelimitersList.add(page.substring(endOfLastInstance, endOfPage)); 
    //from the end of the last instance of the last attribute 
to the end of the page. 
   } 
   catch (Exception e) 
      { 
    e.printStackTrace(); 
      } 
  } 
  String[] finishDelimiters = new String[finishDelimitersList.size()]; 
  for ( int i = 0; i < finishDelimitersList.size() - 1; i++) { 
   finishDelimiters[i] = finishDelimitersList.get(i); 
  } 
  return finishDelimiters; 
 } 
  
 /** 
  * this tokenise procedure is adapted from the set theory presented in the 
  * seps procedure (Kushmerick 1998, p.4, fig.3) 
  * and modified from 
  * Recipe #3.3: Parsing Dates and Times (Heaton 2007, p.109) 
  *  
  * @param int k The number of the attribute. 
  * @param Object[][] examples The set of examples (pages and labels) in the 
training corpus. 
  * @return String[] tokens 
  */ 
 private static String[] tokenise(int k, Object[][] examples) {//seps 
  List<String> tokenList = new ArrayList<String>(); 
  for (Object[] label : examples) 
  { 
   //System.out.println("Attribute No. " + k); 
   try 
   { 
    URL u = new URL(label[1].toString()); 
    String page = getPageContent(u);  
    int m = 0; 
    boolean done = false; 
       
    while (!done) 
    { 
     //System.out.println("Label (" + (String) label [k] 
+ ") k = " + k + " m = " + m); 
     tokenList.add(extract(page, label, k, m)); 
     if (tokenList.get(m) != null) 
     { 
      //System.out.println("Found token " + (m+1)); 
     }  
     else  
     { 
      //String pageAddress = label[1].toString(); 
      //int indexOfLastOblique = 
pageAddress.lastIndexOf("/"); 
      //String pageName = 
pageAddress.substring(indexOfLastOblique + 1); 
      //System.out.print("\nTOKEN NOT FOUND.  END 
TOKENISER FOR " + pageName); 
      done = true; 
     } 
     m++; 
     //System.out.println("."); 
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        } 
       }  
   catch (Exception e) 
          { 
        e.printStackTrace(); 
          } 
  } 
  String[] tokens = new String[tokenList.size()]; 
  for ( int i = 0; i < tokenList.size() - 1; i++)  
  { 
   tokens[i] = tokenList.get(i); 
  } 
  return tokens; 
 } 
  
 /** 
    * This method downloads the specified URL into a Java 
    * String. This is a very simple method, that you can 
    * reused anytime you need to quickly grab all data from 
    * a specific URL. 
    * 
    * @param url The URL to download. 
    * @return The contents of the URL that was downloaded. 
    * @throws IOException Thrown if any sort of error occurs. 
    */ 
   public static String getPageContent(URL url) 
   { 
     Document page = new Document(url); 
     return page.getContent(); 
   } 
 
   /** 
    * Extract a string of text from between the two specified tokens.  The  
    * case of the two tokens must match.   
    * 
    * @param page 
    * @param k 
    * @return token 
    */ 
   public static String extract(String page, Object[] label, int k, int m) 
   { 
    String token = null; 
    int b = 0; //The index into the page of the beginning of the 
attribute value.  
    int e = 0; //The end index. 
    do 
    { 
     b = page.indexOf(label[k].toString(), b + 1);//find beginning 
of mth instance of kth attribute.  
      
     //System.out.println("Found attribute " + k + " at index " + 
b); 
     if (b == -1) 
     { 
      //System.out.println(label[k].toString() + " NOT 
FOUND"); 
                  return null; 
     } 
     m--; 
     //System.out.println("instance " + m); 
    } while (m > 0); 
 
    e = b + label[k].toString().length();//end of mth instance of kth 
attribute.  
    //System.out.println(label [k] + " begins at: " + b + " and ends at 
" + e); 
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    if (k == maxAttributeIndex)//if the attribute is the last attribute  
    { 
     //System.out.println("K is maxAttributeIndex"); 
     int kOneMPlusOne = page.indexOf(label[0].toString(), 
page.indexOf(label[0].toString()) + 1); 
     //the beginning of the mth+1 instance of the first attribute. 
     if (kOneMPlusOne < 0) 
     { 
    token = page.substring(e, page.length());  
                // if there is only one occurrence of the attribute in the page 
    // then the token is from the end of that instance to the 
end  
                // of the page. 
     }  
              else 
     { 
      token = page.substring(e, kOneMPlusOne); 
      /* 
       * the token is the part of the page between 
       * the end of the mth instance of last attribute 
       * and the beginning of the mth+1 instance of the first 
attribute. 
       *  
       */   
     } 
 
    }  
                  else //if the attribute is not the last attribute 
    { 
                   //System.out.println("K is NOT maxAttributeIndex"); 
     int kPlusOne = page.indexOf(label[k+1].toString(), e);  
                                                          //the beginning of the 
mth instance of the kth+1 attribute. 
     if (kPlusOne >= 0) 
     { 
      token = page.substring(e, kPlusOne);   
     } 
     else 
     { 
      token = page.substring(e, page.length()); 
     } 
     /* 
      * the token is the part of the page between 
      * the end of the mth instance of kth attribute 
      * and the beginning of the mth instance of the kth+1 
attribute. 
      *  
      */ 
 
    } 
    if (token == null) 
        { 
     //System.out.println("Null TOKEN returned"); 
        } 
    else 
        { 
     //System.out.println("Token length = " + token.length()); 
        } 
    return token; 
   } 
 
} 
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9.4.2 Attribute.java 
package com.foafextra.extraction; 
 
public class Attribute { 
 
 /** 
  * used in wrapper execution to extract information 
  *  
  *  int beginIndexOf 
   *  int endIndexOf 
   *  String value 
   *  String name 
   *   getBeginIndexOf(); 
   *   getEndIndexOf(); 
  *   getValue(); 
   *   getName(); 
  *  -setBeginIndexOf(); 
  *  -setEndIndexOf(); 
  *  -setValue(); 
  *  -setName(); 
  */ 
 
 private int beginIndexOf; 
 private int endIndexOf; 
 private String value; 
 private String name; 
 private int number; 
 private int instance; 
  
 public Attribute (int k, String name, String value) 
 { 
  this.setNumber(k); 
  this.setName(name); 
  this.setValue(value); 
 } 
  
 /** 
  *  
  * @param k 
  */ 
 private void setNumber (int k) 
 { 
  this.number = k; 
 } 
  
 /** 
  *  
  * @param a 
  * @param m 
  */ 
 public void setInstance (Attribute a, int m) 
 { 
  this.instance = m; 
 } 
  
 /** 
  *  
  * @param name 
  */ 
 private void setName (String name) 
 { 
  this.name = name; 
 } 
  
 /** 
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  *  
  * @param value 
  */ 
 private void setValue (String value) 
 { 
  this.value = value; 
 } 
  
 /** 
  *  
  * @param Attribute a 
  * @param b  
  */ 
 public void setBeginIndexOf (Attribute a, int b) 
 { 
  this.beginIndexOf = b; 
 } 
  
 /** 
  *  
  * @param Attribute a 
  * @param int e 
  */ 
 public void setEndIndexOf (Attribute a, int e) 
 { 
  this.endIndexOf = e; 
 } 
  
 /** 
  *  
  * @param number 
  */ 
 public int getNumber (Attribute a) 
 { 
  return this.number; 
 } 
  
 /** 
  *  
  * @param instance 
  */ 
 public int getInstance (Attribute a) 
 { 
  return this.instance; 
 } 
  
 /** 
  *  
  * @param name 
  */ 
 public String getName (Attribute a) 
 { 
  return this.name; 
 } 
  
 /** 
  *  
  * @param value 
  */ 
 public String getValue (Attribute a) 
 { 
  return this.value; 
 } 
  
 /** 
  *  
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  * @param Attribute a 
  * @return int beginIndexOf 
  */ 
 public int getBeginIndexOf (Attribute a) 
 { 
  return this.beginIndexOf; 
 } 
  
 /** 
  *  
  * @param Attribute a 
  * @return int endIndexOf 
  */ 
 public int getEndIndexOf (Attribute a) 
 { 
  return this.endIndexOf; 
 } 
 
} 
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9.4.3 Document.java 
package com.foafextra.extraction; 
 
import java.io.*; 
import java.io.InputStream; 
import java.net.*; 
 
public class Document { 
 
 public static int BUFFER_SIZE = 8192;//The size of the download buffer. 
 private URL filepath; 
 private String content; 
  
 public Document(URL u) 
 { 
  this.setFilepath(u); 
  StringBuilder result = new StringBuilder(); 
     byte buffer[] = new byte[BUFFER_SIZE]; 
     int size = 0; 
 
     try 
     { 
      InputStream s = u.openStream(); 
      do 
      { 
        size = s.read(buffer); 
        if (size != -1) 
          result.append(new String(buffer, 0, size)); 
      } while (size != -1);  
     } 
     catch (IOException e) 
     { 
      e.printStackTrace(); 
     } 
 
     this.setContent(result.toString()); 
 } 
  
 /** 
  *  
  * @param u 
  */ 
 private void setFilepath(URL u) 
 { 
  this.filepath = u; 
 } 
  
 /** 
  *  
  * @param e 
  * @return filepath 
  */ 
 public String getFilepath(Document e) 
 { 
  return this.filepath.toString(); 
 } 
  
 /** 
  *  
  * @param s 
  */ 
 private void setContent(String s) 
 { 
  this.content = s; 
 } 
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 /** 
  *  
  * @param e 
  * @return content 
  */ 
 public String getContent() 
 { 
  return this.content; 
 } 
  
} 
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9.4.4 Label.java 
package com.foafextra.extraction; 
 
public class Label { 
 
 private String fullname;//foaf:name 
 private String homepageURL;//foaf:homepage 
 private String mbox;//foaf:mbox 
 private String mboxSha1sum;//foaf:mbox_sha1sum 
 private String workplaceURL;//foaf:workplaceHomepage 
 private String workplaceName;//foaf:member 
 private String jobTitle;//doac:title 
  
 public Label() 
 { 
  //TODO 
 } 
  
 private void setFullname() { 
  //TODO 
 } 
  
 public String getFullname() { 
  return null; 
 } 
  
 private void setHomepageURL() { 
  //TODO 
 } 
  
 public String getHomepageURL() { 
  return null; 
 } 
  
 private void setMbox() { 
  //TODO 
 } 
  
 public String getMbox() { 
  return null; 
 } 
  
 private void setMboxSha1Sum() { 
  //TODO 
 } 
  
 public String getMboxSha1Sum() { 
  return null; 
 } 
  
 private void setWorkplaceURL() { 
  //TODO 
 } 
  
 public String getWorkplaceURL() { 
  return null; 
 } 
  
 private void setWorkplaceName() { 
  //TODO 
 } 
  
 public String getWorkplaceName() { 
  return null; 
 } 
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 private void setJobTitle() { 
  //TODO 
 } 
  
 public String getJobTitle() { 
  return null; 
 } 
  
} 
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9.4.5 Rule.java 
package com.foafextra.extraction; 
 
public class Rule { 
 
 /** 
  *  Boolean candidacy learning 
   *  Boolean validity learning 
   *  Integer number 
   *  Vector locators 
   *   
   *   identifyAttribute(Document doc); for wrapper execution 
   *   getCandidacy(); learning 
   *   getValidity(); learning 
   *   getNumber(); 
  *  -setCandidacy(); learning 
  *  -setValidity(); learning 
  *  -setNumber(); 
  */ 
  
} 
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Appendix 6 User Instructions 
Please note that the screenshot images included in these User Instructions were taken when the application 

was run on a Microsoft Windows platform.  The application look and feel adjusts to the operating system that 

it is run on, which means that the images may not be exactly identical to the application’s appearance on other 

platforms. 

 

1. Run the application 

o a popup message will appear to instruct the user how to begin, as shown below. 

 
 

2. Press ‘OK’ 

o the application will open and the first screen to be shown is the Retrieve screen. 

3. Click in the ‘Base Host URL’ box  

4. Enter the web address of the target university 

o this must begin with http://www. 

o and end with .ac.uk/ 

5. Press the ‘Retrieve’ button 

 
 

The application will crawl the target domain and retrieve candidate homepages.  When this process is 

complete, the following popup message will appear.  This displays the start and end time of the process, the 

duration of the process in minutes, the total number of URL found and the number of candidates retrieved. 
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6. Press ‘OK’ 

o The list of candidate homepage documents will populate the table as shown below. 

o The number of candidate documents retrieved will be shown in the status bar below the table. 

7. Select ALL irrelevant documents 

o Click on an irrelevant document 

o Use Ctrl+Shift and click to select multiple documents 

8. Press ‘Discard’ 

 
 

The number of retrieved candidate documents will be shown in the status bar together with the number that 

were discarded. 

9. Press ‘Next’ 
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The application will show the Extract screen that displays the training corpus, UWS Test Cases, which is 

included in the application.  This training corpus consists of 5 labels of staff at the University of the West of 

Scotland together with the URL of their corresponding homepages. 

 
10. Press the ‘Learn’ button 

o the application will begin the wrapper learning process. 

o if the application has been executed from within an IDE, the console will display the 

following output 

 

Begin wrapper learning... 
RulesL length: 4 
0CandidateL:  
RulesL length: 5 
2CandidateL:  
RulesL length: 20 
3CandidateL: </html> 
RulesL length: 5 
4CandidateL:  
RulesL length: 35 
5CandidateL:  
0CandidateR: </em><br /> 
                      Lecturer in Media &amp;   Programme 
Leader, BA Media.<br /> 
    
2CandidateR: >ewan.crawford@uws.ac.uk</a> <br /> 
                      <em>Tel:</em> +44 (0) 1292 886359<br /> 
 
3CandidateR:  
4CandidateR: ><img src="/image/h1_UniversityWestScotland.gif" 
alt="University of the West of Scotland" /></a></h 
5CandidateR:  
Attribute 0 (Staff Name) delimiterL:  delimiterR:  
Attribute 1 (Homepage URL) delimiterL: null delimiterR: null 
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The status bar will display the number of rules successfully learned as part of the wrapper. 

 
11. Press the ‘Extract’ button 

o the procedure to execute the wrapper to extract information from the candidate documents has 

not been implemented in this project 

12. Press the ‘Next’ button 

 

The application will show the Transcode screen.  The project has not implemented a module to use the 

components displayed on this screen.  The Transcode screen has been included to illustrate the functionality 

required by a system fully implemented according to the design described in the project. 
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Appendix 7 Wrapper Induction Console Output 
Begin wrapper learning... 

***RuleL-START*** ***END*** 

***RuleL-START*** ***END*** 

***RuleL-START*** ***END*** 

RulesL length: 4 

0CandidateL:  

***RuleL-START*** ***END*** 

***RuleL-START*** ***END*** 

***RuleL-START*** ***END*** 

***RuleL-START*** ***END*** 

RulesL length: 5 

2CandidateL:  

***RuleL-START***</html> ***END*** 

***RuleL-START***</html> ***END*** 

***RuleL-START***</html> ***END*** 

***RuleL-START***</html> ***END*** 

***RuleL-START*** ***END*** 

***RuleL-START*** ***END*** 

***RuleL-START*** ***END*** 

***RuleL-START*** ***END*** 

***RuleL-START***</html> ***END*** 

***RuleL-START***</html> ***END*** 

***RuleL-START***</html> ***END*** 

***RuleL-START***</html> ***END*** 

***RuleL-START*** ***END*** 

***RuleL-START*** ***END*** 

***RuleL-START*** ***END*** 

***RuleL-START*** ***END*** 

***RuleL-START*** ***END*** 

***RuleL-START*** ***END*** 

***RuleL-START*** ***END*** 

RulesL length: 20 

3CandidateL: </html> 

***RuleL-START*** ***END*** 

***RuleL-START*** ***END*** 

***RuleL-START*** ***END*** 

***RuleL-START*** ***END*** 

RulesL length: 5 

4CandidateL:  
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***RuleL-START*** ***END*** 

***RuleL-START*** ***END*** 

***RuleL-START*** ***END*** 

***RuleL-START***</html> ***END*** 

***RuleL-START***</html> ***END*** 

***RuleL-START***</html> ***END*** 

***RuleL-START***</html> ***END*** 

***RuleL-START*** ***END*** 

***RuleL-START*** ***END*** 

***RuleL-START*** ***END*** 

***RuleL-START*** ***END*** 

***RuleL-START*** ***END*** 

***RuleL-START*** ***END*** 

***RuleL-START*** ***END*** 

***RuleL-START*** ***END*** 

***RuleL-START*** ***END*** 

***RuleL-START*** ***END*** 

***RuleL-START***</html> ***END*** 

***RuleL-START***</html> ***END*** 

***RuleL-START***</html> ***END*** 

***RuleL-START***</html> ***END*** 

***RuleL-START*** ***END*** 

***RuleL-START*** ***END*** 

***RuleL-START*** ***END*** 

***RuleL-START*** ***END*** 

***RuleL-START*** ***END*** 

***RuleL-START*** ***END*** 

***RuleL-START*** ***END*** 

***RuleL-START*** ***END*** 

***RuleL-START*** ***END*** 

***RuleL-START*** ***END*** 

***RuleL-START*** ***END*** 

***RuleL-START*** ***END*** 

***RuleL-START*** ***END*** 

RulesL length: 35 

5CandidateL:  

***RuleR-START***</em><br /> 

                      Lecturer in Media &amp;   Programme Leader, BA 

Media.<br /> 

   ***END*** 
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***RuleR-START***</em><br /> 

                      Lecturer in Media &amp;   Programme Leader, BA 

Media.<br /> 

   ***END*** 

***RuleR-START***</em><br /> 

                      Lecturer in Media &amp;   Programme Leader, BA 

Media.<br /> 

   ***END*** 

***RuleR-START***br /> 

                    BA</em><br /> 

                      Lecturer in Cinema &amp;   Cultural***END*** 

***RuleR-START***br /> 

                    BA</em><br /> 

                      Lecturer in Cinema &amp;   Cultural***END*** 

***RuleR-START***br /> 

                    BA</em><br /> 

                      Lecturer in Cinema &amp;   Cultural***END*** 

***RuleR-START***br /> 

                    BA</em><br /> 

                      Lecturer<br /> 

                   ***END*** 

***RuleR-START***br /> 

                    BA</em><br /> 

                      Lecturer<br /> 

                   ***END*** 

***RuleR-START***br /> 

                    BA</em><br /> 

                      Lecturer<br /> 

                   ***END*** 

***RuleR-START***/em><br /> 

                      Lecturer in Commercial Music<br /> 

                      <a titl***END*** 

***RuleR-START***/em><br /> 

                      Lecturer in Commercial Music<br /> 

                      <a titl***END*** 

***RuleR-START***is currently a lecturer in Commercial Music at the 

University of the West of Scotland, Scotland. Tu***END*** 

***RuleR-START***<br /> 

                    MA (Hons) (St   Andrews)</em><br /> 

                      Lecturer in ***END*** 
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***RuleR-START***<br /> 

                    MA (Hons) (St   Andrews)</em><br /> 

                      Lecturer in ***END*** 

RulesR length: 15 

0CandidateR: </em><br /> 

                      Lecturer in Media &amp;   Programme Leader, BA 

Media.<br /> 

    

***RuleR-START***>ewan.crawford@uws.ac.uk</a> <br /> 

                      <em>Tel:</em> +44 (0) 1292 886359<br /> 

***END*** 

***RuleR-START***>ewan.crawford@uws.ac.uk</a> <br /> 

                      <em>Tel:</em> +44 (0) 1292 886359<br /> 

***END*** 

***RuleR-START***/a> <br /> 

                      <em>Tel:</em> +44 (0) 1292 886359<br /> 

                      <e***END*** 

***RuleR-START***/a> <br /> 

                      <em>Tel:</em> +44 (0) 1292 886359<br /> 

                      <e***END*** 

***RuleR-START*** tabindex="39" 

href="mailto:rachael.stark@uws.ac.uk">rachael.stark@uws.ac.uk</a> <br /> 

          ***END*** 

***RuleR-START*** tabindex="39" 

href="mailto:rachael.stark@uws.ac.uk">rachael.stark@uws.ac.uk</a> <br /> 

          ***END*** 

***RuleR-START***>rachael.stark@uws.ac.uk</a> <br /> 

                      <em>Tel: </em>+44 (0) 1292 886436<br /> 

***END*** 

***RuleR-START***/a> <br /> 

                      <em>Tel: </em>+44 (0) 1292 886436<br /> 

                      <e***END*** 

***RuleR-START*** tabindex="39" 

href="mailto:andrew.jarvis@uws.ac.uk">andrew.jarvis@uws.ac.uk</a> <br /> 

          ***END*** 

***RuleR-START*** tabindex="39" 

href="mailto:andrew.jarvis@uws.ac.uk">andrew.jarvis@uws.ac.uk</a> <br /> 

          ***END*** 

***RuleR-START***>andrew.jarvis@uws.ac.uk</a> <br /> 

                      <em>Tel:</em> 01292 886374<br /> 
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      ***END*** 

***RuleR-START***/a> <br /> 

                      <em>Tel:</em> 01292 886374<br /> 

                      <em>Fax:<***END*** 

***RuleR-START*** tabindex="39" 

href="mailto:jim.prime@uws.ac.uk">jim.prime@uws.ac.uk</a> <br /> 

                  ***END*** 

***RuleR-START*** tabindex="39" 

href="mailto:jim.prime@uws.ac.uk">jim.prime@uws.ac.uk</a> <br /> 

                  ***END*** 

***RuleR-START***>jim.prime@uws.ac.uk</a> <br /> 

                      <em>Tel: </em>+44 (0) 1292 886456 <br /> 

  ***END*** 

***RuleR-START***/a> <br /> 

                      <em>Tel: </em>+44 (0) 1292 886456 <br /> 

                      <***END*** 

***RuleR-START***>alistair.scott@uws.ac.uk</a><br /> 

                      <em>Tel: </em>01292 886480<br /> 

      ***END*** 

***RuleR-START***>alistair.scott@uws.ac.uk</a><br /> 

                      <em>Tel: </em>01292 886480<br /> 

      ***END*** 

***RuleR-START***/a><br /> 

                      <em>Tel: </em>01292 886480<br /> 

                      <em>Fax:</***END*** 

RulesR length: 20 

2CandidateR: >ewan.crawford@uws.ac.uk</a> <br /> 

                      <em>Tel:</em> +44 (0) 1292 886359<br /> 

 

***RuleR-START******END*** 

***RuleR-START******END*** 

***RuleR-START******END*** 

***RuleR-START******END*** 

RulesR length: 5 

3CandidateR:  

***RuleR-START***><img src="/image/h1_UniversityWestScotland.gif" 

alt="University of the West of Scotland" /></a></h***END*** 

***RuleR-START***><img src="/image/h1_UniversityWestScotland.gif" 

alt="University of the West of Scotland" /></a></h***END*** 

***RuleR-START*** /></a></h1> 
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   <!-- Google CSE Search Box Begins  --> 

   

  <form action="http://www.uws.ac***END*** 

***RuleR-START***\ 0141 848 3000 \ <a href="mailto:info@uws.ac.uk" 

title="Our Contact Email Address">info@uws.ac.uk<***END*** 

***RuleR-START*** <a href="/copyright-privacy.asp" title="Copyright and 

Privacy Policy">Copyright and Privacy</a><br***END*** 

***RuleR-START***is a Registered Scottish Charity. Charity number 

SC002520</p> 

  </div>    

</div><!-- end of: foot***END*** 

***RuleR-START***is a Registered Scottish Charity. Charity number 

SC002520</p> 

  </div>    

</div><!-- end of: foot***END*** 

***RuleR-START***><img src="/image/h1_UniversityWestScotland.gif" 

alt="University of the West of Scotland" /></a></h***END*** 

***RuleR-START***><img src="/image/h1_UniversityWestScotland.gif" 

alt="University of the West of Scotland" /></a></h***END*** 

***RuleR-START*** /></a></h1> 

    

   <!-- Google CSE Search Box Begins  --> 

   

  <form action="http://www.uws.ac***END*** 

***RuleR-START***\ 0141 848 3000 \ <a href="mailto:info@uws.ac.uk" 

title="Our Contact Email Address">info@uws.ac.uk<***END*** 

***RuleR-START*** <a href="/copyright-privacy.asp" title="Copyright and 

Privacy Policy">Copyright and Privacy</a><br***END*** 

***RuleR-START***is a Registered Scottish Charity. Charity number 

SC002520</p> 

  </div>    

</div><!-- end of: foot***END*** 

***RuleR-START***is a Registered Scottish Charity. Charity number 

SC002520</p> 

  </div>    

</div><!-- end of: foot***END*** 

***RuleR-START***><img src="/image/h1_UniversityWestScotland.gif" 

alt="University of the West of Scotland" /></a></h***END*** 
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***RuleR-START***><img src="/image/h1_UniversityWestScotland.gif" 

alt="University of the West of Scotland" /></a></h***END*** 

***RuleR-START*** /></a></h1> 

    

   <!-- Google CSE Search Box Begins  --> 

   

  <form action="http://www.uws.ac***END*** 

***RuleR-START*** 2001. </p> 

                    <p>Member of SQA consortium on communication/ media 

studies 1996-2***END*** 

***RuleR-START***\ 0141 848 3000 \ <a href="mailto:info@uws.ac.uk" 

title="Our Contact Email Address">info@uws.ac.uk<***END*** 

***RuleR-START*** <a href="/copyright-privacy.asp" title="Copyright and 

Privacy Policy">Copyright and Privacy</a><br***END*** 

***RuleR-START***is a Registered Scottish Charity. Charity number 

SC002520</p> 

  </div>    

</div><!-- end of: foot***END*** 

***RuleR-START***><img src="/image/h1_UniversityWestScotland.gif" 

alt="University of the West of Scotland" /></a></h***END*** 

***RuleR-START***><img src="/image/h1_UniversityWestScotland.gif" 

alt="University of the West of Scotland" /></a></h***END*** 

***RuleR-START*** /></a></h1> 

    

   <!-- Google CSE Search Box Begins  --> 

   

  <form action="http://www.uws.ac***END*** 

***RuleR-START*** Scotland. Turning professional at 20, Jim began his 

music career   playing keyboards with John Mar***END*** 

***RuleR-START***( Ayr Campus) on the B.A   Commercial Music ( hons) 

course.</p> 

                    <p>&nbsp; </p>***END*** 

***RuleR-START***\ 0141 848 3000 \ <a href="mailto:info@uws.ac.uk" 

title="Our Contact Email Address">info@uws.ac.uk<***END*** 

***RuleR-START*** <a href="/copyright-privacy.asp" title="Copyright and 

Privacy Policy">Copyright and Privacy</a><br***END*** 

***RuleR-START***><img src="/image/h1_UniversityWestScotland.gif" 

alt="University of the West of Scotland" /></a></h***END*** 

***RuleR-START***><img src="/image/h1_UniversityWestScotland.gif" 

alt="University of the West of Scotland" /></a></h***END*** 
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***RuleR-START*** /></a></h1> 

    

   <!-- Google CSE Search Box Begins  --> 

   

  <form action="http://www.uws.ac***END*** 

***RuleR-START***\ 0141 848 3000 \ <a href="mailto:info@uws.ac.uk" 

title="Our Contact Email Address">info@uws.ac.uk<***END*** 

***RuleR-START*** <a href="/copyright-privacy.asp" title="Copyright and 

Privacy Policy">Copyright and Privacy</a><br***END*** 

***RuleR-START***is a Registered Scottish Charity. Charity number 

SC002520</p> 

  </div>    

</div><!-- end of: foot***END*** 

RulesR length: 35 

4CandidateR: ><img src="/image/h1_UniversityWestScotland.gif" 

alt="University of the West of Scotland" /></a></h 

***RuleR-START******END*** 

***RuleR-START******END*** 

***RuleR-START******END*** 

RulesR length: 4 

5CandidateR:  

Attribute 0 (Staff Name) delimiterL:  delimiterR:  

Attribute 1 (Homepage URL) delimiterL: null delimiterR: null 
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Glossary 
 

abstraction  a mechanism and practice to reduce 

the level of detail in order to focus on fewer 

concepts at once. 

AI  a field of computer science focussing on the 

development of computers to function with 

human behaviours and exhibit human 

intelligence. 

Amaya  an open source Web browser and Web 

document authoring tool. 

anchor text  the text in a Web document associated 

with a hyperlink. 

annotated corpus  see ‘training corpus’ 

Annotea  a W3C sponsored project that established 

an RDF standard of document metadata and 

produced a tool for authoring Web documents. 

answer keys  a group of attribute values that 

describe the information within an example 

document from a training corpus. 

Aperture  a Java framework for adapting 

information for use with SemWeb technologies.  

See also ‘Jena’ 

API  a method to enable a program to 

communicate with another using a library of 

functions. 

applet  a small Java program that can be embedded 

within HTML documents. 

Application Program Interfaces  see ‘API’ 

ARPANET  a computer network and precursor to 

the Internet. 

Artificial Intelligence  see‘AI’ 

backlinks  incoming hyperlinks that reference the 

current document. 

bi-directional  an indication that the relationship 

between two links is reciprocal.  See also ‘uni-

directional’ 

Boolean  an indication that a test has one of only 

two outcomes, true or false. 

Boosted Wrapper Induction  see ‘BWI’ 

boosting  a probabilistic method of improving 

wrapper induction through iteration. 

bottom-up relational algorithm  a method of 

deducing a wrapper from existing rules.  See also 

‘top-down relational algorithm’ 

browser  an application for viewing documents, 

especially across the Web. 

BWI  wrapper induction using boosting. 

Camelot project  a SemWeb project delivering 

research in ontology reasoning. 

Card Layout Manager  a Java device for 

organising the layout of components in a GUI. 

Cascading Style Sheets  see ‘CSS’ 

central co-ordination  indicates that system 

maintenance is restricted or controlled through a 

single point. 

CERN  a European particle physics institute 

located near Geneva, Switzerland. 

Chimaera  an ontology environment 

administration system. 

Closed World Model  see ‘CWM’ 

cohesion  a measure of the convergence of code to 

achieve a common purpose within a module. 

command line a text based method of passing 

input to a computer and also displaying output to 

the user. 

co-reference resolution  see ‘CORS’ 

CORS  the process of resolving multiple references 

to a single piece of information. 

coupling  a measure of how much one software 

module relies upon another. 

covering algorithm  a process of learning rules 

that are applicable in the majority of cases. 

CSS  the computing language concerned with the 

layout of a Web document. 

CWM  a SemWeb data processor and RDF parser. 
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Cyclomatic Complexity a measure of application 

complexity used in static testing. 

DARPA  US military agency responsible for 

technology research. 

Data Retrieval  see ‘DR’ 

DCMI  US agency responsible for the maintenance 

of resource description. 

dead links  URL that point to a missing or broken 

document or resource. 

debug  process of software error checking and 

correction. 

decentralised  indicates that a system is not based 

at a single location. 

Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency  

see ‘DARPA’ 

delimiters  text that identifies the beginning and 

end of an attribute value. 

deprecated  an indication that a software term is 

out of date and discouraged from modern use. 

Description Logic  see ‘DL’ 

Description Of A Career  see ‘DOAC’ 

distributed  indicates that a system may be 

accessed from multiple locations. 

DL  the discipline relating to the description of 

reasoning systems. 

DOAC  an ontology for describing professional 

information about a person or group. 

documentation system  software for recording 

document metadata and workflow. 

docuverse  the universal digital library using 

hypertext (Nelson 1965, 1981). 

DR  the process of accessing granular data stored 

within a computer system. 

Dublin Core Metadata Initiative  see ‘DCMI’ 

dynamic  constantly changing 

dynamic testing  software testing requiring 

application execution.  See also ‘static testing’ 

Eclipse  open-source, platform-independent 

software framework incorporating IDE for 

several computing languages. 

encapsulation  a measure of how information and 

processes in one module are hidden from another. 

Error 404  HTTP error message indicating a 

missing file. 

Evolutionary Delivery  software development 

lifecycle combining Staged and Evolutionary 

Prototyping. 

Evolutionary Prototyping  iterative software 

development lifecycle. 

ExpertFinder  FOAF spin-off project for the 

development of person description and discovery 

tools. 

extensible  software that is easy to adapt for future 

use. 

eXtensible Mark-up Language  see ‘XML’ 

eXtensible Stylesheet Language 

Transformations  see ‘XSLT’ 

FaCT  an ontology reasoning system. 

factoring  the break down of code into smaller 

modules in order to reduce code size, complexity, 

and code redundancy.  Not to be confused with 

‘refactoring’ 

fan-in/fan-out  a measure of the connections 

between modules. 

Fast Classification of Terminologies  see ‘FaCT’ 

feature creep  a trap during software 

implementation leading to over-emphasise on 

new features to the detriment of implementation 

quality. 

filtering  an operational mode for an IR model 

where user information need is constant but the 

document corpus is dynamic. 

FOAF  ontology for the description of person-

related resources. 

FOAF-a-matic  an application for the  semi-

automatic generation of FOAF resources. 

FOAFbeans  a Java library of functions for the 

generation of FOAF resources. 
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FOAFexplorer  a tool for the textual 

representation of FOAF resources within a Web 

browser. 

FOAFnaut  an application for the graphical 

visualisation of FOAF resources.  See also 

‘RDFAuthor’ 

Foaftool  an application which normalises and 

aggregates the information that represents the 

relationship between a picture and the people that 

are depicted in the picture. 

FOAFx  an extension of the FOAF ontology to 

include a wider range of terms. 

Friend Of A Friend  see ‘FOAF’ 

Gleaning Resource Descriptions from Dialects of 

Languages  see ‘GRDDL’ 

Google  a large-scale hypertextual Web search 

engine. 

Graphic User Interface  see ‘GUI’ 

GRDDL  a mechanism to indicate than an XML 

document contains RDF. 

GUI  a graphical based method of passing input 

into a computer by using a mouse and keyboard 

and displaying output to a user by using icons 

and windows. 

Haystack  tool for the management of information 

related semantically and presentation of that 

information within a Web browser. 

heterogeneous systems  systems with dissimilar 

structure. 

Hidden Markov Modelling  see ‘HMM’ 

HMM  a formal probabilistic method for 

generalising a results framework from a sequence 

of information. 

HTML  the hypertext language used to define Web 

document structure. 

HTTP  computer protocol for transmitting data 

over the Web. 

human-computer interaction  the study of the 

relationship between a user and their computer. 

human-readable  can be readily understood by a 

person from simply viewing a document. 

hyperlinks  individual connections allowing the 

reader to directly jump between separate 

positions in a document or documents. 

hypertext  a method of connecting together 

separate positions in a document or documents.  

See also ‘linear text’ 

HyperText Mark-up Language  see ‘HTML’ 

IDE  a combination of several software 

development tools into a single package. 

IE  the automatic extraction of relevant structured 

information from a document collection. 

Incremental Model  a software development 

lifecycle delivering the software in manageable 

increments. 

inductive reasoning  the process of reaching 

generalised conclusions from particular 

observations. 

Information Extraction  see ‘IE’ 

information hiding  restriction of the scope of 

software properties and methods within a module 

from other modules. 

Information Retrieval  see ‘IR’ 

Integrated Development Environment  see ‘IDE’ 

intelligence amplification  the study of the use of 

Information Technology to enhancing the mental 

capacity of mankind. 

Internet  a global computer network. 

IR  the automatic retrieval of relevant documents 

from a document collection. 

Java Development Kit  see ‘JDK’ 

Java Runtime Environment  see ‘JRE’ 

JDK  software required to develop Java programs. 

Jena  a Java framework for adapting information 

for use with SemWeb technologies.  See also 

‘Aperture’ 

JRE  software required to run Java programs. 

KAON  an ontology framework. 

Karlsruhe Ontology  see ‘KAON’ 
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keywords  significant words that summarise 

document content. 

knowledge engineering  the discipline concerning 

the human knowledge and expertise into 

computer systems. 

Knowledge Representation  see ‘KR’ 

KR  the formal representation of knowledge within 

a computer system. 

landmarks  see ‘delimiters’ 

Left-Right  see ‘LR’ 

lexicon  a dictionary of topic-related terms. 

linear text  text that must be read in a methodical 

manner from beginning to end.  For example, a 

printed book is a linear text document and in 

order to jump from page 12 to page 34 the reader 

must turn through all of the intervening pages 

and cannot jump directly to page 34.  See also 

‘hypertext’ 

line-mode  see ‘command line’ 

link analysis  a measure of relevance of links 

pointing to a Web document. 

literals  a string, number or date represented by a 

constant value. 

longest common substring  the longest section of 

a string that is identical to a section compared 

with another string. 

LR  a simple supervised top-down wrapper 

induction covering algorithm. 

machine learning  the science of computational 

learning.  See also ‘HMM’ 

machine-readable can be readily understood by a 

computer from simply accessing a document. 

Memex  the earliest proposal of a hypertext 

system. 

Message Understanding Conferences  see ‘MUC’ 

metadata  data used to describe data.  For 

example, the data of a document can be described 

by its title and author.  In that case the title and 

author can be said to be metadata of the 

document. 

Metalog  the first SemWeb system capable of 

querying and reasoning information from 

SemWeb resources. 

Metatomix  a SemWeb system enabled to support 

Oracle semantic services. 

modularity  a measure of the separation and 

integration of parts to a software system. 

Mouse  a device for controlling user input 

graphically by co-ordinating the motion of an 

onscreen pointer. 

MUC  DARPA funded conferences for the 

evaluation of IE research projects. 

N3  RDF serialisation. 

namespace  the Web address that identifies the 

online location where an ontology is stored. 

Natural Language Processing  see ‘NLP’ 

Natural Language Understanding  see ‘TQA’ 

NetBeans  a Java library of functions provided by 

Sun Microsystems. 

newsgroup  online discussion forum. 

NLP  computer science research relating to the 

ability for software to process human language. 

NLS  the earliest GUI system. 

Notation3  see ‘N3’ 

N-Triples  RDF serialisation. 

oN Line System  see ‘NLS’ 

Ontaria  an ontology discovery and index system. 

Ontobroker  an ontology inference and reasoning 

prototype established by KAON now 

commercially available from Ontoprise. 

ontology  a vocabulary that represents the meaning 

and relationships of topic-related terms. 

Ontoprise  provider of SemWeb technologies. 

Oracle a relational database management system. 

OWL  the software language for the description of 

ontologies. 

PageRank  a measure used by Google to assess the 

importance of a Web document. 
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PiggyBank  a Web browser extension allowing 

information aggregation and management within 

the browser. 

pluralistic  the ability to identify the same entity in 

several ways. 

predicate  attribute declaration. 

Protégé  manual ontology editor.  Also a SemWeb 

project established by Stanford University. 

Qname  RDF term declaration available in Turtle. 

qualified name  see ‘Qname’ 

query  an expression of a user’s need for 

information. 

RDF  non-hierarchical structure for software 

languages and applications that is defined as 

W3C Recommendation to show how Web 

resources should be described. 

RDF Schema  see ‘RDFS’ 

RDF triple  a method to describe the relationship 

between a resource attribute and that attribute’s 

value.  Defined in three parts; a subject, a 

predicate and an object. 

RDF/XML  RDF serialisation. 

RDFa  proposed extension of XHTML to embed 

RDF compatible information directly within an 

HTML Web document. 

RDFAuthor  an application for the graphical 

visualisation of FOAF resources.  See also 

‘FOAFnaut’ 

RDFS  W3C Recommendation structure for what 

concepts to define within a topic-related 

ontology. 

redundancy  a measure of the amount of code 

whose function is repeated within an application. 

refactoring  the process of editing code to improve 

its readability and structure without affecting its 

function.  Not to be confused with ‘factoring’ 

remote machines  computers that access a system 

across a network from a distant location. 

Resource Description Framework  see ‘RDF’ 

ResuméRDF an ontology for describing a 

document of professional information about a 

person, such as a CV or resumé. 

ripple effect  a cause of errors spreading 

throughout the software code during 

implementation. 

screen-scraper  a hand-coded set of rules for IE. 

scroll pane  a GUI component that allows the user 

to scroll vertically and horizontally to view parts 

of the interface that cannot be displayed within 

the available window space. 

search engines  computer systems whose purpose 

is dedicated to IR 

search terms  the keywords that constitute a query. 

Semantic Campus  a project designed to extend 

FOAF to cover the academic domain. 

Semantic Web  see ‘SemWeb’ 

Semantic Web Applications Platform  see 

‘SWAP’ 

Semantic Web Logic Language  see ‘SWeLL’ 

SemWalker  early SemWeb browsing software. 

SemWeb  a layered extension to the Web using 

additional software languages and technologies to 

describe and access information semantically in a 

machine-readable format. 

separators  see ‘delimiters’ 

servlet  a Java program that exists and is executed 

on a server. 

SGML  the specification of software languages 

used to structure documents. 

SHOE  an early ontology software language. 

skitter  a computer program capable of 

automatically running over the SemWeb to 

retrieve information. 

smushing  see ‘CORS’ 

Spiral Lifecycle  a lifecycle to develop software in 

repetitive, manageable increments. 

SRV  wrapper induction algorithm utilising token 

features. 

Staged Delivery  see Incremental Model 
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STALKER  hierarchical wrapper induction 

algorithm that steps iteratively deeper into 

document structure to identify attributes and 

delimiters. 

State Machine diagrams  software design 

diagrams showing the sequence of events that can 

change the state of an object. 

Statechart diagrams  see ‘State Machine 

diagrams’ 

static testing  software testing that does not require 

application execution.  See also ‘dynamic testing’ 

Structure Chart  system architecture design 

diagrams showing the internal structure of an 

application’s modules and providing an 

indication of the relationships between them. 

substate  a smaller section of a State Machine 

diagram in order to show a particular state in 

greater detail. 

Sun Microsystems  a company developing and 

supplying computer hardware, computer software 

and IT services. 

SWAP  a collection of open source material 

relating to W3C SemWeb activity. 

SWeLL  a software language for the expression 

and transfer of high-level logical statements 

(rules, axioms) and proofs on the Web. 

tabbed panes  a GUI component that allows the 

user to view different parts of the interface that 

cannot be displayed within the available window 

space by clicking on tabs. 

tags  labels defining document structure, content, 

layout, and context depending on the software 

language in which any tag may be written. 

Terse RDF Triple Language  see ‘Turtle’ 

Text-To-Onto  a tool suite produced by KAON to 

assists users in the construction and extension of 

ontologies by automatic and semi-automatic 

ontology learning. 

Textual Question-Answering  see ‘TQA’ 

token  a manageable fragment of data, individual 

words, points of punctuation, or tags. 

tokenization  the process of breaking down a 

document into constituent tokens. 

top-down relational algorithm  a method of 

inducing a wrapper using a training corpus 

without existing rules.  See also ‘bottom-up 

relational algorithm’ 

TQA  the scientific discipline concerning a 

computer system's ability to answer predefined 

questions for a document collection. 

training corpus  part of a machine learning IE 

system that consists of example documents and 

their corresponding answer keys. 

transclusion  the inclusion of a referenced 

document, in part or its entirety, inside a 

document without the duplication of the 

referenced document. 

Turbo JBuilder  a Java IDE by 

Borland/CodeGear. 

Turtle  RDF serialisation. 

UML  a standardisation of software development 

and business process diagrams. 

uni-directional  an indication that the relationship 

between two links is not reciprocal.  See also ‘bi-

directional’ 

Unified Modelling Language  see ‘UML’ 

Universal Resource Identifiers  see ‘URI’ 

URI  address locating a Web resource. 

use-case  conceptualises the behaviour of part of a 

system. 

user profile  description of a user’s requirements 

including their information need. 

vCard  a vocabulary for describing personal 

contact information. 

Versitcard  see ‘vCard’ 

W3C  consortium responsible for the promotion 

and development of the Web. 

W3C Recommendations  a formal standard 

supported by W3C. 
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Waterfall Lifecycle  a software development 

lifecycle that produces software in sequential 

stages. 

Web  a global hypertextual document collection. 

Web Ontology Language  see ‘OWL’ 

web server  a computer connected to the Web used 

for storing and controlling access to Web 

documents. 

Web Start  Java technology to deploy client 

applications over a network. 

weblogs  journal style user generated Web 

documents. 

whitespace  unprinted characters, including; space, 

end-of-line, vertical tab, horizontal tab and form-

feed. 

WIEN  a project that categorises hierarchical 

wrapper induction algorithms into classes. 

word processing  the use of computers to write 

and edit documents including features such as 

spell checking and text deletion. 

World Wide Web  see ‘Web’ 

World Wide Web Consortium  see ‘W3C’ 

World Wide Web Knowledge Base  an early Web 

IE project. 

wrapper  a set of rules learned by machines for the 

purpose of IE. 

wrapper induction  the study and process of 

generalising a wrapper from a training corpus. 

Wrapper Induction Environment  see ‘WIEN’ 

Xanadu  hypertext project using bi-directional 

hyperlinks and transclusion. 

XML  the software language used to define Web 

document context. 

XSLT  software language to convert from one 

XML format into another. 
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